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Despite the numerous efforts of standardization, semantic issues remain in effect in many
subfields of networking. The inability to exchange data unambiguously between information systems and human resources is an issue that hinders technology implementation,
semantic interoperability, service deployment, network management, technology migration, among many others. In this thesis, we will approach the semantic issues in two
critical subfields of networking, namely, network configuration management and network
addressing architectures. The fact that makes the study in these areas rather appealing
is that in both scenarios semantic issues have been around from the very early days
of networking. However, as networks continue to grow in size and complexity current
practices are becoming neither scalable nor practical.
One of the most complex and essential tasks in network management is the configuration of network devices. The lack of comprehensive and standard means for modifying
and controlling the configuration of network elements has led to the continuous and
extended use of proprietary Command Line Interfaces (CLIs). Unfortunately, CLIs
are generally both, device and vendor-specific. In the context of heterogeneous network infrastructures—i.e., networks typically composed of multiple devices from different vendors—the use of several CLIs raises serious Operation, Administration and
Management (OAM) issues. Accordingly, network administrators are forced to gain
specialized expertise and to continuously keep knowledge and skills up to date as new
features, system upgrades or technologies appear. Overall, the utilization of proprietary
mechanisms allows neither sharing knowledge consistently between vendors’ domains
nor reusing configurations to achieve full automation of network configuration tasks—
which are typically required in autonomic management. Due to this heterogeneity, CLIs

typically provide a help feature which is in turn an useful source of knowledge to enable
semantic interpretation of a vendor’s configuration space. The large amount of information a network administrator must learn and manage makes Information Extraction
(IE) and other forms of natural language analysis of the Artificial Intelligence (AI) field
key enablers for the network device configuration space. This thesis presents the design
and implementation specification of the first Ontology-Based Information Extraction
(OBIE) System from the CLI of network devices for the automation and abstraction of
device configurations.
Moreover, the so-called semantic overload of IP addresses—wherein addresses are both
identifiers and locators of a node at the same time—is one of the main constraints
over mobility of network hosts, multi-homing and scalability of the routing system. In
light of this, numerous approaches have emerged in an effort to decouple the semantics
of the network addressing scheme. In this thesis, we approach this issue from two
perspectives, namely, a non-disruptive (i.e., evolutionary) solution to the current Internet
and a clean-slate approach for Future Internet. In the first scenario, we analyze the
Locator/Identifier Separation Protocol (LISP) as it is currently one of the strongest
solutions to the semantic overload issue. However, its adoption is hindered by existing
problems in the proposed mapping systems. Herein, we propose the LISP Redundancy
Protocol (LRP) aimed to complement the LISP framework and strengthen feasibility
of deployment, while at the same time, minimize mapping table size, latency time and
maximize reachability in the network. In the second scenario, we explore TARIFA a
Next Generation Internet architecture and introduce a novel service-centric addressing
scheme which aims to overcome the issues related to routing and semantic overload of
IP addresses.
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Chapter 1

Summary and Road Map
This introductory chapter provides a thorough description of the motivations and main
contributions of this thesis. The rest of the chapter enumerates supporting publications
to journals and conferences and concludes with an overview of the structure of this
manuscript.

1.1

Motivations

The exponential growth of both Internet traffic and digital information (big data) give
no respite to the telecommunications industry and is visibly shortening the life-cycle of
the technologies used for core networking. To cope with the traffic demand, the industry
has primarily focused on the evolution of the data and control planes, and has rapidly
made progress in both subjects. Accordingly, a variety of protocols and technologies
have emerged at a very rapid pace, bringing along a complex set of new terminologies
and conceptualizations, which in turn raise serious semantic issues.
The semantic problems in the field of networking are related to the inability to understand and unambiguously interpret the meaning of domain concepts and protocol units
for different purposes, for instance, implementation, management, information modeling, service deployment, etc. Overall, these problems derive either from: (i) the lack of
absolute standards for the performance of network functions—which in turn lead to the
use of proprietary solutions that typically raise serious interoperability issues in the context of heterogeneous environments; (ii) the lack of formal means for the specification
of network protocols—a fact which unquestionably leads to ambiguity and incompleteness of conceptualizations; (iii) the intrinsic nature of an ever-changing domain flood
of terminologies—wherein dissimilar concepts are often used interchangeably to refer
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to the same semantics; or (iv) the semantic overload of domain entities (e.g., Internet
Protocol - IP address semantic overload [4]).
The semantic issues in the field of networking have been around for long time. Consider for instance, the challenges faced for the implementation and conformance testing
due to the loose specification of networking protocols in public Request for Comments’
(RFCs) [5]; or the multiplicity of network management information languages and their
unique level of semantic expressiveness [6]. In this thesis, we will approach the semantic
problems in two critical areas of networking, namely, the configuration management of
network devices and the semantic overload of the current IP addressing architecture—an
issue with serious implications in the scalability of the global routing system.

1.1.1

Semantic Issues in Configuration Management

One of the most complex and essential tasks in network management is network device
configuration. Overall, it encompasses a large number of functions, which include, setting
routing protocols, security filters, interface parameters, forwarding rules, Quality of
Service (QoS) policies, etc. Despite numerous efforts, network administrators continue
to rely on Command-Line Interfaces (CLIs) as the preferred means for configuring their
network devices [7]. This is typically the case of administrators operating in Internet
Service Providers (ISPs), data centers, corporate networks, public administrations, etc.
Due to the lack of standards, administrators must deal with the complexities associated
with this practice, since CLIs are generally both, device and vendor-specific, meaning
that, commands syntax and semantics are specific to each configuration environment.
This is further exacerbated by the heterogeneity of today’s network infrastructures, as
networks are typically composed of devices from different vendors (i.e., multi-vendor
networks). Accordingly, network administrators are forced to gain specialized expertise
for a wide range of devices, and to continuously keep knowledge and skills up to date as
new features, operating system upgrades, or technologies appear in the routing market.
In light of all this, device misconfiguration is a common event, which often leads to
serious service disruptions [8].
From reviewing the literature, it becomes evident that, over the last few years, academic
and industrial communities have devoted considerable efforts to overcome the inherent
complexities of the so-mentioned CLIs or the cumbersome and rarely used configuration
means provided by the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) [9]. Clearly, the
need for standards has always been among the best interests of the Internet community,
since they are essential to achieve interoperability at a global level. In light of this, the
NETCONF protocol [10] emerged as an attempt to standardize device configurations.

Unfortunately, NETCONF itself has not gained momentum yet, so it remains to be seen
if it will finally become the protocol of choice [11]. In this regard, industry sources state
that nearly 95% of network devices are still configured through proprietary CommandLine Interfaces (CLIs) [12]. The reason for this is the lack of comprehensive and widely
accepted data models. This gap was recently filled by YANG [13], a candidate language for developing standardized data models for NETCONF. Still, four years after its
standardization, only few YANG data models have found broad acceptance [14]. Moreover, several industrial initiatives have also attempted to provide uniform configuration
means, by developing and maintaining dedicated software agents. Unfortunately, this
approach demands serious development efforts, which are neither scalable nor easy to
maintain under the dynamics of current networking environments.
In light of this, there is an imminent need to explore other fields that can help pave the
way toward seamless network device configuration. We strongly believe that a solution
which can assist in the configuration of network devices, is less a matter of developing new ways of managing the network or adding new protocols that boost complexity,
but more of adapting well-known techniques that have proven to be absolute trends
in the configuration field from the earliest days of networking. For this reason, legacy
Command-Line Interfaces can help bridge the configuration gap. One of the most relevant features of CLIs is the availability of textual resources for supporting and guiding
network administrators on its use. The exploitation of knowledge from natural language
has been the focus of several research initiatives in numerous domains wherein textbased resources are largely available, but—to the best of our knowledge—researchers in
the networking field have not explored this path yet. Accordingly, there is still a long
research path to follow in order to significantly benefit from the field of Information
Extraction, ontologies and semantic technologies for networking.

1.1.2

Semantic Issues in Addressing Schemes

In the past years, early forms of ubiquitous communication have arisen and become
more evident as society expectations toward technology increases. These facts seem to
prove that current Internet will naturally evolve to an Internet of Things (IoT) as a new
dynamic communication scheme where objects, services, spaces and even people may be
given a unique number, almost avoiding barriers for recognizing, locating, addressing,
reaching, controlling and enjoying almost anything via the Internet, through a mix of
heterogeneous wired and wireless network infrastructures.
However, the current Internet semantic overload of addresses—where addresses are simultaneously referred to identifiers and locators of a node—is an important constraint

over mobility and scalability concerns. In such a scheme, whenever a host changes of
network provider its IP address changes as well—changing not only the network providing host access, but also the host identifier. For the case of upper layer applications
wherein IP addresses are fixed for a given host (i.e., hard-coded) this represents a severe
mobility constraint. In a world where a huge volume of objects can be uniquely identified
and where objects capacity of mobility increases over time, decoupling of naming and
location seems to be one of the first steps toward the evolution to an IoT. Several factors, such as the rise of multihoming sites, semantic overloading of IP addresses, among
others, affect the scalability of the global Internet Routing Table, thus, fueling its size
and dynamics. In an effort to solve these issues, academics have followed one of two
research lines.
On the one hand, a first research line pursuits evolutionary solutions for the current Internet. In this line, several proposals aimed to decouple the semantics of the addressing
scheme have emerged, namely, SHIM6 [15], Six/One Router [16], HIP [17], Multi-Path
TCP [18], GSE [19], and LISP [20]. The latter is one of the strongest solutions so far as
already considered by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). The LISP concept
is based on the notion of decoupling the dual semantics of host identification (Endpoint
identifier, EID) and location (Routing locator, RLOC). The scaling benefits arise because EID addresses are not routable through the Internet—i.e., EIDs are only locally
distributed. Accordingly, efficient aggregation of the RLOC address space is achieved,
significantly reducing the overall routing load throughout the network. Authors in [21]
show that the size of the global routing table can be reduced by roughly two orders of
magnitude with LISP. While from a deployment perspective LISP is a non-disruptive
approach, the existing control plane proposals have some major challenges. These challenges lie in the fact that because EIDs are not globally routable through the Internet,
a mapping system is required between EIDs and RLOCs. LISP does not specify a
mandatory mapping system, and as a consequence, different proposals can be found in
the recent literature, such as ALT [22], NERD [23] or Map Server [24]. Most recently,
authors in [25] introduce a new LISP control plane which is based on the idea of retrieving EID-to-RLOC mappings within the Domain Name System (DNS) Resolution
time. Despite the fact that the proposed control plane presents an improvement—with
respect to existing state-of-the-art solutions—over three relevant aspects, namely, (i)
the first packet drop problem (i.e., whenever an ITR does not have a mapping for an
EID-prefix); (ii) potential increase in the latency to start a communication due to the
mapping resolution; and (iii) the ITR being used as the local ETR for the packets
sent from destination to source, in order to avoid a two-way mapping resolution. A
major shortcoming is that the mappings between EIDs and RLOCs are replicated in
all of the edge routers within the same AS. Though this ensures improved reachability,

unfortunately, it may bring scalability problems since each router must store mapping
information that rarely needs to use, thus increasing the latency time to find a mapping. This new issue directly affects the memory component within the router, which is
currently a bottleneck in the computer system compared with processing capacity, thus,
hindering the adoption of the LISP architecture.
On the other hand, a second line of research targets clean slate solutions as an alternative to the current Internet. As a result of these efforts, research projects such as
GENI [26], 4WARD [27], DONA [28], TRILOGY [29], PSIRP [30] and TARIFA [31]
have been developed to introduce novel network architectures. Overall, because these
initiatives represent radical shifts of the networking paradigm new addressing schemes
are further required. In the context of TARIFA—one of the most recent initiatives
toward developing a clean slate Future Internet (FI)—the networking paradigm is no
longer based on the interconnection of machines/interfaces but on the interconnection
of services/resources—an approach that seems to meet much better both present and
future user requirements. Accordingly, a new addressing scheme is required to make
possible the shift to a service-oriented paradigm. This scheme must be able to overcome
the semantic limitations already described for the current addressing architecture, and
thus, need to be based on the locator/identifier separation paradigm.

1.2

Thesis Contributions

The work in this thesis contributes to enable semantic interoperability in two critical
areas of networking, namely, network device configuration management and Internet
addressing. To this end, our first contribution is to examine in detail why—despite
numerous efforts—semantics remains an unsolved issue in the scope of both areas of
networking. Taking into consideration the divergent nature of the semantic issues in
each area, we approach these problems from different perspectives. Accordingly, specific
thesis contributions derive for each area. These can be further divided into two major
categories which are described next.

1.2.1

Semantic-Based Configuration Management

In the scope of network management, the work in this thesis contributes to the semantic
issues in the configuration of network devices. We demonstrate for the first time the
potential of Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools and semantic technologies for
the abstraction and automation of CLI-based device configurations for heterogeneous

(i.e., multi-vendor) network infrastructures. The main contributions of this thesis in
this regard are the following:
• We propose an Ontology-Based Information Extraction (OBIE) System which exploits natural language resources natively provided by network device vendors’ in
their CLIs and contribute to an architecture that can easily be generalized to other
domains—wherein configuration of devices is also based on CLIs.
• We introduce a novel Information Extraction (IE) algorithm for CLI-based environments which enables automated and highly precise interpretation of CLIs
configuration capabilities.
• We prove that the proposed IE algorithm yields the best system’s performance by
comparing against variations of our own algorithm and other authors’ approaches
and that our system performs in an efficient and highly accurate way.
• We formalize the semantics of the switch/router configuration domain using the
Web Ontology Language (OWL) in an effort to become a conceptual reference
model of the configuration knowledge in networking.
• We develop an online algorithm for seamless retrieval of configuration commands.
The proposed algorithm enables outsourcing of configurations to third-party systems.
• We validate the proposed system in the context of a programmable and coordinated
Network Management System (NMS) for multi-layer networks.
• We show that the large amount of information already available in the form of
natural language text in CLIs is a valuable resource for automating and abstracting
device configurations.
Overall—from a practical perspective—our solution provides network administrators
with a simple tool which entirely automates and abstracts the complexities and heterogeneity of underlying configuration environments in order to reduce time and effort in
the configuration of network devices. With such a tool, network administrators will no
longer have to read hundreds of manuals, and configuration scripts can be automatically
updated for new devices or system upgrades.

1.2.2

Semantic-Based Addressing

Regarding the semantic issues of the current Internet addressing architecture, the work
in this thesis has a two-fold contribution. On the one hand, we contribute to a new

LISP Control Plane protocol capable of managing reachability and reliability issues in a
LISP-compliant architecture, in an effort to improve technology feasibility. On the other
hand, we propose a new addressing scheme for TARIFA—a clean slate service-oriented
network architecture—based on the notion of semantic decoupling of host location and
identification. Accordingly, the main contributions of this thesis are the following:

• We explore the major limitations of the current Internet addressing architecture
and review recent literature in order to examine current strategies in the field.
Furthermore, we identify open issues that hinder the deployment and adoption of
these approaches.
• We propose a taxonomy for Identifier/Locator Split Architectures (ILSA).
• We propose the LISP Redundancy Protocol (LRP) as an approach for managing
reachability and reliability issues of typical LISP architectures.
• We develop a novel addressing scheme for a service-oriented Future Internet architecture.
• We evaluate the performance of the proposed addressing scheme by developing an
analytical methodology aimed to estimate the reachability and limitations of the
identification space.
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1.4

Thesis Structure

This thesis is structured in five main parts. Next, we provide a brief description of the
content and topics discussed along each chapter.
PART I
INTRODUCTION
Chapter 1 provides an introduction to the work developed in this thesis, including
motivations, contributions, supporting publications and thesis structure.

PART II
BACKGROUND

Chapter 2 examines in detail the interoperability challenges of managing multi-layer
and multi-vendor carrier-grade networks, and review the current trends and recent
standards in the area, with strong focus on industrial advances. We cover the MultiTechnology Operations System Interface (MTOSI) as well as OpenFlow, and analyze
their potential impact and reach. We also discuss some of the reasons why relevant
carrier-grade management proposals have not been able to fulfill the requirements of
Internet Service Providers (ISPs), and identify a set of features that might help pave
the way to market for new management products.
Chapter 3 provides insights on the most important limitations of the current Internet
addressing architecture, with main focus on the semantic overload of IP-based addresses.
Moreover, we review existing proposals of ID/Locator Split Architectures (ILSAs) and
delve into the Locator/Identifier Separation Protocol (LISP), in an effort to analyze its
major limitations.
Chapter 4 provides a review of the fundamentals in the field of Ontologies and Information Extraction (IE) as potential enablers of semantic interoperability for domains
where standards have failed to find path.

PART III
SEMANTIC-BASED CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT

Chapter 5 describes the Ontology-Based Information Extraction (OBIE) System from
the Command-Line Interface (CLI) of network devices, by introducing the rationale
supporting our system and then, describing the system’s architecture.
Chapter 6 provides a comprehensive description of the Information Extraction algorithm, in an effort to understand how we enable automated interpretation of CLIs
configuration capabilities.
Chapter 7 describes the Command Retrieval algorithm which is responsible of performing the online functionality of our OBIE System.
Chapter 8 presents the experimental framework along with the system’s validation
results. We also conclude on the various versions of our IE algorithm—when carried out
over the configuration spaces of several widely used routers—and provide results on the
performance of our system over enhanced CLIs.

PART IV
SEMANTIC-BASED ADDRESSING

Chapter 9 describes the proposed LISP Redundancy Protocol (LRP)—a control plane
protocol for the LISP architecture—aimed to provide reachability and reliability in scenarios of failure.
Chapter 10 presents a novel addressing scheme for a service-oriented Future Internet
Architecture. Moreover, we assess performance by estimating reachability and limitations of the identification space.

PART V
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Chapter 11 summarizes the main conclusions of this thesis.
Chapter 12 provides the author’s view on potential directions for extending the reach
of the work developed in this thesis.

Part II

BACKGROUND
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Chapter 2

Carrier-Grade Network
Management
This chapter aims to examine in detail the interoperability challenges of managing multilayer and multi-vendor carrier grade networks, and review the current trends and recent
standards in the area, with strong focus on industrial advances. We cover the MultiTechnology Operations System Interface (MTOSI) as well as OpenFlow, and analyze
their potential impact and reach. We also discuss some of the reasons why relevant
carrier-grade management proposals have not been able to fulfill the requirements of
Internet Service Providers (ISPs), and identify a set of features that might help pave the
way to market for new management products.

2.1

Interoperability Issues in Multi-Layer and Multi-Vendor
Carrier-Grade Networks

Network management has been the subject of study and one of the central targets
of the telecommunications industry since the earliest days of networking. However, the
overall management of multi-layer infrastructures still remains an open field for research,
primarily because of the scarce interoperability between Network Management Systems
(NMSs). In the context of multi-layer networks, management interoperability issues
arise mainly due to the heterogeneity of technologies (i.e., IP and Optical) and the
diversity of device manufacturers, coupled with the absence of standardized and broadly
accepted mechanisms that enable both cross-layer and intra-layer communication of
NMSs. A clear proof of this situation is the complexity of current Operations Support
Systems (OSS). OSSs were originally conceived as the elements bridging business logic for
17

service provision and network management, but in practice they have had to incorporate
several layers of “Umbrella NMSs” (as described later in section 2.2.1) to provide a
minimum degree of workflow automation. Cutting down OSS complexity is among the
most important efficiency objectives of practically all telecom operators.
The isolation between the IP and transport management ecosystems is exacerbated by
the functional segmentation of standardization bodies, which are not necessarily working
in the same direction. While, the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) is the organization playing a critical role in the scope of IP-driven network management standards
[32], the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) [33], the Optical Internetworking Forum (OIF) [34], and the TeleManagement Forum (TMF) [35], are the most active
organizations working toward the development of standards in the field of optical transport networks. In this section, we provide a detailed analysis on the Multi-Vendor
Interoperability (MVI) and Multi-Layer Interoperability (MLI) issues for carrier-grade
networks and outline the complexities that emerge as a result of the isolation of their
management ecosystems.

2.1.1

Multi-Layer Interoperability (MLI) Issues

The MLI issues between the IP and transport NMSs arise primarily due to the development of systems targeting individual network layer functions in the Open Systems
Interconnection (OSI) model. While the use of the OSI model has ensured that the
technological diversity in lower layers does not affect the operation of the upper layers,
the lack of mechanisms for enabling coordinated management between them has led to
the replication of critical functions. Restoration mechanisms are a clear example of the
redundancy produced by independent (i.e., per-layer) management functions in multilayer settings, as they are featured by both layers to restore traffic onto alternate paths in
case of failure. Indeed, the scarce efficiency for protecting and recovering multi-layer networks is the result of the absence of communication mechanisms between management
ecosystems, which leads to the activation of restoration functions in individual layers
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Figure 2.1: Typical failure scenarios in multi-layer networks.

based on the utilization of static time thresholds. In typical deployments, transport
network restoration is attempted first, and restoration at the IP level is usually delayed
by a static time threshold, which can lead to significant losses in case that restoration
in the transport network fails [36].
Let us consider the example shown in Fig. 2.1, which summarizes the possible failure
scenarios in a multi-layer network. Link and node failures at the transport layer (denoted
as (1 ), and (2 ), respectively) can be typically recovered by the optical network without
manual intervention, provided that the spare resources and capacity are sufficient for
that end. A failure of a router (3), on the other hand, can be recovered by the IP/MultiProtocol Label Switching (MPLS) layer. However, whenever a failure occurs at the
interconnect point (4)—i.e., when an inter-layer failure occurs—a coordinated strategy
is required for safe and efficient recovery. It is worth mentioning that, currently, this
coordination is not dynamically resolved; quite on the contrary, it is predefined and
meticulously pre-configured during network planning cycles. Observe that for failures
(3) and (4), if no backup router is available at the IP layer, the transport layer could
reactively attempt to optically bypass the affected router. Unfortunately, the lack of
cross-layer management mechanisms does not allow dynamic cross-layer recovery, which
leads to an unnecessary duplication of resources and restoration mechanisms at both
layers. Indeed, enabling communication between NMSs of different layers would derive
in much more efficient restoration strategies, and could help alleviating in the future
part of the duplicity in current carrier-grade protection schemes.
Another important aspect is that the MLI issue also hinders the automation of multilayer tasks between the management ecosystems of the different network layers. Hence,
only manual means are attainable for coordinating cross-layer operations. By manual
means we refer to the human interactions between administrators in each network domain. To illustrate this, consider the multi-layer setting shown in Fig. 2.2. In practice,
for setting up an IP service (e.g., the provision of IP links), the Planning or Sales Department must first issue a new service request to the IP Network Management Department
(1), which in turn performs the corresponding actions to check for the availability of IP
resources (2). If the required resources are available at the IP layer, then the administrator will issue a request to the Transport Network Management Department for the
set up of new optical paths (3). It is worth highlighting that, as the IP and Transport
networks are typically managed separately and independently, they require to comply
with formalities and procedures for information exchange, a fact that often results in
high provisioning timescales. Once the request is properly received by the Transport
Network Management Department, meaning by this that the request satisfies all the
requirements from both parts, the Transport Department completes a series of actions,
including confirmation of available resources and their subsequent provisioning at the

transport network (4). After the Transport Department has fulfilled the incoming request, an acknowledgement is sent back to the IP Department (5). From this response,
the IP Network Management Department completes the corresponding configurations of
IP devices in their domains (6), and finally, notifies the completeness of the IP service
request (7). As seen in Fig. 2.2, the manual coordination process is very slow, so even
the simplest cross-layer operation, such as the establishment of a single IP link, can take
hours or even days. As depicted in Fig. 2.3, in large carrier-grade networks routers A
and B may perfectly belong to different “IP management domains” (e.g., when router
A is supplied by router vendor VA and router B by vendor VB ). Likewise, Fig. 2.3
also shows that, the lightpath required in the transport layer for supporting the IP link
may also need to traverse different “Transport management domains” (e.g., from vendor
VX → VY → VZ ).
In the scope of cross-layer operations for multi-layer networks, services that could be
provisioned in a scale of minutes, currently range to the scale of days or weeks, a fact that
beyond its technical and functional implications translates into higher operational expenditures (OPEX). Moreover, the configuration of fixed or dynamic policies for proactive
cross-layer operations (e.g., for dynamic traffic management) are not openly supported
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by current multi-layer settings1 . Indeed, if more advanced cross-layer operations were
developed, they could further contribute to make significant progress in aspects such as
multi-layer recovery and self-healing. By self-healing we mean coordinated protection
mechanisms that could provide network reliability and automated restoration actions
to recover from unplanned failures. Moreover, another significant challenge is the automatic discovery of interlayer connections, as for now network administrators rely on
manually built topological databases. Finally, the advent of third party systems makes
integration to multi-layer environments more important than ever, as current external
tools could be combined to automatically interact with the multi-layer environment, so
the latter can benefit from the services of external subsystems, such as multi-layer Path
Computation Elements (PCE) [39], monitoring tools, accounting systems, etc.
Accordingly, the absence of standard management interfaces for inter-layer communication not only results in duplication of network functions and lack of automation for
cross-layer provisioning tasks, but also derives in slow provisioning timescales, lack of
proactive policy-based and failure-related interactions, as well as limited integration of
third party management subsystems [40].
Although several efforts are underway for overcoming the MLI issues described above,
the overall progress is slow. Most of the solutions proposed thus far have not had enough
echo among ISPs, so it is hard to assert that there is a clear trend toward tackling the
MLI issues at a management level. In Sections III and IV, we will provide an analysis
of the main limitations of current research trends, in order to set the ground for future
research lines in the area.
1
There are some proprietary solutions, but they are naturally constrained to single vendor settings,
for example, Juniper’s solution based on hybrid nodes [37] or Huawei’s Hybrid MSTP OSN 7500 II [38].
In Section IV, we will cover some of these solutions.

2.1.2

Multi-Vendor Interoperability (MVI) Issues

Various bodies such as the International Telecommunication Union (ITU-T) and the
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) are working toward developing standard specifications of control and data plane functions enabling interoperability between different
vendors. However, in practice vendors compete with each other trying to gain higher
market share by implementing specific non-standard functionalities in their equipment,
a fact that unquestionably leads to customer lock-in. This in turn creates a buyers
dependency on the seller. According to the report released by the market research firm
Infonetics Research in the second quarter of 2013 [41], Cisco had the highest market
share for carrier router and switches, followed by Huawei who has gained the most market share over the past two years. Overall, Alcatel-Lucent, Cisco, Huawei and Juniper
account for 90% of the market share, while the remaining 10% is split among several
other equipment vendors.
The demand for new functionalities has led to vendor-interoperability requirements in
the data as well as the control and management planes. A classical example of interoperability challenges in the data-plane can be seen in the 100G optical solutions available
in the market today. While standards propose the use of different configurations of single 100G or multiplexed 40G and 10G lightpaths using fixed spectrum slots of 50 GHz,
vendors such as Ciena, have developed custom 100G optical solutions that employ larger
spectrum slots to provide longer reach, but makes it limited in terms of interoperability
with other vendors’ equipment.
MVI issues related to the management plane are primarily reflected as the lack of standardized interfaces for communication between NMSs from different vendors within a
single layer. Let us consider the following example to illustrate the MVI problem. As
shown in Fig. 2.3, nowadays, when a service provider requires to configure a service
spanning across different vendor (management) domains (e.g., between Ciena [VX ] and
Huawei [VY ] at the transport layer) the configuration process is done ad-hoc, mainly due
to the lack of means for interoperation between NMSs, which translates into high operational and maintenance expenditures. The forces driving service providers to buy both
Ciena and Huawei are two-fold: firstly, better costs when negotiating prices (lower capital expenditures - CAPEX) and secondly, avoid single vendor dependency (which lowers
CAPEX but increases OPEX). This is a typical example of the MVI issue, a problem
suffered by almost every service provider, and which will remain present while purchase
policies remain the same. Another scenario that reveals such incompatibility between
NMSs is the designation of skilled software development teams, committed to develop
dedicated software agents to enable interoperability between NMSs and network devices

of different vendors. For instance, this case is well-known at ADVA Optical Networking, where the management interoperability issues with Nokia-compliant technology are
tackled through ad hoc software developments.
Herein, we refer to the MVI problem in two dimensions, firstly the communication between NMSs in a single network layer (i.e., within IP or within the Transport layer) and
secondly, the communication between a NMS and multi-vendor devices (i.e., routers, Optical Cross Connects (OXCs) or any other network elements), for example, for performing
configuration tasks. This dimension of the MVI problem has led to the development of
standard open interfaces, thereby enabling hardware independency (e.g., OpenFlow)—a
hot topic in the field which will be further discussed in Section 2.5.
As for the first dimension of this problem, despite the numerous efforts for providing
multi-vendor support, at present many network management software solutions are constrained to interoperate with other management systems, a problem which normally
leads to high stresses in internal implementations and increased costs [42]. As mentioned previously, proprietary network management protocols as well as vendor-specific
management data representations are the hallmark of many manufacturers to distinguish from other vendors. However, these business and market driven decisions result in
serious interoperability limitations for managing heterogeneous networks. This problem
goes beyond the scope of standard protocols for network management and steps into
the field of device-vendors, many of which strongly reject the belief of being as good at
managing the competition’s products as their own [43].
As for the second dimension of the MVI problem, let us consider the following example. In IP networks, the primary interface used for configuration is the Command Line
Interface (CLI), a vendor-specific technology which can even change between devices
of a single vendor, e.g., according to the Operating System (OS) version used. Due
to the customization degree per vendor, under this scenario, achieving truly integration of multi-vendor device configurations is a rather challenging task. Even in the
presence of standardized communication protocols and mechanisms, the data models
used by different vendors can vary significantly giving place to interoperability challenges. For example, the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) [44] [45] is
used as a standard protocol to communicate with devices in order to facilitate inventory
management, alarm notification, and performance monitoring. However, different vendors specify extended Management Information Bases (MIBs) for SNMP to facilitate
advanced features that are not described in the standard MIBs. This means that operators have to modify their management systems whenever they introduce new devices
in the network or change devices to a different vendor. The explanation for the prevalence of proprietary approaches in industry, is that they are the result of forces driven

by vendors rather than by service providers, thus, it highlights the divergent interest
of both parties. While operators target the interoperability in heterogeneous networks,
manufacturers clearly target their own business interests.
Two technologies, the Network Configuration Protocol (NETCONF) [10] and the MultiTechnology Operations System Interface (MTOSI) [46] are positioned as promising technologies for the IP and Transport Network Management ecosystems, respectively. On
the one hand, NETCONF seems the expected standard for remote IP device configuration. This protocol aims to overcome the limitations of SNMP-based configurations as
well as proprietary CLIs to reduce complexity and lower OPEX—according to industry
sources network device configuration is actually the greatest contributor to OPEX [12].
NETCONF is defined for providing configuration state maintenance, concurrent configuration, transaction across devices and roll-back support. Initial implementations of
NETCONF in vendor equipment have already been developed (e.g., see Juniper, Cisco
and tail-f [47, 48, 49]). Nevertheless, it is important to note that NETCONF only foresees the access protocol and configuration of network elements, but it does not take into
account the definition of configuration information, i.e., an explicit way of expressing its
payload.
For a complete definition of the configuration model, a data modeling language is also
required, to provide the means for defining and declaring the network elements particularities (e.g., interfaces, addressing, bandwidth, etc.). In other words, a concrete and
precise way of expressing what can be read and written over the configuration is needed.
The lack of a standard data model across all vendors led to a new challenge around
NETCONF. Indeed, even if NETCONF is implemented by all vendors’ equipment, its
future depends on the adoption of a standard modeling language, allowing a common
view and knowledge of network equipment. The initial implementations of NETCONF
relied on proprietary data models, which in turn raised clear interoperability issues.
Examples of data models that have been proposed and tested for its use within the
NETCONF framework are: the XML Schema (XSD) [50], Relax NG [51] and Ontology
Web Language (OWL) [52].
More specifically, Extensible Markup Language-based (XML) languages, such as XSD
and Relax NG, were initially considered as potential candidates for NETCONF content
definition. They were evaluated and compared with YANG [13], in order to assess
their suitability as network management data models [51, 53]. These studies compared
language data models according to their level of expressiveness, elements of construction,
readability and interoperability, and revealed that XML Schema languages were suitable
for general constructions, but they had neither the adaptability to model hierarchical
data in a clear and concise way, nor the level of expressiveness provided by YANG [13]—a

data model that has been specifically designed for the NETCONF protocol. According
to these studies, YANG also outperformed schema languages in terms of readability,
due to its likeliness to programming languages. Furthermore, XSD and Relax NG were
shown to be too general for domain-specific data modeling in the context of network
management.
On the other hand, OWL [54]—a W3C specification for authoring ontologies—was also
proposed as a modeling language for network management information [52]. The proposal is to define OWL modules for common concepts of any NETCONF configuration
model, as well as operations and notifications, and to agree on a standard serialization
method, while suggesting RDF/XML for this purpose. The initiative proposed in [52]
also exposes how OWL fulfills NETCONF’s main requirements, such as the capability
to define NETCONF operations and newly derived ones, error annotation capabilities,
human readability, meta-data support, reusability, support to basic types and relationships, etc. Nevertheless, OWL as well as other XML-based initial approaches have
failed to position as the best candidates for network configuration data definition either
because of their lack of semantics or their intricate use.
At present, YANG [13] is positioned as the strongest candidate to a standard data
model language for NETCONF. It is the IETF’s proposed standard to create a common
language for data modeling definition, and although some YANG compliant software
applications have already been developed, there is still a long path before YANG and
NETCONF become leading standards in the network configuration arena.
As for the transport ecosystem, MTOSI emerges as a protocol aimed to overcome the
interoperability issues of SNMP and it operates with unified network data models and
operations supported by Web Services. However, a limitation is envisioned for MTOSI.
Despite the fact that there is a standardized data model specification, the representation
of devices within this data model is different, thus, vendor interoperability becomes a
major challenge. In Section 2.5, we will delve into the potential of MTOSI for enabling
interoperability in multi-layer infrastructures.

2.1.2.1

The Semantic Problem in Network Device Configuration Management

Indeed, the task of network configuration has become one of the most critical and complex areas in network management [12]. Network configuration typically deals with the
maintenance, setup, repair and expansion of services and network functions. It is performed for multiple reasons, but overall, it aims to deploy end-to-end network services,

ensure performance, minimize downtime, support rollback in case of failures, enable device software management as well as collect configuration data. Notice that, in general,
the term network configuration refers to the configuration of the network as a whole, for
example, the deployment of a Virtual Private Network (VPN) service is a typical configuration task, usually expressed through high-level requirements which translate into
low-level (individual) device configurations. Herein, our focus is on the configuration of
network devices rather than the network as a whole.
As previously stated, the lack of standard protocols for network device configuration
makes network management increasingly complex for network administrators—particularly
in the context of heterogeneous network infrastructures. In this context, the absence
of standard protocols has prompted the use of proprietary mechanisms for the configuration of network devices. The Command-Line Interface (CLI) is in fact the preferred
mechanism for network device configuration—near 95% of current network devices are
configured through proprietary CLIs [12]. Despite its widespread use for configuration
purposes, CLIs have numerous limitations, some of which we will briefly overview.
Proprietary Protocol. The most significant limitation of CLIs is their proprietary nature, i.e., CLI-based configuration environments are not standard, and thus, are specific
to each vendor. This is exacerbated by the fact that within each vendor’s space a CLI
can also be specific to a device model or operating system version. This means that,
the terminology, commands, configuration operations and related concepts can be dissimilar even among devices of a single vendor. In order to cope with the ever changing
configuration environment, network administrators must develop advanced skills, gain
specialized knowledge and continuously update to encompass the full range of devices
available in the network market. Figure 2.4 depicts an extract of the CLI environment
Telnet 10.1.2.15

configure
set interfaces <interface-name>
family inet address <source>
commit
exit

unit

<interface-unit-number>

(a) Router Vendor: Juniper.
Telnet 10.1.1.20

enable
configure terminal
interface <interface_id> <slot number/port number>
ip address <ip_address> <mask>
no shutdown
end

(b) Router Vendor: Cisco.

Figure 2.4: CLI commands for the configuration of an access control list on two
different router vendors.

for two different vendors (Juniper and Cisco, respectively). From this figure we can
observe that different sets of terminologies and commands are used by each vendor to
refer to the same configuration operation, namely, configuration of an IP standard Access Control List (ACL). Notice that, not only commands differ syntactically but the
granularity and arrangement of the hierarchy also differs among vendors.

Lack of semantic interoperability. Furthermore, the foundations of the configuration problems are not restricted to syntactical differences, but most importantly, they
extend to semantic dissimilarities between CLIs as well. Due to their proprietary nature,
device vendors customize their CLIs as a way to unequivocally distinguish from their
competitors (as shown in Fig. 2.4). This leads to definitions of the configuration space
in their own terms. In some cases vendors set the hallmark by launching their own
terminology, while in other cases their interpretation of the domain leads to misleading
use of terms with respect to the common routing domain knowledge, or even overlapping
meanings in relation to different terminologies with other vendor configuration spaces.
The lack of common standards for the conceptualization of the routing domain has led
to scenarios wherein the same terms are used to refer to different concepts or where
different sets of terminologies have the same meaning. As CLIs were devised for human
operators, in practice, this issue is addressed by featuring help descriptors which aim
to resolve the semantics of the configuration domain by providing users with a concise
natural language description of commands and variables. Generally, help descriptors
are a way to narrow down to the common and shared conceptualizations of the domain
of knowledge and guide users through the configuration process. In this context, help
descriptors are unquestionably valuable resources for network administrators as a means
to disambiguate the semantics of configuration commands. However, in the context of
automated environments, there are no means for achieving interoperability at a semantic
level.

Human/User-driven. The CLI was ideally designed for user-driven operation, i.e.,
manual-based configuration. This explains its text-based interface and natural language
help feature. Moreover, the heterogeneity of CLIs also hinders the automation of network configuration in multi-vendor networks. The only means to achieve automation to
a certain extent relies on the use of configuration scripts, an approach that aims to simplify recurrent configuration tasks. However, scripting is neither scalable nor practical as
network administrators must adjust and fine-tune their configurations for each system
upgrade or network equipment purchase. For this reason, CLI-based configuration is
rather challenging and mostly performed in a manual way. Manual-based configurations
are likely undesired, not only because they are error-prone and increasingly complex,

but mostly because they significantly increase OPEX.

High Operational Expenditures. Performing network device configuration through
CLI-based mechanisms entails high OPEX. Network device configuration is considered
in fact the major contributor to OPEX for current telecom providers [12]. This stems
from the fact that manual configuration is expensive. The delay in service provisioning
naturally leads to increased costs, in addition to the costs that carry network outages
whenever there are mistakes in the configuration process and the expenses required to
continuously train network administrators in the configuration of each vendors’ space.

Error-prone. Configuration errors can lead to network outages, performance degradation and increased OPEX [55]. CLI-based configurations are highly sensitive to errors
due to their manual nature, and note that this can potentially affect other network devices or the network as a whole.

According to the previous facts, the proprietary, user-driven and manual-based nature
of CLI-based mechanisms make this technology an unsuitable solution to automate network device configuration in the context of heterogeneous networks. Overall, the issue
with CLI-based mechanisms is the lack of semantic interoperability between configuration spaces. The means for semantically defining the configuration domain are solely
expressed in the form of natural language textual resources targeting human network
operators.

2.2

Traditional Strategies to face the MLI and MVI Problem in Network Management

Initial efforts led by industry and academia to overcome the MLI and MVI problems in
network management have put into practice several strategies. In-house developments,
IP over Dense Wavelength-Division Multiplexing (IPoDWDM) [56], and control plane
technologies [57, 58], are some of the main solutions currently deployed by many large
ISPs with the aim of simplifying the missing management functions in multi-layer and
multi-vendor settings. Nevertheless, these developments either solve partial problems
or target them in a temporal and local way, hindering the possibilities of becoming
absolute trends in the field of multi-layer network management. Either way, they provide
valuable foundations for: (i) providing basic support of missing management functions,
(ii) envisioning new requirements for future approaches targeting interoperability and

(iii) bringing to light the real needs of network operators as they evidence the existence
of numerous interoperability problems.

2.2.1

In-House Developments

As stated in the previous section, the choice of large telecommunication service providers
to defeat mono-vendor settings is usually a business and market-driven decision, which
has naturally led to heterogeneous network infrastructures. The problems arising from
such inherent heterogeneity have resulted in the development of in-house applications,
aimed to locally address the management limitations in multi-vendor and multi-layer
settings (see Fig. 2.5). These platforms are developed as internal network management
engines and are also known as Umbrella NMSs. They are custom-made and they are
typically centralized solutions built to temporally address the specific needs of network
administrators. They follow a Manager of Manager (MoM) architecture, an alternative
that has always been available for network managers to “smooth” the limitations around
existing management solutions.
Umbrella NMSs lack of flexibility, efficiency or means for exchanging or enabling interoperability between layers in a multi-layer setting. They usually perform as central
systems with no top-to-low layer communication or vice-versa. As shown in Fig. 2.5,
these umbrella systems typically offer custom interfaces to existing NMSs developed in
each network layer (A). In many other cases, the umbrella NMSs directly interact with
the network elements (B) to avoid the complexity, the high costs and administrative
delays that derive from requesting new functionalities to be developed over proprietary
NMSs. This allows to achieve the required management functions at lower costs, reduced time-scales, and higher levels of customization. In-house developments are not
efficient and have brought to light the inadequacies of current network management tools
for targeting the problems that arise in the context of multi-layer settings. Umbrella
NMSs are just an example that discloses the fact that current NMSs lag far behind the
requirements faced in practice by network managers.

2.2.2

IP over DWDM

IPoDWDM [59, 60] is a solution for approaching the core network architecture in order to support the ever-increasing volume of IP traffic. This architecture proposes the
convergence of IP and DWDM transport technology by integrating coloured transport
interfaces directly in the IP routers and photonic switching into DWDM platforms. Integration of transponders onto routing platforms eliminates external layers of transponders between the IP and optical transport layers. The overall goal is to simplify the
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Figure 2.5: Facing the interoperability issues with in-house developments.

network while lowering costs. This integration highly contributes to capital and operational savings due to the reduction in the number of network elements, space occupation,
and energy consumption. It also leads to simplification of the network by eliminating
Synchronous Digital Hierarchy/Synchronous Optical Networking (SDH/SONET) boxes.
Furthermore, it provides inherent protection capabilities, due to the knowledge shared
between layers, as IP devices can monitor the optical path. However, the final goal for
full multi-layer integration assumes support of the control plane to complete cross-layer
network provisioning and monitoring—we will delve into these aspects in the following
section.

2.2.3

Control Plane Technologies

Several network device suppliers already provide Generalized Multi-Protocol Label Switching (GMPLS) support in their carrier-grade equipment (e.g., Huawei’s OptiX OSN 9800,
Juniper’s M-series or Cisco’s CRS-1/3), and some carriers have even fostered the early
adoption of this technology. For instance, the major operator in Japan, namely, NTT,
has been a leading promoter of the GMPLS technology [61]. Despite these advances,
technologies such as GMPLS are still not widely deployed in practice [62]. The true
fact is that telecom providers are not under a big pressure for deploying GMPLS—at
least not until the latter acquires more momentum. This means that, in the meanwhile, IPoDWDM solutions are restricted to scenarios where mainly manual transport
paths are established, arising clear interoperability issues between layers. Indeed, the
proprietary nature of most IPoDWDM solutions, conditions the network infrastructure
in many cases to mono-vendor settings. Integrated management under this particular
scenario would be restricted to end-to-end provisioning for a single-vendor solution.

In addition, signal compatibility is also a limitation of these solutions, since standardization efforts are still required to ensure a perfect match between transponders and
transport equipment. Accordingly, the value of these solutions is limited in scope to
signal compatibility and interoperability constraints. The lack of standardization at
the signal transmitted by the transponder is an important issue in the integration of
transponders at the IP/MPLS cards [56]. There are some standardization efforts at the
ITU G698.2 [63] to solve the problems of the so called “Black Link”. A Black Link is
defined as a link where the transponders (source and destination) and the intermediate
optical equipment may be from the same or from different vendors. This standard defines the signal parameters for the input and output interfaces in such network. There
are two different kinds of wavelength connections: (1) “Friendly Wavelength” and (2)
“Alien Wavelength”. A Friendly Wavelength is a lambda connection not created in the
optical system, but it is known and managed by the optical management system. This
Friendly Wavelength may be created by a router, but the optical management system
exchanges information with the router to know the status of the connection. Usually
this is done in mono-vendor solutions with virtual transponders from the optical management system point of view. On the other hand, an Alien Wavelength is a connection
created outside the optical domain (e.g., from an IP Router), but it is not managed by
the optical NMS, hence, the DWDM system has no early knowledge of signal parameters (e.g., bandwidth, wavelength). In such scenario, the optical management system
is signaled to configure the intermediate OXCs, but it does not have information about
the signal quality. Hence, intermediate integrated solutions open new issues such as the
optical signal information exchange between the IP/MPLS and the optical management
systems.
Overall, IPoDWDM strategies have been driven by several device manufacturers (e.g.,
Cisco, Juniper and Alcatel-Lucent) setting the trend of next generation networks. Whether
the management of a network with IP/WDM integration with coloured interfaces is simpler than todays network management is still an open issue, as most routers do not deal
with transport specific issues and some problems are still open to resolution.

2.3

New Trends in Multi-Layer Network Management and
Challenges Faced

Aside from the strategies traditionally deployed by service providers to face the MLI
and MVI problems, recently, new trends have emerged in the field of multi-layer network
management. These solutions follow one of two lines. They either represent new ways
of approaching the multi-layer network management problem [64, 65] or they feature

new emerging technologies [37, 66], which demand new forms of interaction and pose
different challenges from the management point of view.
While service providers pursue new trends for targeting the convergence of IP and Optical layers, research efforts shall consider all the newly emerging challenges and complexities in order to enable interaction between layers at the highest level of abstraction.
Thus, solutions within the scope of multi-layer network management should provide the
flexibility for delivering true full systems not compromised to specific technologies.
To this end, we present an analysis on new trends in the scope of multi-layer networks.
We firstly introduce MPLS-TP a profile of MPLS for transport networks, then we comment on various solutions based on integrated NMSs for multi-layer networks, such as the
solution developed by Cyan [64], and finally, we delve into hybrid solutions for achieving
IP over Optical integration, e.g., Juniper’s PTX [37] or Huawei’s Hybrid MSTP OSN
7500 II [38].

2.3.1

MPLS-Transport Profile (MPLS-TP)

Multi-Protocol Label Switching Transport Profile (MPLS-TP) [65] has been built as a
joint effort between ITU-T and IETF. Its goal is to extend and enhance the concepts
of MPLS [67] and create a profile that can be used in the context of transport networks. MPLS-TP not only adds a set of extensions to MPLS, but also disables those
capabilities neither required nor consistent with transport technologies. An example of
such suppressed capabilities are Label Switched Path (LSP) merge [68], Penultimate
Hop Popping (PHP) [69] and Equal Cost Multi Path (ECMP) [70]. These features are
removed because they hinder the Operation, Administration and Maintenance (OAM)
functions, which are mandatory for transport networks. For example, the PHP functionality, which consists on removing the label at the penultimate hop—i.e., before reaching
its destination—would remove significant information required by OAM functions to
work accurately. Another major difference between both technologies is that, unlike
MPLS, MPLS-TP LSPs are bidirectional, therefore, the forward and backward LSPs
follow the same path. This provides the ability to communicate back to the source if
any problem is encountered, thus simplifying troubleshooting.
In a nutshell, MPLS-TP aims to enable MPLS on transport networks, while keeping
their operation as close as possible to already existing transport technologies (e.g., SDH/SONET networks). To this end, MPLS-TP—like is the case of most transport network
platforms—is not constraint to conveying IP packets, meaning that, MPLS-TP functionality can be fully provided regardless of the packet-layer technology used. MPLS-TP
has been designed to provide a rich set of control plane-independent OAM features. In

MPLS-TP all OAM functionalities run inband, hence, OAM packets are sent over the
same path of the user payload in the MPLS-TP forwarding plane to manage and monitor the transport network and the services being delivered. Some of the OAM features
include, Continuity Check (CC), Connectivity Verification (CV), delay and loss measurements as well as fault notification. An overview of the MPLS-TP OAM framework
can be found in [71].
In addition to OAM enhancements, MPLS-TP provides two modes of operation. Firstly,
configuration of LSPs based on network management plane technologies, which are usually referred to as “static” configuration (i.e., not based on a dynamic control-plane), and
secondly, dynamic provisioning based on control plane technologies (e.g., GMPLS). The
main advantage of the former approach is that MPLS-TP networks can be managed
through a centralized NMS as in traditional transport environments (e.g., in Reconfigurable Optical Add Drop Multiplexers - ROADM-based Optical Networks), which
makes it quite appealing for network operators who are used to manage and provision
their services in that way. The latter approach, suggests the use of the GMPLS control
plane to provide automatic setup of MPLS-TP LSPs. For more details on MPLS-TP’s
components and its technical specifications the reader is referred to [65, 71, 72, 73, 74].
In light of all this, MPLS-TP is foreseen as a technology to leverage traditional transport
technology to support packet-based services in a more efficient way, while embracing the
features of traditional transport environments (e.g., QoS, centralized operation, etc.).
Over the recent years, network device manufacturers and network operators have progressively begun to provide support to standard-based MPLS-TP solutions (e.g., Cisco,
Nokia Siemens Networks, ZTE, Verizon, Bharti Airtel, Huawei, Telecom Italia, China
Mobile, etc. [75]), while early applications have already been discussed and deployed.
Service Providers are considering the migration of traditional SDH/SONET networks
to packet transport technology. Along this path, MPLS-TP appears to be a well-suited
technology to overcome the inefficiency of these networks when transporting packets—
basically due to constant bit rates even in the absence of traffic. Indeed, plans for
deploying dynamic MPLS-TP over OTN/DWDM in Verizon’s core network were reported in [75]. The goal was to provide connectivity to edge services by interconnecting
Ethernet and IP/MPLS domains through MPLS-TP.
Furthermore, MPLS-TP has been considered a candidate for replacing Ethernet in the
access network. Data plane compatibility between MPLS-TP and IP/MPLS could make
interoperability with the backbone of large ISPs rather simple, while providing end-toend OAM. In this context, the selling point is that by deploying MPLS-TP—along with
already existing deployments of IP/MPLS—ISPs will have simple and consistent ways of
provisioning and managing their networks edge-to-edge. However, technical comparisons

in 2012 between both technologies seem to favor Ethernet, claiming that MPLS-TP still
lacks of maturity and security to yet dominate access networks [76]. If MPLS-TP is
ready to replace Ethernet or other packet transport technologies in the access or the
core network is yet to be seen.
Overall, one of the driving forces of MPLS-TP is the possibility of deploying a unified
MPLS strategy, wherein ISPs can use MPLS in its different flavors (i.e., IP/MPLS,
MPLS-TP, etc.) from core to aggregation and access to improve end-to-end convergence.
At the same time, the dual mode of operation of MPLS-TP brings flexibility into the
design of transport networks as static configurations may be used while control plane
technologies are not yet in place or required. However, the requirements in the scope of
network management go beyond the provisioning functionality and instead require even
more complex interactions (e.g., scheduling, alarm correlation, and self-healing, among
others) to really address the key issues in multi-layer network management.

2.3.2

Integrated Multi-Layer Network Management Systems

An integrated NMS for multi-layer networks has been for some time among the research
interests of academics [77, 78, 79] and most recently launched by Cyan under the figure
of Cyan’s Multi-Layer Management System (CyMS) [64]. The aim of these solutions is
to provide a unified network management plane to effectively manage (i.e., configure,
provision, monitor, etc.) multi-layer networks regardless of the technological differences.
Early works such as [78] and [79] proposed an integrated NMS capable of providing
multi-layer connectivity services based on the use of management functions supported
by single layer control plane technologies—whenever available. This approach mainly
focused on supporting basic configuration management functions to provide end-to-end
IP connectivity derived from Service Level Agreements (SLAs). In addition, some of
the same authors devised a policy-based architecture [80] supporting security policy definition, storage and enforcement. Moreover, the authors in [77] developed a prototype
implementation of an integrated platform based on standard technologies, to address
the issues of multi-layer network management. In that research initiative, the authors
defined their own XML-based management information modeling language, adopted a
new XML-based management protocol and developed mediation modules to interact
with legacy protocols (e.g., SNMP). They also featured policy-based management capabilities while providing an open interface through which basic support to services
was provided. That prototype was assessed under a simulation environment to prove
support to multi-layer network optimization tasks, fault management and restoration
functionality.

Beyond the scope of research, Cyan has actually commercialized its product release of
an integrated network management solution, namely, CyMS. CyMS provides a software
solution for integrated three-dimensional view of the physical and logical connections in
all network layers. It is adapted and designed to comply with TMF Multi-Technology
Network Management (MTNM) and ITU G.800 principles [81]. Additionally, it features
three-dimensional heat maps for enabling proactive network monitoring and control,
while gradient-color coding indicates the existence of critical conditions—for instance,
for anticipating future faults or service degradation. Indeed, CyMS provides enhanced
functionalities for Cyan-compliant devices. However, its potential and dynamics is limited to its own optical gear. This proprietary solution is restricted in scope to multivendor environments, a fact that makes it an unsuitable solution in the context of most
common and heterogeneous network deployments. The constrained multi-vendor reach
also contributes to high costs of maintenance and updates due to new technologies or
requirements.

2.3.3

Hybrid Node

Several hybrid solutions drawn from industry and academia have emerged in the field
of multi-layer networks [37, 38, 82, 83]. The Juniper PTX converged supercore [37]
unveiled on March 2011 is Juniper’s hybrid solution to multi-layer networks. Juniper’s
PTX stands for “packet transport switch”, and, unlike the IPoDWDM solutions described earlier in Section 2.2, this hybrid approach takes integration a step further by
combining optical and electronic technologies in a unique box. The combination of
hardware and software to develop a single hybrid solution aims to provide integration
of IP/MPLS and optical control and management planes. This integration allows to
enable coordinated provisioning, planning and modeling, avoiding traditional duplication of management functions. This transport strategy assumes that IP and Optical
layers will no longer be isolated ecosystems. In this sense, Juniper’s PTX points in the
direction of an integrated approach for multi-layer network management. The convergence of packet/optical layers within a single platform derives in seamless integration of
their control planes based on GMPLS technology and User-Network Interface (UNI+),
which facilitates multi-layer provisioning, management and restoration. However, an
integrated approach aligned to the foundations of Juniper’s PTX converged supercore
has a number of limitations: (i) integration is constrained to a single vendor—at least
with current available technology, hence not solving the MVI problem; (ii) it represents
a disruptive approach which requires of new network infrastructures; and (iii) ISPs will

quite likely keep buying optical equipment to other transport vendors as well as routing devices to other IP manufacturers, meaning that, this would also have important
implications from the business and operational points of view.
Moreover, other hybrid approaches have been researched in academia [82, 83]. The
authors in [83] developed a hybrid optoelectronic router in which optical and electrical technologies and complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) electronics are
combined into a single router. They demonstrated that such an architecture enables reduction of power consumption and latency while still providing the capabilities required
in optical packet switching. R. Cafini et. al. [82] proposed a modular programmable
router architecture to provide dynamic management and configuration of services and
resources. Indeed, a relevant contribution of this work is to consider network programmability to achieve dynamic network layer functions. The value of featuring network programmability is that it has actually become a must for next-generation networks, and
is the main driver for Software Defined Networking (SDN)—more details on network
programmability and SDNs as a means to provide flexibility and openness for network
infrastructures are given in Section 2.5.3. Certainly all these approaches for developing hybrid devices are aligned with the belief of improving network management and
resource consumption while integrating the management and control planes of different
network layers. Conversely, coordinated strategies diverge from this view, based on the
belief that an intermediate system should “coordinate” functions in multi-layer environments. In Section 2.5, we will delve into the future trends in multi-layer network
management, and contrast integrated approaches against coordinated ones.

2.4

The Role of Third Party Management Subsystems in
Multi-Layer Networks

The advent of complementary management subsystems has enabled specific cross-layer
management functionalities in the context of multi-layer networks. The Path Computation Element (PCE) [39] and the Virtual Network Topology Manager (VNTM) [84] address cross-layer path computation and cross-layer topology management, respectively.
In this section, we will describe the basics and outline the reach of these management
subsystems in the context of multi-layer network management.

2.4.1

Path Computation Element (PCE)

The Path Computation Element (PCE) [39] is a standardized solution for facilitating
optimal constraint-based path computation in (G)MPLS networks. In this architecture,

a Path Computation Client (PCC) can request the computation of a path under specific
constraints to the PCE, which in turn uses its Traffic Engineering Database (TED) to
compute the requested paths. The communications between the PCC and the PCE
have been standardized by the IETF in the form of the Path Computation Element
Protocol (PCEP) [85]. Note that, providing a detailed description of the PCE is out of
the scope of this thesis. Instead, our main focus is to position the PCE in the context of
multi-layer settings. Readers are referred to [86, 87] for further details on this subject.
There are different choices for the implementation of the PCE, wherein a PCE server
can be implemented within a Label Switched Router or as an external PCE that is
implemented as a third-party subsystem. The use of a centralized server (i.e., an external
PCE) is especially beneficial in networks requiring complex path computation such as
Wavelength Switched Optical Networks (WSON). In these networks, the implementation
of specific functions for path computation with high complexity in each switch can
drive up equipment cost. On the other hand, centralized servers on dedicated hardware
designed for path computation would be a more cost-effective solution, especially in large
networks. A unique selling point of the PCE architecture is its ability to extend path
computation capabilities across multiple domains, including multi-layer networks. PCEs
preserve topology confidentiality, which is essential in commercial network scenarios.
Also, the decoupling of path computation from network devices means that operators
can employ third-party boxes and can control path computation mechanisms and policies
with ease, even in a multi-vendor scenario.
To date, the PCE protocol has been standardized for use in MPLS networks and current
standardization work is focusing on extending the protocol for supporting networks using
the GMPLS control plane [88], and for wavelength assignment in WSON networks [89].
Extensions to the PCE protocol have also been proposed to compute optimal interdomain paths on a fixed domain chain using the Backward Recursive Path Computation
(BRPC) [90].
Current standardization work is also focusing on the use of PCE for multi-layer path
computation [84]. PCE has positioned as the candidate solution to overcome the limitations of such networks for providing effective multi-layer Traffic Engineering (TE), which
are primarily attributed to the lack of shared network resource knowledge between layers
[91]. In this network scenario, multi-domain path computation is not a high priority, but
multi-layer path computation is especially relevant as most large carriers typically run
a transport as well as an IP/MPLS infrastructure, and would benefit significantly from
automated multi-layer path computation. While no definitive solution for multi-layer
path computation with the PCE is available today, [84] defines three different mechanisms for the same, namely (i) Single PCE Inter-Layer Path Computation, (ii) Multiple

PCE with Inter-Layer Path Computation and (iii) Multiple PCE without Inter-Layer
Path Computation.
The Single PCE Inter-Layer Path Computation uses one PCE to compute paths between
multiple layers. The PCE has the global knowledge of all topologies and can compute
paths across different layers. The Multiple PCE with Inter-Layer PCE communication
approach uses PCEs on each layer, having topological visibility restricted to their own
layer. This model adapts to the Inter-Domain path computation scenario, where different PCEs are chained to compute a strict path from source to destination. In the case
of PCE without Inter-Layer PCE communication, each PCE computes loose paths from
ingress to egress LSP, in this case higher level LSP to lower level LSP, building the path
traversing every PCE until the destination is reached—referring again to the PCE Protocol model of Inter-Domain path computation with loose hops. Out of these mechanisms,
the single multi-layer PCE has the best performance, but the Multiple PCE with InterLayer PCE communication approach is better suited for most carrier-grade networks,
given the administrative segmentation between the IP/MPLS and transport network in
most carrier organizations. The implementation of the same is demonstrated in [92]
where the authors use the existing standards to facilitate inter-layer path computation
in a MPLS over WSON network scenario.
Aside from the already mentioned schemes for multi-layer path computation, the algorithmic issue for computing such paths is of utmost importance. The main challenge
that multi-layer path computation algorithms face is combining different layer-specific
constraints to find optimal or near-optimal cross-layer paths [93]. The majority of constraints that condition the set up of a lightpath in an optical network (e.g., wavelength
continuity, attenuation, etc.) demand solutions that differ from traditional circuit-based
computation methods. In light of this, algorithmic solutions in the context of multi-layer
networks must take into account other variants, for example, network device capabilities for performing multi-switching and wavelength conversion in order to compute
cross-layer paths under given constraints. In the literature, various multi-layer path
computation algorithms have been proposed [94, 95, 93, 96, 97, 98, 99].

In [94, 95] B. Jabbari et. al. discuss on the constraints and possible solutions for
computing traffic engineering paths in multi-layer switched networks. They propose a
solution in which a network graph is transformed into a channel graph that explicitly
exposes the constraints of nodes and links, which otherwise are not visible. Authors
in [96] extend this approach by combining the transformation technique with a simple
heuristic aimed to cope with the increased complexity of the new graph. They also
introduce and evaluate a Constrained Breadth First Search (C-BSF) technique where

Constraint Type

Proposed Path Computation Algorithms

Based on bandwidth requirements
Prunable

Based on protection requirements

• Several variants of Constrained Shortest
Path First (CSPF) [100]

Based on policy constraint
requirements
Additive (e.g., attenuation,
dispersion, delay, etc.)

• K Shortest Paths (KSP) [101, 102, 103]
• Common Vector [94]
• Constrained Breadth First Search (CBFS) [96]

Non-Prunable

Non-Additive (e.g., wavelength continuity, switching
capability, etc.)

• Channel Graph-based solution [94, 95]
• Label-Layer Graph-based solution [96]
• Auxiliary Graphs [104, 105]
• Dynamic Virtual Network Topology
(VNT) Configuration Algorithm [93]

Table 2.1: Multi-layer Path Computation Algorithms.

constraints are evaluated on-a-fly fashion based on the BSF search algorithm. Authors
in [97] developed an heuristic called Min-phys-hop routing and a wavelength assignment
algorithm, which assigns a weight to each optical path that corresponds to the number
of physical links that comprise it. Based on the belief that an efficient path goes over
the minimum number of physical network devices, the least-cost path is chosen. One
of the main limitations of this algorithm is that it does not consider network nodes capabilities such as Optical-Electrical-Optical (OEO) conversion or wavelength conversion
as considered by other algorithms [94, 95].
In Table 2.1, we summarize the main approaches toward solving the algorithmic issue
of multi-layer path computation. Note that, this table does not intend to provide an
exhaustive study on multi-layer path computation algorithms. Instead, it provides an introductory and representative list of solid contributions in the field. We have categorized
constraints into prunable and non-prunable classes as defined by authors in [94]. The
prunable category refers to all those constraints that can be met by simply discarding
the elements that do not comply with the required feature from the path computation
process, e.g., bandwidth requirements, wherein potential paths not meeting a bandwidth
constraint can be excluded from the path search process. The non-prunable category, on
the other hand, usually comprises the set of constraints that require more complex computation strategies taking into account multiple network attributes along the whole path.

For instance, in networks where certain nodes are endowed with wavelength converters,
the lack of a common wavelength along the entire path is not sufficient to discard the
latter as a potential candidate, since we must also assess the wavelength conversion capabilities at intermediate nodes along the path. Indeed, determining whether a constraint
is prunable or not is also subject to design requirements. Multi-constraint path computation algorithms generally follow one of two approaches, namely, computing paths over
the raw network graph and then performing robust runtime constraint evaluation (e.g.,
algorithms based on linear programming), or graph transformation techniques, where
network graphs are transformed into elaborated graphs capable of representing a set of
given constraints [96]. For more details on the algorithmic issues we refer readers to the
references found in Table 2.1.
Note that, despite of all the ongoing standardization efforts in the field of cooperative
path computation—some already discussed herein—many issues still remain open for
research. Consider for example, the computation of a cooperative path between several
PCE’s based on proprietary objective functions operating on non-standard constraints.
Current framework does support encoding of standard and proprietary objective functions [106]. However, there are no available mechanisms in the current definition of
PCEP for conveying vendor-specific information on which proprietary objective functions rely. Authors in [107] have recently proposed a mechanism for conveying vendorspecific constraints in PCEP in which they define a dedicated object—the “vendor information object”—to convey vendor-specific information. In light of this, there is still
many to be done in the scope of multi-layer path computation. The realization of all
these efforts and proposals are indeed required in the way for achieving a truly mature technology suitable to the complex requirements of multi-layer and multi-vendor
carrier-grade infrastructures.

2.4.2

Virtual Network Topology Manager (VNTM)

The Virtual Network Topology (VNT) is the network topology formed by lower layer
LSPs and the logical view of these connections in the upper layer [66]. The relationship
between both layers is created with “virtual TE links” [108]. The virtual TE links are
potential connections between two nodes at the upper layer, which are based on possible
connections at the lower layer (i.e., not fully provisioned LSPs). The Virtual Network
Topology Manager (VNTM) is an entity in charge of maintaining the topology of the
upper layer by connections in the lower layer [84].
To optimize the overall use of network resources in multi-layer environments, there are
basically two requirements: (i ) a cross-layer path computation strategy to compute
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Figure 2.6: An example showing one possible PCE/VNTM configuration.

end-to-end inter-layer paths and (ii ) mechanisms to control and manage the VNT by
provisioning and releasing connections in the lower layer. In this regard, the VNTM and
the PCE are both key entities for coordinating and managing multi-layer paths. While
the PCE is responsible for computing the path between endpoints, the VNTM initiates
the signaling for circuit setup or decommissioning in the transport layer [92].
There are two possible cooperation models for inter-layer path computation, namely, the
PCE-VNTM or the NMS-VNTM cooperation models [84]. To illustrate the relationship
between the PCE and the VNTM for multi-layer path computation in a PCE-VNTM
model, let us consider the example shown in Fig. 2.6. In this case, a single PCE is
used to compute paths between both layers (i.e., a single inter-layer path computation
strategy, as described in the previous section). Let us assume that, the single-layer PCE
fails to compute an inter-layer path because no logical connection is set up in the upper
layer (IP; PCE). In such conditions, the PCE can request or suggest to the VNTM
additional connections in the lower layer (OXC; VNTM). If the PCE has visibility of
the lower layer topology it can explicitly suggest a given path or it can just exchange
information on the upper layer request and wait for the advertisement of the new virtual
TE link. Moreover, the VNTM could change the connections to the upper layer if its
policies indicate that a better configuration exists. The operation mode of the VNTM
could be any solution even using another PCE to compute lower layer LSPs.
Another approach to inter-layer path computation is when the VNTM is part of the
NMS (NMS-VNTM model [84]) (cf., Fig. 2.7). This model assumes that the VNTM can
be embedded within the NMS to cooperate in the set up of lower layer LSPs. In this
scenario, the NMS requests the PCE to compute a path and upon receiving the result

of such computation, the NMS is able to request the VNTM to create a new connection.
The interface to request a connection is not currently described or defined in any RFC
(this is why we represent the interface between the NMS and the VNTM in Fig. 2.7 with
an interrogation mark). In [84] a TMF standard interface is proposed, while authors
in [92] propose the utilization of the PCEP protocol with a new message to suggest a
new route to the VNTM, so the VNTM can decide, based on its policies, if creating the
connection or not.
Based on the previous definition of the VNTM, the virtual TE link creation is done
from the source IP/MPLS router to the destination router. This means that the VNTM
must have information not only about the lower layer, but also about the interlayer
connections between the IP/MPLS routers and the OXCs. However, automatically
building and accurately keeping updated the inter-layer connections remains an open
issue. State-of-the-art protocols, such as the Link Management Protocol (LMP) [109],
offer palliative solutions. This point-to-point protocol, defined by the IETF, is used
by GMPLS devices to feature link discovery, i.e., determine data plane connectivity
of network nodes to and from its neighbors. Link verification and fault isolation are
also featured by this protocol to check on the status of links and to isolate faults that
may occur, respectively [110]. Nevertheless, LMP is not widely used by ISPs mainly
because current deployed multi-layer networks do not provide full integration of GMPLS
technology. Actually, in practice most ISPs remain relaying on databases, most of which
require human intervention for feeding and updating inter-layer topological data.
In summary, the emergence of management subsystems was envisioned to simplify and
partially fulfill a set of management functionalities that were not covered by existing
PCEP
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solutions. This makes mandatory to consider the integration and future requirements of
third-party subsystems in multi-layer management infrastructures.

2.5
2.5.1

Future Trends in Multi-Layer Network Management
Coordination vs. Integration

Integrated and coordinated approaches both offer a path for addressing current multilayer network management challenges. The integrated approach (cf. Fig. 2.8a) proposes
to unify the two separate NMSs into a single entity, enabling management automation
and reduction of OPEX. This figure shows two possible configurations. In the first one,
the IP and Optical devices are part of separate layers—as in traditional multi-layer
deployments—but their management planes are unified under a common NMS. In the
second configuration, the IP and Optical equipment are integrated into a single box
with a unified management plane. Examples of the former are the integrated control
plane and management plane frameworks [64, 77, 78, 79], and for the latter, the case of
Juniper’s hybrid node [37].
Unfortunately, these approaches pose complex challenges both technically and operationally. For instance, multi-layer network management issues cannot be fully addressed
by the integration of network control planes per-se, as they do not fulfill all management competencies. Therefore, under this scenario, the management planes of both
layers would also require a level of integration; otherwise, cross-layer service management operations (i.e., provisioning, monitoring, alarm correlation, scheduling, etc.) will

not be possible. Furthermore, the integration of network management systems aggregates a measure of disruption. More specifically, the integration of the IP Network
Management System (IP-NMS) and Transport Network Management System (T-NMS)
entails a change of perspective in current carriers’ practices, and therefore, a major investment must be done to acquire and adapt to the new management environment. The
traditional separation between the IP and transport network layers has demonstrated
significant resistance to such a game change, given its implications on the operational,
functional and business strategies. Moreover, a successful network management integration can only be useful for a single domain, since domain administrators are reluctant
to sharing performance information about their networks.
In light of all these limitations, coordinated network approaches (cf. Fig. 2.8b) are
positioned as reliable solutions for multi-layer network management. Coordination of
cross-layer network operations can help not only to reduce operational and capital expenses, but also to significantly simplify operational processes and reduce administrative
burdens. A coordinated approach is based on the idea of a mediator system (shown in
Fig. 2.8b) capable of overcoming the barriers of protocol differences and network equipment heterogeneity. A mediator can address the MLI and MVI issues without requiring
major changes in network practices or the technologies currently being used by network
operators on both layers. Additionally, the coordinated approach can easily be adapted
to meet future application demands, as its adoption does not cause any disruption to
current network practices.

One emerging initiative in this direction is the ONE Adapter [111], a solution for enabling interoperability in a coordinated fashion. The ONE adapter is based on a mediator model, which has been designed to operate between the IP/MPLS and the transport
layer NMSs. It allows system automation and coordination of cross-layer network management functions. This initiative proposes a non-disruptive solution that only requires
to interface with the IP-NMS and the T-NMS. Furthermore, it does not require changes
ro current carriers’ practices. The ONE adapter is particularly useful for management
actions such as coordinated self-healing, coordinated IP traffic offloading, and coordinated service provisioning. The ONE approach also allows coordination of network
management functions in a multi-vendor environment, thus addressing the MVI problem
as well. One of the key features in ONE is its ontology-driven nature, which enables
syntactic adaptations based on shared semantic knowledge of different vendor spaces.
Table 2.2 summarizes the advantages and drawbacks of coordinated versus integrated
multi-layer network management.

Approach

Integrated

Coordinated

Advantages

Drawbacks

• It reduces the management and operational costs.
• It centralizes management tasks (single point of operation).
• It provides overall view of the multilayer network infrastructure.

• It requires big changes in the network
structure and in current practices.
• It is hard to adapt to meet future
application demands.
• It hardly deals with multi-vendor interoperability issues.
• Its adoption disrupts the networks’
regular activities.
• It is difficult to deploy.
• It requires to be integrated in all layers.
• It has high deployment costs.

• It requires neither big changes in the
network structure nor in current operational practices and business workflows.
• It can be easily adapted to any type
of environment to meet the future application demand.
• It can easily deal with the multivendor interoperability issues.
• Its adaption does not disrupt the networks regular activities.
• Its deployment is easy and needs only
to be interfaced with the IP and the
transport NMSs.
• It allows functionalities, which do
not exist in the control plane frameworks.
• Its functions are domain and layer
independent.

• Cannot directly manage the networks nor it can make changes to the
IP layer or the transport layer without
the intervention of the NMSs at each
layer.
• Its normal workings depend on the
responsiveness of third party systems
(e.g., PCE) as well as the IP and the
transport layer NMS.

Table 2.2: Advantages and drawbacks of integrated vs. coordinated multi-layer network management solutions.

2.5.2

Enabling Technologies for Coordinated Approaches

In addition to the numerous advantages and benefits that a coordinated approach can
provide to address the MLI and MVI problems in the context of network management, we
have identified a number of emerging technologies that can assist in the implementation
of truly coordinated platforms.
Beyond the scope of traditional mechanisms for network management, there are a number of technologies capable of enabling enhanced functionalities to this critical area of
networking. MTOSI [46], NETCONF [10], semantic approaches and OpenFlow [112]
are among the most relevant enablers for providing support to the field of multi-layer

network management. Despite the fact that some of these technologies (e.g., semantic technologies and OpenFlow) were not initially designed for the purposes of network
management, they have an interesting potential that can ease and address the management interoperability gap in multi-layer and multi-vendor settings. In this section, we
will provide insights on the potential integration of these technologies in order to understand what makes them appealing for their applicability in the area of coordinated
Multi-Layer Network Management (MLNM). It is worth highlighting that given the impact of OpenFlow, this technology will be further analyzed in Section 2.5.3 as part of
the Software Defined Networking (SDN) umbrella.

NETCONF

To fill the existing gap in the configuration of IP network equipment, in early 2003 the
IETF created a working group to define and develop a standard configuration protocol.
The result of this effort is the Network Configuration Protocol (NETCONF), specified in
[10] as an IETF standard. NETCONF was defined to cope with the needs of providing
configuration state maintenance, transactional-safe operations across multiple devices,
separation of configuration from operational data, concurrency, consistency, and support
to multiple configurations, in a standard and easy way of use. This set of requirements
gather the most remarkable characteristics of CLI-based mechanisms along with the
desired features of network providers in the scope of configuration management [113].
Some of the key features of NETCONF are: (i ) the ability to distinguish configuration data from operational data, i.e., variables that can be set by the administrator
from statistics, alarms, notifications, etc.; (ii ) support to transactions, meaning that, it
ensures completion of configuration tasks—not only on a device basis but even, on a network basis—otherwise, rollback operations are automatically performed; (iii ) transport
protocol independence; (iv ) support to configuration locking; and (v ) filtering mechanisms that enable selected retrieval of configuration data [12]. Most importantly, NETCONF features automated ordering of operations, which means that the complexity of
task sequence ordering is pushed from the operator’s side into the device. Its design is
flexible and extensible enough to be implemented and deployed by all vendors. Note
that this is not an advantage over other protocols, such as SNMP, but is a must if
NETCONF intends to become a widely adopted standard.
The complexities of SNMP and the proprietary nature of CLI-based mechanisms, have

pushed toward the initial implementation of NETCONF in IP/MPLS vendor’s equipment (e.g., Juniper and Cisco) as a means to guarantee the performance of the configuration procedure. The inclusion of NETCONF will enable operators to deal in a standard and reliable way with multi-vendor infrastructures, significantly decreasing OPEX.
However, as exposed earlier in Section 2.1.2, the definition of network management information within NETCONF raises clear interoperability issues that still represent an
important limitation to its wide acceptance and deployment. Most recently, YANG
[13]—the IETF’s proposal for a standard data model—has become the strongest candidate for the formal representation of network configuration management information.
It provides well-defined abstractions of the network resources that can be configured
or manipulated by a network administrator, including both devices and services. Currently, the IETF is working on the definition of standard YANG modules, to which
vendors are expected to comply with in the future. To date, several internet-drafts
have been introduced for the definition of the interface, IP, routing, SNMP and system
management data models [114]. However, there is still a long path before NETCONF
and YANG become mature technologies and established as the default standard for IP
network management configuration. Though, the future of NETCONF and YANG is
promising and the interest of network device vendors is growing, almost eight years after
its initial proposal, CLI-based mechanisms continue to be the preferred way for configuring network devices. For this reason, and based on the fact that a solution is required
for current network settings, we envision semantic technologies as a promising enabler
for the integration of dissimilar protocols in the scope of network management. We proceed to briefly describe the potential of these technologies in the scope of a coordinated
platform dealing with heterogeneous protocols.

Semantic Adaptations

Semantic adaptations serve as a promising approach for enabling future coordination of
multi-layer management. When combined with current available technologies (e.g., ontologies, data mining, artificial intelligence, natural language processing, etc.), semantic
approaches can provide the means for achieving true interoperability in the configuration
management of multi-vendor environments.
The benefits that semantic approaches can provide go beyond the scope of seamless
device configuration, and can be devised for any other scope in which the existence
of diverse protocols or mechanisms lead to heterogeneous scenarios. They provide an
evolutionary solution to current MVI problems through an intelligent, flexible, and extensible approach. Semantic adaptations can thus improve and enhance the experience
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Figure 2.9: MTOSI reference architecture example (adapted from “Framework DDP
BA TMF518 FMW Version 1.2” [1]).

of the final user, abstracting network managers from the particularities of each language
or format, thereby removing the complexity that is left in the hands of operators (which
is error-prone and highly restricts the level of automation of management tasks).
Semantic technologies can be combined with machine learning techniques [115] to develop software agents capable of semantically and syntactically adapting configurations
for easing tasks in multi-layer and multi-vendor environments. In the literature, several
research efforts can be found aligned with the use of semantic technologies to address
the problems inherent to the network management domain [116, 117, 118, 119]. For example, in [117, 118] H. Xui and D. Xiao consider the application of ontology languages
to bring intelligence into the network management plane to enable automated configuration. Authors propose a general model in which three ontology-related languages are
considered. They propose, firstly, the Ontology Web Language (OWL) [54] for modeling
the domain knowledge, secondly, the Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) [120] to
add behavior information—such as axioms and constraints—and finally, OWL-S [121]—
a semantic markup language for Web Services—to automate the execution logic based
on the use of Web-Services. In short, authors envision the use of Semantic Web Services for automation of network management and propose standardization of network
management information on this basis. Moreover, in the work led by J. López et al. in
[119], authors thoroughly analyze and compare several management information definition languages on the basis of their semantic expressiveness. The goal is to integrate
different management models based on ontological mapping and merging techniques to
create a global management ontology encompassing a huge set of information models
(e.g., Structure of Management Information version 2 - SMIv2, Managed Object Format
/ Common Information Model - MOF/CIM, etc.). Finally, A. K. Y. Wong et al. [116]

proposed a generic ontology-driven solution to the interoperability problem in network
management. In this approach, ontology concepts are matched based on the similarity
measure obtained through a novel function developed by the authors.
As seen, semantic technologies have already been considered in previous research studies
to address the interoperability issues in network management as well as in many other
fields (e.g., health care, product design, biomedicine, etc.). Nevertheless, there are still
many open research lines that must be explored in order to exploit and properly use the
resources offered by device manufacturers.

MTOSI

In the field of optical transport networks, MTOSI [46] has emerged with great force
as a technology for enabling standard communication between multiple OSS (e.g., Element Management Systems, Network Management Systems, Service Activation Systems,
Fault Management Systems, etc.), covering both service and resource management. This
standard has been specified by the TeleManagement Forum (TMF) to provide a common interface to manage multi-technology networks. It is an XML/Web Service-based
interface, that is independent from the underlying transport technology. MTOSI enables
interoperability between the Service, Network and Element Management Layers of the
Telecommunications Management Network (TMN) layering model.
The general specifications of the interface maintain that MTOSI will be used between
OSSs within the same administration [1]. Hence, it covers the interoperability requirements of current Service Providers which use multiple management systems to manage
complex multi-vendor and multi-technology networks.
To illustrate the MTOSI reference architecture let us consider the example shown in
Fig. 2.9. This figure provides a view of the communication between different OSSs
enabled through MTOSI at different levels. The interaction between the management
systems is done over the Common Communication Vehicle (CCV). As depicted in the
figure, in typical network settings (i.e., a multi-vendor scenario) a NMS—or other type
of OSS—directly connected to the CCV can be at the same time managing underlying
Element Management Systems (EMSs), which in turn manage network elements of a
single vendor based on other management protocols (e.g., SNMP, TL1, CMIP, etc.).
For this example, a Fault Management System providing an MTOSI-based interface can
retrieve inventory from an Inventory OS to effectively fulfill its management functions.

During the last few years, MTOSI seemed to become the future standard for enabling
interoperability between OSSs in the transport layer. This web-based interface was positioned as a rather appealing technology for overcoming the limitations in the scope of
network management. However, a change in perspective in the field has made MTOSI
lose momentum and instead, attention has turned most recently to Software Defined
Networking (SDN), a new emerging technology with the power for taking the management solution to the next level.
SDN has become an increasingly popular concept whose potential certainly opens the
field for research and innovation. For this reason, in the next section we will provide
insights on SDNs capabilities and on the challenges from a management point of view.

2.5.3

Software Defined Networks (SDN)

We could say that Software Defined Networking (SDN) is the current fulfillment of an
old-time promise: providing the possibility of programmability of network functionalities, while offering a clear path for network management to follow the same direction of
other Information Technology (IT) fields toward virtualization.
The idea of a flexible real-time control of network functions has been considered several
times in the past, with proposals ranging from the use of “programming packets” to
transmit the desired behavior to network boxes, up to the implementation of adaptive
control both in software and hardware. However, the combination of radical decoupling
and open interfaces that constitutes the kernel of SDN is a novel proposal that has
gained a strong momentum, especially, with the advent of a protocol that demonstrated
the feasibility of this approach, and allowed the deployment of real-scale SDN-based
networks: OpenFlow [112].
The complexity and lack of flexibility of standard network devices has made network
experimentation and innovation highly difficult at all scales for academic researchers.
Any change to the software embedded in each device had to be coordinated between
vendors in order to make the distributed control algorithms interoperable. Therefore,
evolving at the pace required by research and experimentation was extremely difficult.
In this context, OpenFlow was born as a cornerstone. The first step was to develop the
ability to program switches from a remote controller. Realizing that this implied external
software-based control of the data plane, bypassing traditional L2 and L3 protocols and
associated configurations, was a natural consequence.
Software Defined Networking relies on two main assumptions. The first is a radical separation between the control and the data planes, located in two (most often physically)

independent entities: the controller, in charge of the control plane, and the switches,
responsible for the functions in the data plane. The choice of singular and plural in
the definition above is completely intentional: although not required by the model, the
obvious deployment consists of a single controller taking care of several switches in a
certain realm. The second assumption is the availability of an open protocol between
controllers and switches, allowing for a free combination of elements from different vendors to provide network functions, and of an open interface to the control plane, so the
controller can be uniformly accessed by other components participating in the network,
such as sources of network intelligence or applications in general.
The most widely deployed SDN protocol, OpenFlow, is based on the definition of rules
from the controller to be applied by the switches when receiving packets. Rules are
fired by matching certain parts of the packets (or the path they arrive through), and
contain actions to be applied to those packets, such as forwarding them to a certain
path, making some changes to them, or even discarding them.
In summary, in SDN control decisions are taken by a central element, while switching
decisions are actually applied by distributed elements. A common protocol allows the
controller to communicate its decisions to the switches. Having this central element
translates into the possibility of abstracting the network into a single element, as it
becomes the one in charge of the whole network behavior. Furthermore, the common
protocol acts in a similar way to a processor instruction set controlling its registries,
processing units and peripherals, and therefore the network becomes a programmable
entity, suitable to be controlled in the same way as any other element in the whole
computing infrastructure.
A general architecture for SDN-based network management is proposed in [122] (shown
in Fig. 2.10), where an SDN Mediator communicates with applications and services,
and translates requests to the physical network components. This mediator relies on
a database containing network topology and component information, and it is able to
provide a fully virtualized view to applications and services. The mediator controls
several processes:
• Discovery . It enables the SDN users to discover and register to the Service Mediator. As a part of the discovery process, the SDN users may negotiate capabilities
with the service mediator.
• Provisioning . It allows the Service Mediator to provision the underlying network
resources. While in principle the provisioning process should rely on OpenFlow,
it is conceivable the use of other protocols to create or adjust traffic engineering
connections.

• Monitoring . This allows the Service Mediator to interface with the underlying
network to gather topology information at an abstract level, and detect the network
failures that may impact applications and services.
A more radical approach is taken by a group of the original OpenFlow proponents [123],
who present a unified control for packet and transport networks, claiming that with
separation of data and control, and the treatment of packets as flows, together with the
introduction of circuit-flow features in the OpenFlow protocol, a unified architecture
becomes realizable for converged packet-circuit networks. OpenFlow abstracts each
data-plane switch as a flow table. It allows the definition of a flow to be any combination
of L2-L4 packet headers for packet flows, as well as L0-L1 circuit parameters for circuit
flows.
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Figure 2.10: Mediator architecture for SDN-based management.
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Whether a mediator-based or a SDN-only approach is followed, it is important to remark four salient characteristics implied by the use of SDN for multi-layer network
management:
• Since the network elements are controlled via a (few) uniform protocol(s), the
management database can be greatly simplified.
• Management commands and/or configuration are always translated into pairs of
the type (device,rule), and it is possible to override layer separations, device
original functions, and other potential limitations in other models. A multi-layer
management plane is a natural consequence of applying SDN, even if not a full
integration is pursued.
• The northbound Application Programming Interface (API) can be adapted to
provide different management views to the application services, not limited by
individual elements, links or layers being managed. The network functions can be
fully virtualized.
• This virtualization possibilities translate into an easy extensibility of the configuration programmatic interface, able to being updated according to the application/service needs, even in a real-time or ad-hoc manner.
Another important aspect is that with the advent of SDNs, the range of multi-layer
capabilities has significantly increased, since open programmability enables that new
applications can take control of network resources across all layers in the OSI stack. Observe that, we have focused on multi-layer capabilities across the transport and network
layers of a typical carrier-grade network, but SDNs also bring a plethora of possibilities to upper layers, allowing applications to intelligently combine network functions at
different layers. Consider for instance some of the recent research advances combining
the utilization of OpenFlow and the Multi-Path Transport Control Protocol (MPTCP).
In this particular example, the goal is to intelligently and transparently assign traffic
to multiple paths in order to improve the resilience, the stability, and the performance
of different types of communications [124, 125, 126, 127, 128]. Another interesting approach can be found in [129], where a cross-layer cooperation module is defined between
MPTCP and the Locator/Identifier Separation Protocol (LISP). In this example, the
goal of the authors is to improve both the performance and the transfer time between
the endpoints.
An example involving even a higher number of layers can be found in [130], wherein
the authors propose a methodology to extend Open VSwitch (OVS)—an open-source
OpenFlow switch—to support L4-L7 service awareness. Moreover, SDN for transport

networks [131] [132]—in correspondence to our earlier discussions—has recently gained a
lot of attention, and is considered one of the potential candidates for enabling packet/optical integration, and thereby, improve existing multi-layer path provisioning techniques
[133, 134, 135]. Indeed, there are ongoing efforts within the Open Networking Foundation (ONF), for standardizing transport extensions to OpenFlow so as to enable SDN
in optical networks. In the meanwhile, several approaches to SDN for the transport
layer have already been developed. For example, ADVA, in a joint effort with IBM
and the Marist College, have recently demonstrated an SDN solution for transport networks, mainly targeting the dynamic set up and tear down of wavelengths between data
centers. Overall, SDN has become a revolutionary paradigm shift in the telecom field,
and it is expected to have a significant impact on our conception of networking. The
potential is remarkable, but the status of SDN-based applications enabling multi-layer
functions in carrier-grade networks is still in a very early stage of development, so substantial research is needed before we can start witnessing the deployment of solutions in
operational networks.
It is unquestionable that the advent of SDNs has weakened the power of MTOSI, which,
only a few years ago, was positioned as the predominant trend for enabling transport
network management interoperability. The paradigmatic differences between the two
approaches has shifted the tendency toward SDNs. As shown in Fig. 2.11, this shift
suggests that, in the future, the interest will no longer be focused on the communication between multiple OSS (i.e., the MTOSI paradigm), but instead, the new paradigm
will be the one-to-multiple approach followed by SDNs for achieving true network programmability and virtualization through open and clear APIs.

2.6

Summary of Lessons Learned

The multi-layer core infrastructures of large ISPs have evolved as administratively separated ecosystems. This business-driven separation has led to the operational and managerial isolation of both layers. The lack of mechanisms enabling communication from
a management perspective has clearly derived in interoperability issues between layers.
Several initiatives can be found in the fields of control plane and data plane technologies, though none of these is capable of addressing the needs and requirements that arise
from the management point of view. In addition to this, the emergence of new trends in
the field of IP over Optical transport (e.g., hybrid nodes, proprietary multi-layer NMSs,
etc.) pose new challenges in the management of heterogeneous network environments.
The integration and coordination of network management solutions in the context of
multi-layer networks are among the most predominant approaches for overcoming the

isolation between the management ecosystems. These approaches can enable interlayer interoperability, which can in turn significantly reduce the operational and capital
expenses while facilitating a number of complex orchestrations required for management
operations. Our research has identified that coordinated approaches seem to be the
most suitable alternative, especially, for achieving automation of cross-layer operations,
avoiding the redundancy of management functions, reducing operational and capital
expenses, providing a smooth evolutionary practice, while offering higher flexibility.
Examples such as the ONE Adapter in [111], as well as the mediation scheme for SDNbased management presented in Fig. 2.10, are indicative initiatives that envision the
direction of a mediation model for truly accomplishing interoperability through the
coordination of both—IP and Optical—layers.
In Table 2.3 we summarize the obstacles and pitfalls, the paths toward solutions, and the
lessons learned in the management field of multi-layer networks. The aim is to provide
a closer look into the main challenges, and summarize the issues that must be addressed
by the research community in terms of future multi-layer management solutions. The
future of network management for multi-layer network settings is not a clear panorama.
However, the emergence of NETCONF, MTOSI, SDN supported through OpenFlow, as
well as the consolidation of Web Services and many other new trends in the field of IP
over Optical, are key indicators that a change of perspective is required to address the
isolation of management ecosystems and improve multi-layer performance.

Obstacles

Absence of standards
and/or broadly accepted
mechanisms to enable
network management
interoperability

Paths toward Solutions
• An early solution to the
interoperability problem in
network management was
SNMP [44]. Despite being
the de-facto protocol for network monitoring in IP-based
networks, SNMP has failed
to fulfill other scopes of
network management, such
as device configuration.
• Most recently, NETCONF [10] is envisioned
for device configuration
and MTOSI [46] for OSS
interoperability in transport
networks.
• OpenFlow has arised
in the context of SDNs [112].
• In-house developments are
early attempts to coordinate
multi-layer tasks in a static
(i.e., pre-configured) way.

Poor Coordination
across layers

•
Most
recently,
the
ONE Adapter [111] has
approached multi-layer management in a coordinated
fashion.
•
Coordinated
systems
based on SDN’s (mediator
models).

Lack of Cross-Layer
Network Management
Automation

• For instance, GMPLS control plane [57].

Lessons Learned

The absence of standard protocols prevents automation of cross-layer management operations, leading to manual
management of current multi-layer infrastructures. Standard protocols for
network monitoring (e.g., SNMP and
most recently Web Services) and network device configuration (e.g., NETCONF or OpenFlow) are not sufficient
to enable management interoperability across multi-layer platforms. For
instance, Network Managers require
means (i.e., mechanisms, platforms) to
coordinate between both layers to optimize resource usage, avoid duplication
of network functions and automate/execute cross-layer workflows.

The lack of coordination between layers in multi-layer networks has led to
duplication of network functions and
long provisioning timescales. In-house
developments have been for long time a
way to flatten the issues in multi-layer
management. However, the lack of
flexibility makes them useful in scenarios where fixed solutions are sufficient.
However, multi-layer management requires much more flexible, dynamic,
programmable (i.e., configurable) solutions capable of overcoming the barriers of layer segmentation.
GMPLS is positioned as the unified
control plane solution for dynamic
path provisioning in multi-layer networks. However, neither these solutions are widely deployed nor control plane technologies are capable of
addressing all the needs and requirements from a management perspective
(e.g., proactive execution of policybased workflows with cross-layer components, IP device configuration, etc.).

Obstacles

Paths toward Solutions

Lessons Learned

• In-house developments
(i.e., umbrella NMSs).

Network programmability is a must in
order to develop scalable solutions capable of adapting to the changing nature of network behavior. Network
administrators require of flexible solutions that enable on-the-fly policy enforcement to bring dynamics to the
multi-layer environment.

Inadequate discovery
mechanisms of
Inter-layer connections

•
Manual
Databases.

Manual topological databases are
error-prone, hard to maintain and
present poor scalability features.
Inter-layer discovery remains an open
research challenge and requires of
automated solutions capable of
overcoming the restricted view (i.e.,
shared information) between layers.

Deficient mechanisms
for seamless network
device configuration
(e.g., the preferred
configuration
mechanism in IP-based
networks is CLI)

• NETCONF [10],
a
standard-based
solution
to the configuration issue in
IP-based networks.

Limitations for
Proactive Enforcement
of Policy-based
Management in
Multi-Vendor settings

Overburden of
multi-layer functions
which add on the basis
of their complexity
(e.g., computation
complexity) (embedded complexity)

Organizational Barriers
(i.e., Department
segmentation)

Topological

• OpenFlow [112].

• Outsourcing of multi-layer
functions, examples are the
Path Computation Element
(PCE) [39] and the Virtual
Network Topology Manager
(VNTM) [66].
•
Virtualization
and
Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) [136].

• Integrated Network Management Solutions,
e.g.,
Cyan’s CyMS [64] or Juniper’s PTX hybrid node
[137].

Standardization of network management protocols is not sufficient to overcome the configuration heterogeneity
issue in multi-vendor environments.
In this view, standardization of data
models is equally relevant to the configuration domain to comply with a
standard view of the network elements.
The advent of third-party (i.e., external) management subsystems, represent a unique opportunity to be integrated into future solutions to help
solving cross-layer issues. For example, a PCE for outsourcing computation of multi-layer paths. In this
field, yet some issues still remain open.
For instance, the communication protocol between entities for coordination of cross-layer functions (e.g., the
communication between the NMS and
the VNTM in a cooperative model for
multi-layer path computation has not
been yet defined).
Integrated solutions have important
implications on current practices. On
the one hand, the traditional separation between the IP and Optical
Departments is reluctant to a game
change from the operational, functional and business perspectives. To
this end, emerging solutions should
seek for non-disruptive approaches
from the business model point of view.
On the other hand, current integrated
solutions are subject to single vendor
scenarios, a non-desired feature by network operators.

Obstacles

Segmentation of
Standardization Bodies

Paths toward Solutions

Lessons Learned

• For instance, MPLS-TP
[72].

Solutions to multi-layer issues require
of standardization bodies behind each
domain (i.e., IP and Optical) to be
aligned and to develop joint efforts to
generate fully-compliant requirements
and solutions to both technology layers. An example to this, is the MPLSTP technology which begun as an
ITU-T effort under the name of TMPLS. However, IETF—the developers of MPLS standards—determined a
set of inconsistencies between T-MPLS
and native MPLS. They requested to
extend the IETF’s MPLS technologies
to packet transport networks through
the IETF Standards Process in a joint
effort between both parties to consolidate a solution aligned to the IETF
standards and fulfilling ITU-T requirements.

• Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) [136] and
Software Defined Networking (SDN) [122].
High Operational and
Capital Expenditures
for managing
Multi-Layer Settings

• IPoDWDM solutions integrate transponders directly
into the IP routers enabling
IP equipment to transmit
ITU-compatible
coloured
wavelengths directly to the
optical gear.

IPoDWDM solutions claim to reduce
costs generously due to simplification
of the network, at the cost of moving lower layer complexities to the upper layer, since routers have never had
to deal with wavelength issues. This
is somehow debatable as an assertion
of this type depends on many factors
(e.g., is implementation-dependent).
Anyway, newly emerging solutions require to lower OPEX and CAPEX
while maintaining the simplicity of
network operation. Moreover, featured
virtualization functions are undoubtedly of huge interest for ISPs, and will
potentially contribute to significantly
lower costs (CAPEX), while the benefits that SDNs technologies bring along
to the field of network management
will impact on the OPEX.

Table 2.3: Obstacles and pitfalls, paths toward solutions, and lessons learned for
managing multi-layer and multi-vendor settings.

Chapter 3

Internet Addressing
This chapter aims to provide insights on the most prominent issues of the current Internet Addressing architecture and briefly introduce existing proposals on ID/Locator Split
Architectures (ILSAs).

3.1

IP-Based Addressing Scheme

Since the early days of networking, IP has been the absolute protocol supporting both
routing and addressing on the Internet. Regardless of the well-known limitations of the
current IP-based addressing scheme, the research community has put more attention in
routing, with special focus in the inter-domain area rather than addressing [138] [139].
This research trend has actively promoted routing on top of addressing even with the
awareness of the exhaustion of the IP addressing space [140]. Next, we will review the
limitations of the current IP-based addressing scheme.

3.1.1

Limitations

The current IP-based addressing scheme carries along a number of limitations which
significantly hinder the deployment of new applications and services in the Internet.
These limitations are mainly related to (i) the depletion and (ii ) the semantic overload
of IP addresses. The former is mainly motivated by a design limitation and refers to the
availability of the addressing space—taking into consideration the fact that the current
IPv4 address space has nearly reached its limits [140]. The later is motivated by the lack
of decoupling of location and identification, i.e., the two-fold functionality of IP addresses
which clearly imposes a burden on the current Internet routing system. Accordingly,
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these issues have an important impact over (i) multihoming, (ii) traffic engineering, (iii)
mobility and (iv) resilient communications.
Multihoming is a common practice which significantly boosts the geometrical growth of
the routing tables. This strategy is based on the notion of connecting a client (i.e., a
computer or device) to more than one network, enabling fault tolerance capabilities and
load balancing. In order to support multihoming, a site (i.e., an Autonomous System)
obtains a Provider-Independent (PI) or Provider-Aggregatable (PA) prefix from its ISP,
and further announces them through all its providers. PI and PA prefixes are blocks of IP
addresses assigned by a Regional Internet Registry to a site. The main difference among
them is that PA prefixes—unlike PI’s—cannot be reused in the case that a site changes
ISP. A multihoming site using PI addresses allocates its prefixes in the forwarding and
routing tables of each of its providers. Therefore, PI prefixes are not aggregated. In the
case of PA prefixes, the Internet Provider of a site could aggregate the customer (site)
advertisement into a shorter prefix, when advertising the prefix to other customers or
peers. In practice, ISPs have to advertise less aggregated IP routing prefixes to the
Internet and rely on traditional and problematic longest-prefix match route selection
algorithm of BGP [138].
Regarding mobility, as users demand connectivity on the move, addresses change. This
change of address leads to significant degradation of the communication’s quality or in
the worst scenario service disruption. Notice that, even if an user changes of location,
his identity remains the same. hence, while changes on the user location should be only
reported to the routing layer, nowadays represent a change in the overall IP address.
Despite efforts like Mobile IP—which aim to enable user mobility—the semantic overload
remains an open issue. Moreover, resilient communications are also affected by the dual
semantics of IP addresses. Consider for instance, a data center with a 1:1 protection
scheme—with a set of primary and backup servers in different locations. In the case
of failure of a primary server, the network layer will shift all traffic router to the failed
server toward the backup server in place. This shift can certainly cause connection
disruption.
In an effort to overcome the issues stemmed from the current addressing scheme, the
networking research community is currently exploring two different lines of work. The
first represented by the path drawn by IPv6 and the second clean-slate architectures for
network addressing.
On the one hand, IPv6 has emerged as an evolutionary solution to the exhaustion of IP
addresses. Nevertheless, the adoption and deployment of this technology is hindered by,
(i) the operational expenses derived from migrating from IPv4 to IPv6—which requires
of serious operational training of the networking staff in addition to firmware upgrades;

and (ii) the potential disruptions of network services—which can significantly affect
regular ongoing network operation. Furthermore, IPv6 carries with the same issues of
semantic overloading.
On the other hand, disruptive approaches to the current Internet Addressing scheme—
such as that introduced in [31]—offer novel architectures explicitly designed to avoid the
issues around IP addresses. Certainly, the risk of clean-slate solutions is related to the
deployment of new technologies on top of an operational network–which will likely not
allow compromising network connectivity. In light of this, a new line of research has
emerged. This new line pursuits a new reference model, the so-called ID/Locator Split
Architectures (ILSAs) aimed to decouple the semantics of IP addresses. A solution of
this nature brought together with IPv6—or any other addressing scheme targeting the
depletion of addresses—could certainly be a suitable solution to the current Internet
Addressing problems. Next, we will provide a brief review of the concept of ILSAs and
introduce a taxonomy for ILSA schemes.

3.2

ID/Locator Split Architectures (ILSA)

The ID/Locator Split Architectures (ILSAs) paradigm has recently emerged as a reference model aimed to overcome the issues of the current Internet addressing scheme. The
“ID/LOC” philosophy—earlier introduced by Chiappa in [141]—consists in decoupling
the dual semantics of addresses, i.e., separating host location from identification. Under
this new paradigm, identifiers are confined to the application layer, and locators to the
network layer.
Regarding the space of identifiers, its design faces two main challenges, namely, the
identifier’s lifetime and format. On the one hand, the lifetime of an identifier [142]
basically impacts the number of signaling messages required to update the ID-to-LOC
mapping tables. The shorter the lifetime of an identifier, the greater the accuracy of
the mapping information, but the larger the number of signaling messages. On the
other hand, the format of an identifier can be either flat (i.e., primitive) or partitioned
(i.e., descriptive) [143]. The former refers to identifiers lacking of semantics, i.e., no
information can be inferred from its structure (e.g., UUIDs Universally Unique Identifiers
[144]). On the contrary, partitioned identifiers do have a semantic structure and thus, are
user-friendly (e.g., URLs Uniform Resource Locators [145]). With respect to the space
of locators, the challenges are related to bind a location entity to both, network topology
and support for topological aggregation in an effort to ease routing performance.

Moreover, another relevant aspect in the design of an ILSA scheme is the mapping
system. The fact that a single entity requires both, an identifier and a locator, translates
into the imminent need of a system capable of mapping between IDs and LOCs. In the
literature, several mapping systems have been proposed, however, they bring along pros
and cons, which directly impact the overall performance of an ILSA scheme.
Figure 3.1 introduces our proposed taxonomy for ILSA schemes. This classification
shows the ID/LOC generation challenge for three set of schemes, namely, Network-based
and Host-based, in addition to, the Control Plane Mapping System. Overall, networkbased schemes refer to those operating at the network level—typically on border routers,
hence, no changes are required on the host level (i.e., end-nodes). LISP [20], Six/One
[16] and GSE [19] are the most common and well-known schemes under this category.
Network-based schemes can be further classified into, Map-Encap and Address-Rewriting
schemes (cf., Fig. 3.1). The former category is based on the principle of tunneling—
wherein packets are encapsulated to its destination. The later represents those schemes
which operate in a similar way to the Network Address Translation (NAT) replacing a
packet ID by a locator.
Host-based schemes refer to those strictly operating at the host level (i.e., on the endpoints)—hence, no modifications are required at the network level. The main advantage of host-based schemes is that no costs of investment are required in the network.
However, software updates are required—which is typically not attractive for software
providers. HIP [17] and SHIM6 [15] are the best known examples of host-based schemes
currently found in the literature. Another relevant conceptual difference among both
schemes is that network-based are confined to a unique ID/LOC space, while host-based
schemes have no restrictions on the uniqueness of the LOC or ID spaces. This feature
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Figure 3.1: Taxonomy of ILSA schemes.
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could be further exploited for scenarios wherein a two-fold location space could be convenient, for instance for global and local routing: or the case of a two-fold identification
space, one for virtual objects and another for physical objects.
As mentioned earlier, when it comes to the design of an ILSA scheme another high-level
challenge is the mapping system, i.e., the bidirectional mapping between IDs and LOCs.
In the case of host-based schemes a different level of mapping may be required, for
instance, between the various identification or location schemes in place. Furthermore,
some schemes handle the mapping system over the data plane, whereas most recent
trend is to push the mapping system to the control plane architecture—i.e., completely
decoupled from the data plane. The mapping systems are conceptually supported by
different technological approaches, namely, Distributed Hash Tables (DHT), Domain
Name System (DNS) or routing protocols. The preferred approach is of utter importance
in the design of the mapping system as it will tend to inherit the problems of the
underlying technology.

3.3
3.3.1

Locator/Identifier Separation Protocol (LISP)
Overview

LISP uses IP-over-IP tunnels deployed between border routers located at different domains. The IP addresses allocated to the external interfaces of the border routers act as
Routing Locator (RLOC) addresses for the end systems in the local domain. Since an
AS usually groups several border routers, the local Endpoint Identifier (EID) addresses
can be reached through multiple RLOC addresses. Hence, LISP separates the overall
address space into two parts, where only addresses from the RLOC address space are
assigned to the transit Internet. Therefore, only RLOC addresses are routable through
the Internet, that is, EID addresses are considered routable only within their local domain. In addition, a number of scaling benefits would be realized by separating the
current IP address into two different spaces; among them are:

• Reduction of the routing table size in the Default Free Zone (DFZ).
• More cost-effective multihoming for sites that connect to different service providers.
• Easy renumbering when clients change providers.
• Traffic engineering capabilities.
• Mobility without address changing.

The basic idea is that an EID represents an end-host IP address, while RLOCs represent
the IP addresses where end hosts are located. At border routers EIDs are mapped into
RLOCs, following a map-and-encap scheme, a basic mechanism of a LISP architecture.
The scaling benefits arise when EID addresses are not routable through the Internet —
only RLOC addresses are globally routable, allowing efficient aggregation of the RLOC
address space. Recent studies show that LISP offers some key advantages.
Data plane performance is described on the example shown in Figure 3.2. When the
local end host S with EID address 190.1.1.1 wants to communicate with end host D with
EID address 200.1.1.2 in a different domain, the following sequence of events occur in
LISP:

1. The first step is the usual lookup of the destination address ED in the DNS.
2. Once ED is obtained, the packets sourced from ESource traverse the domain and
reach one of the local border routers. In LISP the latter are referred to as Ingress
Tunnel Routers (ITRs).
3. Since only RLOC addresses are globally routable, when an ITR receives packets
toward ED, it queries the control plane to retrieve the EDestination-to-RLOC
mapping.
4. After the ED-to-RLOC mapping resolution, the ITR encapsulates and tunnels
packets between the local RLOC address (ITR address 3.3.3.2 in the example) and
the RLOC address retrieved from the mapping system, the Egress Tunnel Router
(ETR) address in LISP terminology (either 4.4.4.2 or 10.0.0.2 to ED depending
on the mapping).
5. At the destination domain, the ETR decapsulates the packets received through the
tunnel and forwards them to ED — which, as mentioned above, is locally routable
within the domain. From the first packet received, the ETR caches a new entry,
solving in this way the reverse mapping for the packets to be tunneled back from
EDestination to ESource .

Despite the benefits of deploying the LISP architecture, the proposals for the LISP
control plane present major challenges. These challenges lie in the fact that since EIDs
are not globally routable through the Internet, a mapping system is necessary between
EIDs and RLOCs. LISP does not specify a mandatory mapping system, and as a
consequence, different proposals can be found in the recent literature, such as ALT [15],
NERD [16] or Map Server [17]. Besides, in [18] we introduced a new control plane for
LISP; the new control plane presents an improvement on three aspects respect to the
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Figure 3.2: LISP Fundamentals - Example [2].

existing solutions; (i) firstly, “First packets drop problem” when an ITR does not have
a mapping for an EID-prefix; (ii) secondly, potential increase in the latency to start a
communication due to the mapping resolution; and (iii) in order to avoid a two-way
mapping resolution, the ITR is used as the local ETR for the packets sent from D to
S. The latter introduces limitations in terms of inbound Traffic Engineering, especially,
when outbound and inbound traffic policies do not match. Despite these improvements
there are other issues relating to reachability and reliability that have not been resolved,
such as those motivated by an inter-domain link failure.

Chapter 4

Semantics and Information
Extraction
This chapter aims to review the fundamentals of Information Extraction (IE) and most
importantly, of the sub-field of Ontology-Based Information Extraction (OBIE) in an
effort to unveil the possibilities that this research field offers for automating the configuration of network devices based on Command Line Interfaces (CLIs).

4.1

Traditional Information Extraction (IE)

Information Extraction (IE)—a form of natural language processing—aims to automatically identify relevant types of information (typically, entities and relations) from natural
language text. Overall, IE does not attempt a comprehensive analysis of a complete document, but instead, to analyze relevant information—i.e., that of interest to an user or
application—and thus, ignore other types of data. The main motivation is to obtain
structured and machine-processable facts from an unstructured corpus for further analysis. Information Extraction systems have been extensively applied in many research
domains wherein textual resources based on natural language are largely available. Consider for instance an Information Extraction system which takes the Web as source of
knowledge to extract economic indicators, determine social trends, etc.
Regarding the types of information that can be extracted, authors in [146] distinguish
among, entities, mentions, descriptions, relations and events. The entity recognition
task refers to the identification of information units in the text (e.g., names, organizations, expressions of time, etc.). Mentions are direct or indirect references to the same
entities—this task typically involves coreference resolution. Description extraction task
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enables the identification of descriptive information of an entity, relations unveil semantic associations between entities and finally, the event identification task—one of the
most complex IE task—refers to events involving entities.
Furthermore, the methods for Information Extraction range from rule-based (i.e., manual patterns) to statistical machine learning approaches. The former assumes that models for the IE process are manually formalized by a domain expert, while the later relies
on supervised learning algorithms (e.g., support vector machine, maximum entropy,
Hidden Markov models, conditional random fields, etc.). According to discussions led
by authors in [147] though statistical methods are the most recent trend in IE, both
pattern-based and statistical models co-exist and its suitability actually depends on the
application and domain-specifics.

4.2

Ontologies and Information Extraction

With the advent of the Semantic Web, ontologies have emerged as a new paradigm to
formalize the knowledge and meaning of a given domain of interest. According to [148],
an ontology is defined as “a formal and explicit specification of a shared conceptualization”. Overall, the use of ontologies enable (i) shared and common reference models
of the domain’s knowledge, (ii) reuse of information across application domains, (iii)
inference and context reasoning over information, and (iv) data disambiguation.
In the field of Artificial Intelligence, most recent knowledge systems rely on ontologies
to support the task of Information Extraction—this subfield of IE is best known as
Ontology-Based Information Extraction (OBIE). The general notion of an OBIE System is that an ontology provides a predefined model of the information to be extracted.
Accordingly, the OBIE system has the ability to link natural textual resources to formal
semantic models. Authors in [3] define an OBIE System as “a system that processes
unstructured or semi-structured natural language text through a mechanism guided by
ontologies to extract certain types of information and presents the output using ontologies.” Overall, the design of an OBIE system poses two main challenges, (i) identifying
entities from the ontology in natural language text and (ii) populating the domain ontology, which refers to extracting instances and property values from the text with respect
to classes and properties of the domain ontology. According to the study led by authors
in [3], the main characteristics of an OBIE System—and which consistently differentiate
it from traditional IE—can be summarized as follows:

• The system’s input is restricted to unstructured or semi-structured natural language text. Those systems using multimedia content (e.g., any combination of

text, audio, images or videos) as source of knowledge are not considered OBIE
Systems.
• The target output is an ontology. However, it is not strictly required an ontology
as the input to the system. In some cases, the OBIE System builds the ontology
to be used during the information extraction process itself. Furthermore, OBIE
systems most likely rely on domain ontologies, since IE is mainly concerned with
the task of identifying concepts from an specific domain. However, if the nature
of the developed system is domain-independent it provides seamless support over
a wide range of domains.
• Use of an Information Extraction process guided by an ontology. The IE process
is guided by an ontology in order to extract classes, properties and instances,
meaning that, traditional methods for IE can be adapted to identify components
of an ontology.

Figure 4.1 depicts a general (i.e., common) architecture for an OBIE system. As it is
expected variations of this architecture can come with specific implementations, as such,
not all components will be necessarily present. For instance, the Ontology Generator
component of the architecture only exists for those systems in which the ontology is
built through the IE process.
Although OBIE is a relatively new field of research, its potential lies in the possibilities
of automating the process of information extraction from large corpora. The advantage
of such approach is that with the ever-increasing size of corporations documentation
or Web-Based information sources, manual processing becomes increasingly complex.
Moreover, OBIE boosts the creation of content for the Semantic Web, i.e., automate the
generation of meta-data for the Web and finally, it can potentially provide the means to
assess the quality of an ontology and further improve it. In the context of this thesis, we
propose the use of OBIE from the Command Line Interface as a natural language-based
source of knowledge for the configuration of network devices.

4.3

Semantic Measure of Relatedness and Similarity

The need of determining semantic similarity or relatedness between concepts based on
ontological structures is becoming a task of utter importance in the field of IE as a means
to unambiguously interpret text. Many applications dealing with Natural Language
Processing and knowledge management have proven to significantly benefit from the
estimation of semantic likeness between concepts. Consider for instance, applications
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Figure 4.1: General Architecture of an OBIE System [3].

based on semantic measures for the purpose of word sense disambiguation [149], synonym
detection [150], thesauri generation [151], information extraction and retrieval [152] [153]
[154], redundancy detection [155], etc.
Notice that, semantic similarity and relatedness are slightly different paradigms. Whereas,
semantic similarity reflects the closeness in meaning between two concepts—generally
based on taxonomic relations (e.g., SNMP and OSPF are similar to the extend that
they are both networking protocols); semantic relatedness reveals the strength of association between two concepts—generally considering both taxonomic and non-taxonomic
relations. Overall, semantic similarity is a particular case of relatedness. Two semantically related concepts are not necessarily similar, e.g., consider the concepts router
and network or interface and ip address—which though strongly related are completely
dissimilar concepts.
Semantic measures—both, relatedness and similarity—are classified according to the
nature of the computing methods into, (i) path-based, (ii) Information Content-based,
(iii) gloss-based and (iv) vector-based [156]. The rationale of path or edge-based methods is that relatedness/similarity is computed based on the distance between ontological

nodes. The general notion is that the longer the path between concepts, the more semantically far terms are. The majority of approaches in this category are restricted
to taxonomic relations, therefore, they are more of a measure of similarity rather than
relatedness. Moreover, Information-Content based methods consider information distribution of concepts, i.e., the amount of shared information. These methods generally
introduce corpus statistics. Gloss-based approaches consider as metric the overlap of
words between glosses of a concept and finally, vector-based approaches rely on feature
vectors for data representation rather than using co-ocurrence counts or contexts. For a
detailed survey on semantic measures and their categorizations we refer readers to [156].
Overall, the aim of these measures is to numerically score the semantic proximity of
concepts. Most of the developed methods are domain independent, meaning that, they
can be adapted in multiple domains. However, given the nature of the target problem, one can significantly benefit from a domain-dependent approach for semantic relatedness/similarity computation. In the literature, many semantic measures have been
proposed—with special focus on those targeting semantic similarity. However, robust
computation of ontology-based semantic relatedness has just recently gained attention—
still remaining a challenging task for the research community [157] [156].

Part III

SEMANTIC-BASED
CONFIGURATION
MANAGEMENT
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Chapter 5

Ontology-Based Information
Extraction System from the CLI
As briefly introduced in Chapter 1.1.1—in spite of the numerous efforts toward achieving
seamless configuration of network devices in multi-vendor (heterogeneous) environments—
Command-Line Interfaces (CLIs) continue to be—as far—the preferred mechanisms of
network administrators. Unquestionably, the extended use of proprietary interfaces hinder the automation of network device configuration, and furthermore, has serious implications in the field of autonomic network management.
Based on the conviction that developing new ways of managing the network or adding
new protocols that boost complexity is not the right path. We propose to adapt CLIs as
considered to be widely known mechanisms which have set the flagship in this regard. In
this chapter, we present an Ontology-Based Information Extraction (OBIE) System from
the CLI of network devices, which aims to automatically extract configuration knowledge
in order to enable semantic interoperability among heterogeneous configuration environments. We first describe the rationale supporting our approach and then introduce the
general architecture of our system. We provide insights on the system’s functional modes
and modules and finally, describe in detail the specified domain ontology.
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5.1

The Rationale supporting the OBIE System

One of the most relevant aspects of CLIs is that—because of its human (manual) oriented nature—it is largely based on textual resources. CLIs are often large and heterogeneous in content, structure and semantics. However, they provide explicit information—
encoded in the form of natural language—aimed to help and guide network administrators in the manual use and interpretation of the configuration environment. Moreover,
the hierarchical arrangement of the CLI carries implicit knowledge on the semantic relations between commands. Typically, commands in upper levels create the context for
following subcommands, i.e., subsequent levels in the hierarchy are semantically related
either because they become specifications or direct properties (attributes) of upper levels. Indeed—with the appropriate tools—this information, both explicit and implicit,
could be automatically acquired and transformed into useful configuration knowledge.
The notion of automatically extracting knowledge and semantics from already available
textual resources has been a field of increased interest among researchers of many other
domains—wherein digital information is largely available. Consider for instance, the
extraction of information from the Web [158, 159, 160], newspapers [161], twitter [162],
résumés [163], medical records [164], etc., to enable numerous applications, such as,
question-answering, decision support systems, word sense disambiguation, etc. In light
of this, Information Extraction (IE)—a form of natural language analysis—positions
as a promising research path to automatically find and retrieve relevant information
from the CLI for configuration purposes. Furthermore, Ontology-Based Information
Extraction (OBIE) [3]—a recently emerged sub-field of IE—which incorporates the use
of a formal ontology can significantly help to improve the IE process. To the best of our
knowledge, CLIs have never been explored from a semantic nor IE perspective in the
network management arena. For more background knowledge on IE and OBIE please
refer to Chapter 4.
From a macro perspective, the design of an OBIE system poses two main challenges:
(i) defining a formal knowledge model of the network device configuration domain (i.e.,
the domain ontology) and (ii) developing a learning approach for IE from the configuration Command-Line. Regarding the first challenge, we have created our own structured knowledge-base of the switch/router configuration space, which we have named,
Ontology for Network Device Configuration (ONDC) [165] (cf., Section 5.3.2). ONDC
formally specifies the most relevant concepts of the domain and integrates a lexicon of
the networking vocabulary. In the context of our approach, this ontology provides a comprehensive and vendor-neutral coverage of the device configuration knowledge. Overall,
concepts in the ontology conform to networking standards and well-known technical
terminology, reflecting the knowledge of the networking domain regardless of vendors’

specifics. The main motivation for this, is that—apart from proprietary technologies—
the vast majority of protocols and features to be set on a network device are common
across multi-vendor platforms, otherwise, there would be no means to provide network
interoperability. In light of this, configuration capabilities are just about the same for all
devices, what essentially changes is the way in which vendors express this knowledge in
their CLIs. The differences among CLI-based environments are basically determined by,
(i) the granularity of the tree structure, (ii) the arrangement of commands in the hierarchy, (iii) the syntax—e.g., the use of different terminologies for expressing the same
concepts—and (iv) the semantics—e.g., the use of the same terminologies for expressing
different concepts (i.e., meaning). In light of all this, we require a solution capable of exploiting this information to unambiguously determine the semantics of each space. This
leads us to the second challenge, that is, developing an approach for IE which allows to
reconcile the differences between heterogeneous CLIs (cf., Chapter 6). Because of the
differentiating features of CLIs, we developed a methodology which not only exploits
the (explicit) knowledge given in the form of natural textual language, but moreover,
we actually exploit the structure of the CLI itself, i.e., implicit knowledge.

5.2

Related Work

Overall, in this section we will review related work in the field of network device configuration management. In Section 5.2.1, we will focus on the efforts led by industry
and key standardization bodies toward seamless device configuration and briefly discuss
on the reasons why initiatives such as NETCONF or OF-CONFIG have failed to fulfill the configuration needs of network administrators. In Section 5.2.2 we will discuss
on semantic-based approaches toward configuration management. To this end, we first
review approaches for device configuration in non-related networking domains and then
those in the scope of networking. We clearly distinguish among efforts for network configuration as a whole and underlying configuration at the network element level.

5.2.1

The alternative path of Industry and Standardization Bodies
toward seamless network device configuration

As already mentioned, the seamless configuration of network devices is yet far from
being accomplished in the networking domain. Based on the limitations of CLI-based
mechanisms for the configuration of network devices—in the context of heterogeneous
networks—telecom providers have raised their concerns regarding the need of a practical and scalable solution to this largely unsolved issue. The fact that this problem is

still in force is mainly because, in the absence of standard mechanisms, vendor’s best
interests have imposed. Indeed, proprietary approaches are an effective way of distinguishing from others and keep the lead in a such competitive market. Nevertheless, in
the recent years operators’ interest for enabling interoperability in such contexts has
pushed toward different lines of work. These efforts have emerged both from industry
and standardization bodies.
The Network Configuration Protocol (NETCONF) [10] is the most recent effort of the
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) to develop a standard network configuration
protocol. NETCONF aims to fill the gap in network device configuration by featuring state maintenance, concurrency, configuration locking, transactional-safe operations
across multiple devices, automatic roll-back and operation ordering, distinction between
configuration and operational data and consistency in a standard and practical way of
use. The major limitation to the adoption of NETCONF is the lack of comprehensive
and widely accepted data models, i.e., absence of standards for network management
information definition (e.g., to formally specify interfaces, access-lists, ports, etc.). The
lack of a data modeling language pushes the interoperability problem to a new level.
Initially, several data models emerged as potential candidates for network management
definition [51] [50] [52], but neither of them found a path in practice, either because
of their increased complexity or lack of semantics. Other NETCONF implementations
were built over proprietary data models which in turn raised clear interoperability issues. Most recently, YANG [13]—an IETF proposed standard—has become the most
solid contribution for a common data model language for NETCONF. However, almost
a decade later and in spite of initial implementations of NETCONF and YANG, only
few YANG data models have found broad acceptance [14] and CLIs continue to be the
preferred protocol for network device configuration among network administrators [12].
It is clear that there is still a long path before YANG and NETCONF truly become
leading standards in the network configuration arena.
Moreover, with network programmability in the spotlight, Software-Defined Networks
(SDNs) have rapidly become a major trend in the ICT field. Telecom providers and
device vendors concur that SDNs will lay down the foundation for next-generation networks, given their potential for achieving higher flexibility and openness while dramatically reducing costs. A paradigm shift of this nature can clearly transform network
management practices, and pave the way for reaching the desired goal of network automation. The OpenFlow protocol [112], and most recently the OpenFlow Management
and Configuration protocol (OF-CONFIG) [166], have become key components for controlling and managing SDNs. OpenFlow standardizes the interactions between an SDN
controller and the switches under its control. However, it does not provide the functions

that are required for configuring queues, ports, assigning IP addresses or any other configuration toward the device. The OF-CONFIG protocol was recently defined by the
Open Networking Foundation (ONF) precisely to that end. A crucial part of the OFCONFIG specification is that the configurations are transported on NETCONF [10]—
which as stated previously also provides mechanisms for the configuration of devices
in traditional networks. Unfortunately, as NETCONF itself has not gained momentum
yet, it remains to be seen if it will finally become the protocol of choice [11].
In [167] authors discuss on the potential benefits of SDN and OpenFlow to improve various aspects of network management. They suggest that these technologies cannot only
ease configuration through software programmability instead of fixed set of commands
but also benefit from centralized management. Undoubtedly, OpenFlow and SDNs are
key to improve and ease overall network management [167]. However, its flow-oriented
nature makes it unsuitable to resolve basic network management operations. This is the
case for configurations targeting the router per se (e.g., setting user access rights, such
as a user password, etc.) and not actually things going “through” the router—for which
it would be indeed largely effective.
Another relevant aspect is that SDN is certainly not necessary for all parts of the network [168]. Moreover, a full replacement of the underlying infrastructure is neither
affordable nor feasible for many administrators, which indicates that SDNs will need to
coexist and interact with traditional networks for several years. For this reason, hybrid
approaches to SDN—a mix of SDN-enabled and traditional network devices—are positioned as strong candidates to ease the transition to new and more flexible network
environments [169, 170]. Accordingly, legacy infrastructures will continue to play a
crucial role in the SDN future, and will likely give place to new challenges and opportunities in the management field. Although OpenFlow and the elementary configurations
supported in OF-CONFIG can suffice for managing OpenFlow devices, network configuration tasks clearly entail much more than configuring flows. Consider for instance
requirements such as the configuration of user-names and administrative privileges for
authenticated access through CLIs, the configuration of a link-state routing protocol
(e.g., OSPF), or a switching protocol (e.g. MPLS). Accordingly, the heterogeneity of
hybrid SDNs will require of a flexible management model where configurations are not
only performed on a per-flow basis.
In a different line of work—aside from standards—industry has approached the device
configuration issue by developing dedicated software agents as a means to force static
mappings between commands of different configuration spaces. The downside of such
approach is that it is not scalable in the context of dynamic environments and requires
skillful development teams dedicated to update and maintain these static agents.

Moreover, to overcome the complexities in network management [9] the research community has also explored the field of semantic technologies from Artificial Intelligence
(AI) as a promising path to achieve interoperability in domains where standards have
not succeeded. Next, we will review semantic-based research approaches in configuration
management.

5.2.2

A semantic-based path toward seamless configuration management

Device Configuration in non-related domains
Configuration management is not restricted to networking devices and is in fact an
essential task to many other domains, for example, the case of configuration in the
scope of smart homes, manufacturing, e-commerce or service deployment. There is
clear evidence on the use of ontologies and other semantic technologies to address the
configuration issue in these domains [171] [172] [173] [174] [175] [176] [177]. It is clear
that, due to the inherent differences and dissimilar requirements between domains the
configuration issue is approached from different perspectives. Nevertheless, the overall
aim is to automate the configuration process by using ontologies to formally represent
the domain’s knowledge, as a means to support reasoning and enable reuse of shared
conceptualizations.
The research work led by authors in [171] [172] introduces a novel holistic system for
intelligent Smart Home (SH) environments to support device auto-configuration and
intelligent control under energy efficiency requirements. Their solution is based on an
ontology framework, capable of providing efficient control logics and intelligent decision
making. In addition, they develop a semantic extension to the standard Universal Plug
and Play (UPnP) protocol to enable communication capabilities of intelligent devices in
the context of SHs.
In [173] authors develop a recommender system to support requirement elicitation in
a product configuration system. They capture customer requirements represented in
an OWL-ontology and assess consistency with respect to manufacturers’ specifications
(constraints) represented in the Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL). It also identifies mandatory requirements yet not specified by the customer and suggest them as a
means to complete the configuration of the product. In a similar line of research, the
work presented in [175] [176] [177] targets product configuration systems for e-commerce
through ontology-based approaches.

Moreover, in [174] authors introduce an ontology-based approach for a product configuration system in the e-business field. The aim is to identify customer requirements—
expressed in natural language—and output the configuration design of the product that
best meets his needs. Herein, three ontologies were developed to represent, (i) customer
needs, (ii) product functionalities and (iii) product configuration. Finally, an ontology mapping approach and the use of a Bayesian Network enable automatic conversion
between customer needs and product configuration.
Indeed, the scope of configuration as targeted in the aforementioned research initiatives
differs from the low-level aspect of the configuration issue in network device configuration. However, they unveil the potential of semantic technologies to reconcile the differences in configuration environments and support translation from custom requirements
(in our case “custom” CLIs) to common shared foundations of the domain knowledge.

Network Device Configuration
In the networking domain, several initiatives have also explored the AI path to target
network management [178, 179, 180, 181, 182, 118, 183, 117]. Given the broad scope of
network management and the numerous functions that it entails, many of these solutions
approach different aspects of the problem; for example, the need to unify underlying
network management data models [182], autonomic network management [117, 118],
integration of management data [180] or the issue of multi-vendor configuration management [178, 179]. Next, we will survey the state-of-the-art in ontology-based network
configuration management solutions. To this end, we classify semantic approaches into
two groups, (i) ontology-based approaches to network configuration and (ii) ontologybased approaches to network device configuration. The former refers to solutions wherein
configuration is devised for the network as a whole, while the later refers to semantic
approaches targeting the device configuration issue.

Ontology-based Network Configuration Approaches.
The approaches grouped within this category abstract from the heterogeneity of device
configurations and deal instead with the autonomic configuration of the network—at a
higher level [184, 118, 117]. Overall, the aim of these approaches is to provide the network
with self-management and context-awareness configuration capabilities. They propose—
in different contexts—the use of semantic technologies to provide a smart environment in
which configuration services are triggered whenever a network condition is given. To this
end, they combine the use of the Ontology Web Language (OWL) and the Semantic Web
Rule Language (SWRL) to model the management information and network behavior,

respectively. SWRL enables rule integration into the ontology, so whenever a condition
is fulfilled a service is automatically invoked and then executed. In the context of IP
networks this service can be represented by a configuration script, which includes the
CLI device-specific commands to the requested service. As can be seen, these works
are restricted to static device configurations as underlying issues remain unsolved. This
means that to ensure scalability and flexibility of their solutions, an approach to resolve
device configuration heterogeneity is required.
From academia, several works have emerged in an effort to integrate ontologies and
other semantic technologies to achieve interoperability at the semantic level. Next, we
will review the status of this research field.

Ontology-based Network Device Configuration Approaches.
Within this category we classify ontology-based approaches to the semantic interoperability problem in network device configuration management. In the work presented
in [178], authors propose the use of ontologies to describe a NETCONF workflow. However, with the so-mentioned limitations of NETCONF this solution in neither scalable
nor practical. Moreover, in the work presented in [179] authors introduce an ontologydriven approach to the semantic interoperability problem in network management and
validate it for the case of multi-vendor router configuration. Their major contribution
is a generic similarity-based ontology mapping strategy which can be seamlessly applied
across the ITU-T Telecommunication Management Network (TMN) layer model. For
validating the configuration use case they built vendor-specific ontologies (one per network vendor), wherein CLI commands where properly modeled and classified. They
further applied the mapping strategy to a set of selected commands to assess the semantic match between both configuration spaces. Beyond the limitations of the similarity
function and computational methods—pointed out by the authors in [179]—scalability
of this approach is an issue, inasmuch as, ontologies for CLI environments are not given
by vendors’ in advance. Thus, formal representations of the CLI knowledge must be
manually built by domain experts—a task which is per se sufficiently complex and
challenging—and continuously updated as new features, vendors or releases emerge. As
if that was not enough, the ontology expert would require to gain expertise in the new
CLI environment beforehand. The ideal scenario would be to assume that vendors handle ontologies in advance for every CLI, in a similar way as drivers are provided for every
device. Nevertheless, this is a demanding requirement which is far from vendors’ roadmap. To the best of our knowledge there are no further efforts in this line. Nevertheless,
we firmly believe that ideas from the ontology research arena can still be brought to the

CLI configuration domain to achieve interoperability at the semantic level. The semantic interoperability problem in network configuration management requires a solution
capable of adapting to the dynamics of current configuration environments in an easy
and automated way.
Despite of the numerous initiatives regarding the application of ontologies and AI-based
techniques to approach network management, the exploitation of semantic technologies
continues to be a research challenge. There are still many paths to be explored in order
to benefit from such technologies. Moreover, none of these works have explored the field
of OBIE as a means to enable interoperability in the network configuration domain.

5.3

The OBIE System Architecture

Herein, we present the general architecture of an Ontology-Based Information Extraction (OBIE) System from the configuration command-line of network devices. Figure 5.1 depicts the general architecture of our system. Observe that it takes two inputs,
namely, (i) the Command Line Interface (CLI)—as natively provided by vendors (i.e.,
unprocessed)—and (ii) the domain ontology (i.e., ONDC)—which has been specified
by us and formally defines the knowledge of the network device configuration domain.
Furthermore, the output of our system is a device-specific version of the target domain
ontology, i.e., the ontology populated with instances of the configuration commands.
These device-specific ontologies are further stored in a repository to enable potential
functionalities to third-party applications, e.g., a Network Management System (NMS)
requesting the commands for setting an interface IP address for dissimilar device models.
Our system’s architecture is based on a modular design which accommodates several
components into two functional blocks, namely, the offline (lower block) and the online (upper block) modes (cf., Fig. 5.1). The offline functionality is responsible for
performing the semantic abstraction of multi-vendor (i.e., heterogeneous) configuration
environments. Accordingly, the system’s intelligence lies within this mode. The Semantic Learning Engine (cf., Fig. 5.1)—which represents the core module of this
functionality—carries the logic and algorithms for extracting and interpreting the information of the CLIs. In Chapter 6 we will show how the semantic instantiation of
commands is done by thoroughly describing our approach for IE from the CLI. Moreover, the online functionality provides a web-based interface through which users or
third-party systems can retrieve semantic-based configurations for heterogeneous (i.e.,
dissimilar) network devices. In other words, this mode enables access to the semantic
models generated in the offline mode, so external systems or applications can benefit from multi-vendor configuration abstraction. To illustrate the online functionality,

Online

Offline
Figure 5.1: General Architecture of the OBIE System for the device configuration
domain.

consider a system or administrator that must perform the real deployment of an initial network planning strategy, which involves a high number of configurations across
multiple devices from different vendors. A process of this nature, could make single
requests to our system for each required configuration operation and this would retrieve
the commands for each available device model. For instance, request the commands for
setting the domain’s name for all available devices in the network. Overall, the offline
and online modes aim to mitigate the efforts related to the configuration of devices in
heterogeneous environments. The execution of both functionalities completes the configuration cycle, from the semantic definition of the configuration space to the automatic
retrieval of commands, regardless of the underlying heterogeneity.

5.3.1

System Modules

The basic architectural components of our system are, namely, (1) CLI Parser, (2)
Ontology Manager, (3) Semantic Learning Engine, (4) Knowledge Repository, (5) Administration Controller, (6) Request Processor, and (7) Semantic Search Engine (cf.

Fig. 5.1). Next, we will provide a detailed description of the main functionalities of each
module.

CLI Parser
The CLI Parser provides the functions to breakdown the CLI into its structural parts,
namely, commands (cmd) or variables (var) and help descriptors (hd) (cf., Fig. 5.2).
Though all three structural elements are key to derive the semantics from the CLI, it is
of utter importance to distinguish between each type, as only commands and variables
are target of instantiation. The information provided in the help descriptors will serve
to contextualize, disambiguate and identify relevant concepts—which will ultimately assist in the process of semantic instantiation. The fact that “helps” are aimed to guide
network administrators on the manual use and interpretation of the CLI makes this
information particularly meaningful to our system, as most likely it provides reference
to common (standard) networking terminologies—instead of custom and vendor-related
ones. All in all, the semantics provided by vendors must converge at some point to standard terminologies, otherwise, their solutions would be unattainable and impractical,
and the learning curve expensive. In this sense, helps are with higher chance points of
semantic convergence while commands are more likely subject to vendor customization.
Although it is an irrefutable truth that networking-related terms can occasionally be
misleading, even if helps do not explicitly provide a reference for disambiguation, the
context—i.e., information in contiguous levels—can help determine a term’s sense. This
feature will be further exploited in our learning approach described later in Chapter 6.
The output of this stage is an XML Document which represents the CLI with distinction
of its structural components. Figure 5.3 shows a simplified example of the generated
XML Document. The XML document consists of a root element “CommandSet”. This
element contains two different child elements, namely, “Variable” and “Command”. The
“Variable” and “Command” elements contain the attributes, “exec”, which indicates if
configuration statement
cmd
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Figure 5.2: Typical CLI structure.

a command is executable or not, “help”, which defines the help descriptor provided in
the CLI, “metainfo”, which stores any meta-data appended to the element and “name”,
which indicates the keywords used to reference the command or variable in the CLI.

<CommandSet>
+ <Command name =“enable” metainfo=“ ” help = “Turn on priviledged mode command “ exec = “yes“>

…

+ <Command name =“echo” metainfo=“ ” help = “Echo a message back to the VTY“ exec = “no“>

…

- <Variable name =“MESSAGE” metainfo=“ ” help = “The message to echo“ exec = “yes“>

</CommandSet>

Figure 5.3: XML File Example.

Moreover, the CLI Parser also browses through the hierarchy in order to build the sets
of executable configuration statements—i.e, valid sequences of commands and variables
which semantically represent one or several atomic operations. The reason for this is that
given the hierarchical and relational nature of CLIs—in most cases—single commands
are not sufficient to provide the complete semantics, instead, it is the combination of
commands in the hierarchy which build the meaning of a configuration action. A typical
configuration statement is shown in Fig. 5.2.

Ontology Manager
Overall, the Ontology Manager provides an interface to the domain ontology and
further makes the knowledge available for reasoning and processing to our learning
algorithm. Most specifically, it has a two-fold functionality:
• First, to read, access and manipulate OWL constructs—via the OWL API [185]—
and create a Java-based graph of the domain ontology which replicates classes,
relations, and individuals formally defined within the knowledge model.
• Second, to export all available atomic configuration operations derived from the
domain ontology via Web Services to third-party applications.

Semantic Learning Engine
The Semantic Learning Engine carries the algorithms for the extraction of configuration knowledge from the CLI. This module is the core of our system and comprises the
logic which finally makes up to the instantiation of commands into semantic categories.

In other words this module is where the actual information extraction takes place. It
can be further differentiated in four components, namely, (i) Data Pre-processor, (ii)
Lexical Matching, (iii) Semantic Analysis, and (iv) Decision Maker (cf., Fig. 5.4). The
approach to Information Extraction (IE) will be described in Chapter 6.

Figure 5.4: Semantic Learning Engine Internal Architecture.

Knowledge Repository
The Knowledge Repository provides storage capabilities for the generated semantic
models. Moreover, ontologies are stored on the basis of its heterogeneity, i.e., vendor,
model and Operating System (OS) release of the device.

Administration Controller
The Administration Controller enables user-level administrative control of the system. It provides functions such as, adding, updating or deleting semantic models (i.e.,
ontologies) from the repository; requesting the system to parse a new CLI or manually
manipulating ontologies.

Request Processor
The Request Processor manages all configuration requests in order to retrieve the
corresponding commands for a given semantic operation. The configurations are requested by means of (a) atomic operations—which have been exposed by the Ontology
Manager—and (b) device tuples (vendor, device model and OS version). For instance,
consider requesting configuring a DHCP address pool for the Cisco 7200 OS v-12.4 or
the HUAWEI NE20E-S.

Semantic Search Engine
The Semantic Search Engine is the module responsible of building and formatting
the valid sequence of commands and variables from the semantic structure.

5.3.2

The Domain Ontology for Network Device Configuration (ONDC)

The Ontology for Network Device Configuration (ONDC) acts as a general semantic
foundation for the configuration of network devices. As previously stated, it provides
a common and shared conceptualization of the configuration knowledge, regardless of
vendors’ specifics. The main driver for building such an ontology is based on the fact
that the knowledge expressed in CLIs—apart from proprietary developments—is mostly
related to well-known concepts and technologies. This is mainly because device manufacturers tend to keep their products close to standards, as a means to ease interoperability
and comply with regular configuration features. Nevertheless, the use of terminologies
to name commands and variables is what most likely differs among vendors —either
because different representations are used for the same semantics (a syntactic problem)
or the complete opposite, same terminological representations are used for different semantics (a semantic problem). In light of this, it is not what CLIs provide what mostly
concerns network administrators, but most importantly, the way in which this knowledge
is expressed —i.e., the use of dissimilar terminologies and their corresponding semantics.
The ontology was formally defined using the Web Ontology Language (OWL)—the defacto language for encoding knowledge over the Semantic Web—and built with Protègè,
a powerful free open-source ontology editing tool and knowledge acquisition system developed by Stanford for the creation, edition and manipulation of ontologies. Moreover,
we used the Protègè API to access, create and manipulate ontology resources. The
ontology has been defined taking the knowledge provided by networking experts, in
addition to information extracted from configuration manuals. For this reason, key concepts and relations of the domain were unambiguously identified and formally encoded.
Furthermore, a domain lexicon was integrated in the ontology.
The design of an ontology is closely related to the ultimate use or purpose of the knowledge representation model. In the context of our approach, ONDC constitutes a valuable
resource to guide the configuration information extraction from the CLI. In light of this,
we have determined the need of defining two distinct layers, namely, the router resource
layer and the router operation layer—very similar to the approach followed by authors
in [186]. The notion of a layered structure of the ONDC ontology is depicted in Fig. 5.5.
The former defines the entities, concepts and resources of the domain—both, physical
(e.g., an interface or a LAN port for the routing domain) and virtual (e.g., a routing
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Figure 5.5: Layered structure of the domain ontology.

protocol or the OSPF hello interval). Moreover, the latter defines the functional concepts of the domain, i.e., the set of operations that can be performed over virtual and
physical resources—e.g., configure a router host-name or remove a static IP route, etc.
Notice that concepts in the operation layer are specified in terms of verb phrases (e.g.,
set, delete, configure, show, etc.) and semantically associated to concepts in the resource
layer (cf., Fig. 5.5). In short, a resource represents a component that can be supplied or
consumed in an operation.
The resulting ontology represents over 600 resources and near 320 operations [165].
We have developed our ontology, based on the use of all OWL constructs, namely,
classes, individuals, properties, restrictions, etc., in order to enrich the domain knowledge model. We have defined hierarchical (i.e., taxonomic “is-a” type of relations) and
non-hierarchicalP1relationships between concepts, in an effort to improve the information
content of the domain. Moreover, we have modeled user-defined data-types using the
pattern facet restriction feature of OWL2 to define custom types to match regular expressions. This feature will enable us to validate domain-specific types of data, e.g., to
identify ranges or an IPv4 address—which is a 32 bit number expressed by a standard
notation of the form 192.45.32.120 where dot separated numbers range from 0 to 255.
Notice that the knowledge encoded in the ontology will help us resolve ambiguity. For
example, we can determine if the occurrence of a term corresponds to a certain concept
by identifying an address format or a measurement unit.
For illustration purposes, from now on we will consider the ontology as a semantic graph
G (cf., Fig. 5.6).

Concept / Entity
Datatype

Individual

Data Property
Object Property (non-taxonomic)
Individual Relation
Taxonomic Relation

Figure 5.6: Ontology modeled as a semantic graph.

Definition 1. The Semantic Network (G) is a directed graph where nodes represent
concepts of the networking domain, and edges represent attributes or relations between
concepts.
For the sake of readability, we will use the terms “node”, “concept” and “entity” interchangeably for the rest of this chapter. Likewise, the terms “edge” and “relation” will be
used interchangeably to refer to the semantic links between ontological concepts. Notice
that there are different types of relations, namely, taxonomic, which reflect subsumer
relations, non-taxonomic, which reflect object-type of relations (i.e., between entities),
individual, which represent membership relations and finally, data-property, which represent datatype attributes.

Chapter 6

Information Extraction Algorithm
This chapter aims to thoroughly describe our methodology for configuration knowledge
extraction from the CLI. To this end, we first introduce the general notion of the proposed
algorithm and then provide a step-by-step description of our two-fold stage methodology.

6.1

The general notion of a two-fold stage algorithm

Figure 6.1 depicts a general diagram of our IE algorithm. To achieve the overall goal of
our system we target the process of IE in two stages. In Stage I , we look in the CLI for
(i) verb phrases and (ii) relevant concepts of the switch/router domain (i.e., networking
entities) with respect to particular components of the resource layer of our domain
ontology. In Stage II , we integrate this knowledge (i.e., verbs and domain entities)
in an effort to classify commands into their corresponding semantic categories—with
respect to the components of the operation layer. The methodology we have developed
is a multi-step process (cf., Fig. 6.1) which combines the use of NLP techniques and other
semantic resources to unveil the semantics of the CLIs. In order to ease explanations,
we will consider the configuration statement shown in Fig. 6.2 as example throughout
this Chapter. Notice that the referred sequence of commands and variables semantically
represents the configuration of an interface’s IP address. Next, we will explain each step
of our IE algorithm.
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Figure 6.1: Configuration Knowledge Extraction Algorithm (Stage I and II).

6.2
6.2.1

Stage I: Resource Identification
Data Pre-Processor

The first component in the IE workflow is the Data Pre-Processor which combines
shallow Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools for basic data pre-processing. Overall, Data Pre-processing includes the following resources, namely, (i) Part-Of-Speech
(POS) Tagger, (ii) Tokenizer and (iii) Stemmer. The POS Tagger resource allows the
identification of verb phrases from the CLI. Notice that in-depth POS analysis is far
from being required as typical CLIs lack of grammar rules and verbosity. Accordingly,
the information present in the CLI is likely to be short and concise—sometimes even
insufficient to be self-explanatory. The lack of verbosity and proper grammar restricts
the content of CLIs to (i) concepts (e.g., Level2 and Level3 in Fig. 6.2) and (ii) verb
cmd
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help
Figure 6.2: Example of a router configuration statement.

phrases (e.g., Level1 in Fig. 6.2). This significantly simplifies the scope of the semantic
search. Moreover, the number of configuration actions (i.e., operations) are finite and
common across multi-vendor platforms, e.g., set, delete, add, merge, show, load, reset,
etc. In our implementation, we have used the Stanford Log-linear POS Tagger [187]
for this purpose. The next resource to be applied is the tokenizer which separates data
into tokens for further processing. We have used the tokenization tool in the Apache
OpenNLP library [188]. Notice that commands are typically expressed with single short
suggestive keywords as to ease manual configuration. Nevertheless, in the context of
CLIs, we can often find the use of hyphenated words to improve the expressiveness of a
command—e.g., “source-port”, “source-class”, etc. In an effort to preserve the semantics
of the CLI—in the context of our solution—hyphenated words account as single tokens.
Moreover, we remove stop words, i.e., we filter irrelevant words from the CLI data,
e.g., articles or prepositions. It is important to highlight the fact that, the number of
stop words in our domain is not particularly significant, as commands and variables are
single keywords and help descriptors are generally short and concise phrases with poor
grammar. However, we have developed a custom list of stop words to avoid returning
or processing unnecessary information. The final resource to complete the step of Data
Pre-Processing is the Stemmer, which allows to reduce inflectional forms of a word to
its common base form. We used the Stanford NLP stemmer (CoreNLP) [187]—which
is based on the Porter stemming algorithm. Herein—as done by many search engines—
words with the same stem are treated as synonyms. This will improve the performance
of our system by increasing the probability of successful hits when performing lexical
matching.

6.2.2

Lexical Matching

The next step in the algorithm is to perform Lexical Matching, i.e., we make extractions with respect to particular components of the domain ontology. This strategy fits
with the general notion that—overall, and despite CLIs heterogeneity—concepts must
converge to well-known technical terminologies, otherwise, it becomes increasingly complex to achieve interoperability and moreover, stay competitive in an industry led by
standards. Consider for instance, a device vendor using custom terminologies to refer
to standard concepts of the networking domain, e.g., an IP address or a networking
protocol (MPLS, DHCP, etc.). In such a context, the interpretation of CLIs becomes
overly intricate, unless vendors provide mappings to standard terminologies. In light of
all this, the notion of CLIs having to rely on technical (standard) terms—at least those
likely to be referents in the field—makes lexical matching a feasible strategy to identify
key concepts of the domain. Nevertheless, it is clear that in a field full of terminologies

and ever-changing technologies, there is still space for syntactic and semantic ambiguity,
as typically, vendors use different terms to refer to the same concepts or on the contrary,
use the same terms to refer to different concepts.
Consider the graph-based representation of the ontology (cf., Fig. 6.3 (a)), the lexical
matching stage results in the activation or highlight of nodes and links of the Semantic
Graph G for every identified entity in the CLI—the notion of “activated” nodes is
depicted in Fig. 6.3 (b)). Notice that we admit both, partial and exact matching. If an
exact match is found for a given term, partial matches are discarded. In the case for
which a term matches several ontological concepts and these are taxonomically related,
we hold the Least Common Subsumer (LCS), i.e., the most concrete taxonomic ancestor.
In other words, we generalize in the absence of information. To illustrate this, consider
Level2 in our example. The CLI information for this level is “Interface Configuration”.
Accordingly, candidate concepts (lexical matching) will be: hinterf acei, hethernet −
interf acei, h100G − Interf acei, h10G − Interf acei, and hinterf ace − namei. From
the ontological structure, we know that these concepts have a subsumption relationship.
The hethernet − interf acei, h100G − Interf acei and h10G − Interf acei concepts are
subtypes of hinterf acei, while hinterf ace − namei is an attribute (i.e., an ontological
data property) of the latter. In the absence of information we select the LCS, i.e., we
generalize to the hinterf acei concept. Moreover, if exclusive properties of a concept are
discovered in subsequent levels, we can further select a specification of the concept. This
functionality is performed by the inference stage of the Semantic Analysis. Notice that
there are cases for which candidate concepts do not have a LCS. In these cases, concepts
are considered disjoint, i.e., only one can accurately define the semantics of the given
CLI term. Further clustering and semantic relatedness will aid in the disambiguation
for these scenarios. To illustrate this case consider the following. For Level8 in our
example, the lack of verbosity in the CLI can generate ambiguity between the ontological
concepts, hmac−addressi and hip−addressi. Although in principle we lack information
to disambiguate between both concepts from a lexical perspective, we know in advance
that only one can properly define the semantics of the given term. For this reason, we
identify them as disjoint concepts and further semantic analysis will allow us to select
the best candidate concept.
It is important to realize that even if concepts are not identified by lexical matching,
mainly because of the use of custom or dissimilar terminologies, while performing Semantic Analysis we can identify relevant concepts by inference. Therefore, we do
not make limited use of the ontology—such as names of classes—moreover, we use the
ontological structure to enhance our assessment. The Semantic Analysis stage can be
further differentiated into, clustering, inference and semantic relatedness computation,
as shown in Fig. 6.3.

6.2.3

Clustering and Inference

In this step activated resources are grouped into semantic clusters (cf., Fig. 6.3(c) and
6.4). We form clusters between directly connected resources of adjacent levels (e.g.,
{C2 , C3 } ∈ G). If an activated resource is disconnected to other active concepts in the
graph, it uniquely forms a cluster (e.g., {C1 , C4 } ∈ G). Notice that the notion of nodes
being part of fully interconnected clusters is based on the premise that commands are
arranged in the hierarchy by association—i.e., commands become more specific down in
the tree structure. Accordingly, the concepts that derive from commands and variables in
contiguous levels are expected to be semantically related to a certain extent—directly or
not. Ideally, activated resources would form part of a single cluster (i.e., interconnected
concepts), however, the degree to which entities are actually related will also depend on
the granularity of the CLI—which varies for every vendor. For this reason, clustering
is not sufficient and we require other means to measure (i.e., quantify) the degree to
which concepts are semantically related, this is part of the relatedness computation
stage, which will be described later in this section. Notice that we restrict clusters to
non-disjoint nodes. This means that concepts that have been triggered by the same
activation keywords necessarily belong to different clusters—even if they are directly
connected—as they are (from a lexical perspective) equally likely candidates for the
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Figure 6.3: Semantic Analysis: Step by Step Diagram.
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Figure 6.4: General Notion of the Clustering Stage.

same set of concepts. For instance, consider in Fig. 6.4 resources r2 and r8 to be
candidate concepts for the same set of keywords. Accordingly, clusters C1 and C4 are
disjoint, as only one can fairly represent the semantics of the given term(s) and thus, each
belong to a different subgraph—i.e., valid combinations of non-disjoint clusters (e.g., G1
and G2 ). In further stages, semantic relatedness is computed over each subgraph in
an effort to promote closest nodes (i.e., those with higher density) as the most suitable
concepts for defining a given configuration statement.
Furthermore, we perform semantic inference (cf., Fig. 6.5) as a means to derive knowledge that is not explicitly expressed in the CLI. To this end, we exploit the ontological
structure and reason over the facts and axioms formally defined in the router/switch
configuration domain ontology. The inference stage has a two-fold purpose. First, to discover potential concepts that were not identified in previous stages, either because of (i)
the use of very dissimilar terminologies—i.e., use of a vocabulary which is not well aligned
to the domain lexicon—or (ii) because of the granularity of the hierarchy. For instance,
for less granular hierarchies, knowledge is most likely to be implicit and thus, concepts
can fail to be identified. To illustrate the inference stage, consider the example shown in
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Figure 6.5: General Notion of the Inference Stage.

Fig. 6.5. If we identify from the CLI the concepts “hadministrative − distancei” (r8 ),
“hdestination − pref ixi” (r5 ) and “hbandwidthi” (r15 ), we can infer from the equivalent axioms of the ontology that most likely we are referring to the concept “hroutei”
(r9 ), for which these 3 concepts are exclusive properties. Based on this, we can further
activate the inferred resource (r9 ) and build the semantics of the given configuration
statement. The second purpose of this stage is to generalize or specify already active
concepts by taking into account contextual information. Consider the following example,
if the concept “hrouting −protocoli” has been identified for a given level of the hierarchy
and we then identify the concept “hOSP F − areai”, we can infer that we are referring
to the OSPF protocol—which is both a routing-protocol and exclusively related to the
attribute “hOSP F − areai”. In any of both cases, if this stage results in the activation
of a node by inference (e.g., r9 in Fig. 6.5) we perform clustering once more to group
nodes by direct association (e.g., C20 in Fig. 6.5).

6.2.4

Semantic Relatedness

The rationale of computing semantic relatedness between candidate concepts is to
promote closest nodes. This is based on the premise that because CLIs are arranged
by association, successive commands in the hierarchy are highly interrelated concepts
of the domain. To exemplify this general notion, let us consider the example shown in
Fig. 6.6, where the resources “MAC Address” in cluster CC and “IP Address” in cluster
CB are candidates for the CLI term “address”. Observe that, both resources—and
accordingly, the clusters to which they belong to—are disjoint, as only one ontological

class is expected to accurately represent the semantics of the term. From a lexical
perspective, the succinctness of the CLI (i.e., lack of information) is what actually leads
to the ambiguity between both concepts. However, based on the contextual background,
the concept “IP Address” seems to be a better candidate, as it is semantically related
to a higher extent to concepts identified in adjacent levels (i.e., higher node density).
Overall, relatedness will contribute to information extraction and the identification of
potential outliers (command sense disambiguation)—i.e., picking the most suitable sense
of the word and constraining the interpretation of terms in our system. In the context
of our solution, we define relatedness (R) as a function that computes the strength
of semantic association between a set of clusters {Ck } ∈ Gk . Notice that, in contrast
to state of the art approaches, R is not restricted to a given “pair” of concepts, but
instead, extends to reflect the proximity in meaning of a “set” of concepts. Typical
existing measures of relatedness based on ontologies exploit only taxonomic relations,
accordingly, they are more a measure of similarity rather than relatedness. In light of
this, our measure R is computed by interpreting the paths between clusters, based on
both taxonomic and non-taxonomic relations. In the next lines, we will explain in detail
our relatedness measurement R.
Let G(C, R) be a directed graph, where the vertex C represents a cluster ∈ G, and the
edge R represents a relationship among two adjacent clusters (cf., Fig. 6.7). Let Gk ⊆ G
represent a connected subgraph of G, and Cki be the ith cluster ∈ Gk . As depicted in
Fig. 6.7, the ontological class l within Cki shall be denoted as cilk .
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Figure 6.6: The rationale behind the quantification of the Semantic Relatedness.

Definition 2. The Semantic Relatedness (R) between the set of concepts ck ∈ Gk
is a means to determine the degree to which candidate resources are associated by
meaning. It is defined as the product of the density (d) and the Information Content
(I) (cf., Equation 6.1). As the majority of approaches we consider semantic relatedness
symmetric.

R(Gk ) = d(Gk )· I(Gk )

(6.1)

Next, we will formally define the components for the computation of semantic relatedness, namely, density (d) and Information Content (I).

Definition 3. The graph interconnectivity which is captured under the notion of density
(d) (cf., Equation 6.2) is computed as the relation between the number of active edges
along the shortest path between any pair of clusters in graph Gk , and the total number
of edges in those shortest paths (i.e., path length).
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Figure 6.7: An example of Semantic Relatedness.

A(P)

a function that returns the number of activated entities
along a given path P .

H(P)

a function that returns the length of a given path P .

SP(Cki , Ckj )

a function that returns the shortest path between a given
pair of clusters.

Let Cki and Ckj be a pair of clusters in Gk , and let P(cilk , cjp
k ) denote a path between a pair
j
of entities cilk ∈ Cki , and cjp
k ∈ Ck . The shortest path between two clusters is defined as
j
il jp
i
SP(Cki , Ckj ) = min P(cilk , cjp
k ), ∀ ck , ck in clusters Ck , and Ck , respectively. The number

of active edges is computed as the total number of activated entities along the path
(A(P) − 1). Recall that clusters are composed of activated entities only, thus, source
and destination of any given path P are always activated entities, hence the number
of active edges is (A(P) − 1). Notice that, similarly to the approach of Tsatsaronis
et al. in [?] a path (P) can be a combination of different types of edges—including
both taxonomic and non-taxonomic. However, we consider that relations are equally
weighted.
To illustrate this, consider the paths between the clusters Ck1 and Ck3 as shown in
3p
Fig. 6.7. In this case, the shortest path between any pair of entities (c1l
k , ck ), i.e.,

paths with source in cluster Ck1 and termination in Ck3 , or vice-versa, is SP(Ck1 , Ck3 ) =
33
[(c13
k , x), (x, ck )]. Now, let the function A(P) return the total number of “activated” en-

tities (i.e., the ontological classes) in path P. In our example, A(SP(Ck1 , Ck3 )) = 2, which
33
are c13
k and ck . The function H(P) in the denominator of (Eq.6.2) returns the total num-

ber of hops in path P. For instance, in the example shown in Fig. 6.7, H(SP(Ck1 , Ck3 )) = 2.
Observe that when the clusters Cki and Ckj are not adjacent, the shortest path can traverse
other clusters. Hence, in a connected graph, the number of activated entities always satisfies A(SP(Cki , Ckj )) ≥ 2.
Definition 4. The Information Content (I) is a measure of the knowledge enclosed
by a cluster (cf. Eq. 6.3).

I(Gk ) =

il
|Ck | |ck |
X
X

tilk .milk .oilk

(6.3)

i=1 l=1

In formulae, we use tilk to denote the total number of terms that trigger the activation of
a domain entity cilk ∈ Cki in the semantic graph Gk . Moreover, milk is a matching factor
which represents the probability of an entity of being the asserted concept with respect to
the total number of entities identified for the same set of terms. This coefficient takes the

maximum value of “1” whenever a domain entity has been identified by perfect lexical
match, or

1
(e+1)

in all other cases, with e the total number of entities also identified for

the same terms. In the example shown in Fig. 6.6, e = 2 for the entities triggered by the
term “address”, with equal probability from the information content perspective of being
“IP Address”, “MAC Address”, or none of them. Finally, the oilk factor is calculated by
counting the frequency of occurrence of an entity for all levels, over the total number of
occurrences of its exclusive disjoint candidate entities.
After computing semantic relatedness for all set of candidate concepts (∀Gk ), we select
the set with maximum relatedness (cf., Eq. 6.4) as the most suitable set of resources
representative of the CLIs knowledge. If semantic relatedness is the same for more than
one set of clusters we compute out-degree as tie break.

max R(Gk )

(6.4)

k

It is worth mentioning that, even though at first sight our model might look a bit
intricate, its computation is actually quite straightforward. The nature and hierarchical
structure of CLIs typically yields a small number of interrelated clusters, and more
importantly, as outlined in Fig. 5.1, this subsystem operates in offline mode, so the only
and fundamental goal is the accuracy of the OBIE process. Indeed, the results that
we present in Chapter 8 confirm the strengths of our model and the approach herein
proposed.

OP1 (set)
Interface

string

has_if_name

OP2 (delete)
LAN
Interface

has_if_description

OP3 (set)
Bandwidth

…
OP4 (set)
IP Address
OP5 (set)
IPv4 Address

IPv6 Address

set interface <if-id> <if-description>
Figure 6.8: An example Decision Maker Stage.

6.3
6.3.1

Stage II: Operation Identification
Decision Maker and Ontology Population

In this stage we combine the information of identified network resources and verb phrases
to semantically derive the operation(s) that a command or set of commands represent—
i.e., with respect to components defined within the operation layer of our domain ontology. In other words, we reason over the ontology to determine the set of operations
that most likely represent the semantics of a given configuration statement. If a single
atomic operation does not fully-define the extracted information (i.e., network resources
and verb phrases at the same time), we build semantic connections between atomic
operations, which furthermore represent the way in which commands are organized in
the hierarchy. Consider for instance the example shown in Fig. 6.8, where the set of
identified resources are interface (L2), if-name (L3), if-description (L4) and verb phrases
set (L1). The nature of our decision maker is to select on a level-basis the most concrete atomic operation and finally build a semantic flow among them. Therefore, in our
example the output of this stage will be the concatenation of atomic operations OP1
- OP3. Under this scenario, whenever a user requests the semantic operation OP3, we
will be able to automatically build the sequence of commands by following the path of
semantic links. Ontology population is the actual instantiation of commands into the
semantic categories. In the case that a single atomic operation is represented by several
commands or combination of commmands and variables we include ordering information
for adequately retrieving configuration statements in the exact order.

6.4

Extending the OBIE System to other Application Domains

One of the main features of the proposed architecture is to enable future portability of
our system to other application domains, wherein configuration is also distributed, heterogeneous, command-based, and most importantly, hierarchical. Consider for instance,
applying the system for the configuration of printers in a large business organization,
the initial setup of multi-technology voting machines in an electoral process or the configuration of distributed medical equipment in a health facility.
Notice that, our methodology for Information Extraction from the CLI is independent
of the conceptualizations of the underlying domain (in our case, L2/L3 network device
configuration knowledge) which is actually externally provided by the domain ontology

(i.e., ONDC)—yet not specific to the learning algorithm. Instead, our methodology depends on features that are general (i.e., common) to any CLI-based environment, such
as, implicit knowledge derived from the hierarchy or CLI structural parts (i.e., information given in the form of commands, variables and help descriptors). Accordingly, the
requirements for extensibility of our system to other applications domains are restricted
to the following.

Extensibility Requirement 1. Develop and create an OWL ontology for the underlying domain of interest.
In the context of our approach, the knowledge of the domain is externally provided
by an ontology which formally specifies the concepts and relations of the domain of
interest. Indeed, the ontology plays a crucial role as it guides the process of Information
Extraction. For this reason, the definition of such knowledge model must satisfy certain
guidelines which are given below.

• The ontology must be specified in the W3C OWL Web Ontology Language.
• It must consider all OWL language constructs, namely, classes, data and object
properties, individuals, restrictions and pattern facets.
• The domain lexicon must be integrated into the ontology. To this end, OWL
classes must be annotated with meta-data which provides alternative hkeywordsi
(i.e., synonyms) for the referred concepts.
• The ontology must model both taxonomic and non-taxonomic relations between
concepts. Regarding non-taxonomic relations we will confine the knowledge model
to meronomy semantic relations, i.e., part-whole (“has-a”) relation types.
• Acronyms must be labeled with the hacronymi meta-data type.
• It is mandatory to define the ontology in two layers, namely, a resource layer and
an operation layer, as previously described in Section 5.3.2.
• OWL classes within the operation layer must be enriched with the hverbi meta-data
type, indicating the verb(s) that best suit the semantics of the atomic configuration
action.
• Domain data-types must be modeled using the pattern facet restriction feature of
OWL2 in order to match with regular expressions.

Extensibility Requirement 2. Provide the device CLI as input to the system.
Despite the heterogeneity of CLI-based environments regarding semantics (i.e., meaning), syntax (i.e., terminologies) and hierarchy granularity, they typically share a set of
features which must be verified to ensure system compatibility:

• CLIs must be hierarchical and relational.
• CLIs must be largely based on Natural Language Text.
• CLIs must be structured in the form of commands and variables with corresponding help descriptors.

Extensibility Requirement 3. Provide list of domain-related verbs.
The system requires an external list of the verbs that most likely define the actions of
the underlying domain. Notice that, because the potential fields of application of our
system are related to the “configuration” of some type of device, this list can be considered the same across all domains. Nevertheless, in the case that new verbs are required
functions are provided by the Administration Controller.

In short, the proposed architecture ensures extensibility to other application domains.
For adaptation, users must complete the aforementioned requirements.

Chapter 7

Command Retrieval Algorithm
As stated earlier, the online functional mode supports the semantic retrieval of configuration statements. It semantically resolves configuration requests on the basis of
heterogeneity and automatically retrieves the sequence of commands for a given device model. It provides a web-based interface for third-party applications willing to
outsource the task of configuration adaptation to our system. Moreover, the online process supports advanced functions that enable format adaptation for well-known domain
concepts. For example, it automatically performs subnet format adaptation. Notice
that this knowledge is embedded in the domain ontology and adaptation functions are
automatically triggered whenever an input differs from the expected type.
To illustrate the online functionality, consider the following use case. An NMS that targets network programmability is configured to automatically offload the traffic of a gold
client over a new path whenever the traffic in the primary path goes beyond a certain
threshold. In order to achieve this, current solutions rely on manually set configuration
scripts—a strategy commonly used to simplify recurrent tasks—which depends on the
underlying infrastructure. However, a solution of this type can actually outsource the
configuration of the devices involved to our OBIE system, and request the required configuration in runtime —regardless of the underlying infrastructure— thus, decoupling
network programmability from the specifics of the current network setting. Therefore,
any change in the network (e.g., new devices, operating system upgrades, etc.) will
not affect regular ongoing processes. The online functionality has already been developed, tested and successfully validated in the framework of an European initiative,
enabling management programmability in the context of multi-layer and multi-vendor
networks [111].
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Chapter 8

Experiments and System
Validation
This Chapter presents the performance evaluation of our Ontology-Based Information
Extraction System from the CLI of network devices. We further investigate the impact
of various factors on the performance of our system.

8.1

Experimental Framework

The system was entirely developed in the Java Programming Language as it ideally suits
the needs of integration with available libraries for OWL Ontology Management (OWL
API [185]) and Natural Language Processing (NLP Stanford [187]). Furthermore, we
created the switch/router configuration domain ontology in the Protégé Editor based
on the Web Ontology Language (OWL). This ontology is the result of the consensus of
experts in the networking area and contains a representation of over 600 resources and
near 320 operations. The Ontology for the Networking Device Configuration (ONDC)
domain can be found in [165] for download.
In order to assess the performance of our system we carried out end-to-end experiments over the configuration spaces of well-known routing devices—both proprietary
and open-source. Most specifically, we performed evaluations over the configuration
spaces of a Juniper Router (Model M7i - JUNOS 10.4.R13.4), a Cisco Router (Cisco
IOS Release Version 12.4(16a) FC2) and the Quagga Routing Software (Release 0.99.21).
We manually limited each CLI to a set of commands which represent—from a semantic perspective—the operations most commonly performed by network administrators
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across their networks. Notice that, though the number of commands for a network device can be significantly large, the ones actually used in practice are a relative small set.
In light of this, operations were determined by thoroughly analyzing the configuration
files of actual deployed core routers. We selected around a total of 300 atomic operations, which individually map to heterogeneous sets of commands in each of the selected
configuration spaces. It is important to realize that the downsized CLI encompasses a
broad set of functionalities—i.e., not only protocol-specific configurations (e.g., OSPF,
SNMP) but device-related functions as well (e.g., user account settings).
The final step is to actually perform the off-line execution of our OBIE algorithm over the
restricted CLI environments for each of the three device models. Next, we will provide
some insights on the most common metrics for OBIE system performance evaluation.

8.1.1

Evaluation Metrics

In the literature, Precision (P), Recall (R) and F-measure (F) have become the
absolute metrics for the performance evaluation of traditional Information Extraction
Systems [189]. Overall, these measures reveal the ability of a system to identify information from text. Most specifically, precision is a measure of correctness—i.e., a
percentage of correct instances with respect to the total number of identified items. Recall is a measure of completeness—i.e., a percentage of correct instances with respect to
the total number of expected identified instances. Finally, F-measure is the geometric
mean of both metrics, and reflects the overall quality of the instantiations. However,
when Information Extraction is done with respect to components of an ontology, traditional metrics are insufficient [190]. This is mainly because conventional measures have
a binary behavior when determining the correctness of an instantiation. While in the
context of ontological classification, decisions are more obscure, i.e., we can more or less
have different “degrees” of correctness. For instance, consider classifying the instance
‘FE80::0202:B3FF:FE1E:8329’ as an hIP Addressi rather than an hIP v6 Addressi—
which is in fact a more accurate classification. In this case, classification is clearly less
wrong than if it was classified as an instance of the hM AC Addressi class. Accordingly,
we require of other mechanisms which provide the means to quantify the degree of correctness of instantiations. One of the most common used metrics for the evaluation of
OBIE systems is the Balanced Distance Metric (BDM) proposed by authors in [190]—a
cost-based component that measures the degree of correctness according to the ontological structure. In order to compute this component we used the open-source BDM
Computation Processing Resource, which is part of the General Architecture for Text
Engineering (GATE) platform [191]. This tool outputs a file with the BDM scores for
all pair of classes in the ontology. Notice that, the BDM by itself, does not provide the

means for evaluation of the system’s overall performance. For this reason, we computed
augmented versions of traditional Precision, Recall and F-measure as defined by the
same authors in [192] (cf., Equation 8.1).

AP =

BDM
n + Spurious

AR =

BDM
n + M issing

AF =

AP · AR
0.5 · (AP + AR)

(8.1)

In order to compute performance metrics, we manually built a gold standard for each
configuration space. The gold standard represents a benchmark data set against which
to compare the system’s output. It was created by a group of networking experts as a
fully-compliant reference set of the most adequate semantic annotations from the domain
ontology. We created a gold standard for each stage of our instantiation methodology,
namely, one for the resource identification stage (Stage I) and another for the operation
identification stage (Stage II). Results for Stage I are a measure of the ability of
our system to extract information of networking resources from the CLI, while results
for Stage II measure the ability of our system to derive and infer the configuration
operations that commands in the CLI actually represent. The main motivation for
reporting performance on both stages is to test the success of a two-fold approach for IE.
We then compare extractions with respect to the gold standard and compute augmented
performance metrics.

8.2

Performance Results

In this section, we will report the performance results of our system. From now on, we
will refer to the initial version of our IE algorithm (as earlier described in Chapter 6) as
the Command Line Information Extraction (CLIE ) Algorithm. Based on the observed
results, we will later motivate algorithmic changes and investigate the impact on the
performance of our system.

8.2.1

CLIE Algorithm

The performance results of our system for the CLIE Algorithm are shown in Table 8.1.
This table depicts the final percentage values for Augmented Precision (AP), Recall
(AR) and F1-Measure (AF), as well as conventional values for the same metrics (P, R
and F1) for both stages of our algorithm, separately. Overall, experimental results show
that our system is capable of automatically extracting the semantics of the configuration

environment from the CLI with high performance. The system achieves around 91% AP
and 91% AR, which is near human-level performance.

Augmented
Stage I (%)
AP AR

Traditional

Stage II (%)

Stage I (%)

Stage II (%)

P

P

AF

AP

AR

AF

R

F

R

F

Juniper

83.7 93.4 88.3

94.0

94.0

94.0

80.6 90.0 85.0 89.9 89.9 89.9

Cisco

86.0 93.3 89.9

90.6

90.6

90.6

85.6 92.9 89.1 87.5 87.5 87.5

Quagga

88.0 86.6 87.3

88.1

87.9

88.0

87.2 85.8 86.5 83.0 82.8 82.9

Overall 85.9 91.0 88.4 90.8 90.8 90.8 84.5 89.6 87.0 86.8 86.7 86.7
Table 8.1: Performance Results OBIE Process (Augmented and Traditional): CLIE
Algorithm.

When comparing augmented values against traditional metrics of P, R and F1-Measure
(cf., Table 8.1) we can confirm that our algorithm has the ability to approximate concepts
whenever the information given in the CLI is not sufficient to unambiguously determine
its semantics. However, the fact that both metrics do not significantly differ allow us
to conclude that—in general terms—semantic categorization is highly asserted and not
primarily dependent on approximations.
Notice that with 91% of AP and AR achieved in a fully automated matter, near 9% of
commands would not be adequately instantiated within their corresponding semantic
categories. Nevertheless, considering that significant tedious work of mapping would be
done and that we can have good suggestions produced by the system, it is reasonable
to think of a human in the final loop of deployment. Indeed, a network administrator
would have a significantly easier time verifying the remaining 9% of commands than
navigating and semantically interpreting the entire hierarchy.
Moreover, we identified an additional capability of our system in determining correspondence (i.e., consistency) between the facts expressed in the CLI and general networking
knowledge—i.e., knowledge as reflected in the domain ontology (ONDC). An analysis
of the experimental results show that whenever the CLI is inconsistent with respect to
the networking literature—i.e., not strictly aligned to the domain knowledge—our system approximates (either by generalizing or specifying) to the nearest concept, wherein
these assertions are true. To illustrate this, let us consider the following example. A
given CLI arranges the “MPLS”-related commands under the “Routing Protocol” level
of the hierarchy. However, it is a fact that in the literature MPLS is not actually
considered a Routing Protocol. In light of this, although our system identifies the

hRouting P rotocoli concept in the early stage of lexical matching (as expected), in further stages of inference and clustering—i.e., when making associations between concepts
in contiguous levels—it generalizes it to the hStandard P rotocoli concept. The reason
for this is that according to the ontology axioms, the hM P LSi concept identified in
subsequent levels is not of the type “Routing Protocol”. This means that, most likely
hM P LSi and hRouting P rotocoli cannot be at the same time candidates for the same
configuration statement. Given that the taxonomic ancestor of hRouting P rotocoli ,
(i.e., hStandard P rotocoli) is semantically related to hM P LSi we perform concept generalization. Notice that this example is not actually a problem of miss-classification, but
rather a problem derived from an inconsistency between the literature and the vendor’s
interpretation of the domain’s knowledge. Thus, we can conclude that the generalization feature of our system can certainly help to identify and bridge the gap between the
CLI information and the domain knowledge model, whenever inconsistencies take place.
These exceptions are out of the scope of this work, and will be considered in future work.
Furthermore, in an effort to assess the suitability of our design decisions, we developed
potential improved versions of our IE algorithm by taking into account other variables
in the decision process. The CLIE version of our IE algorithm computes semantic
association between candidate concepts based on the relatedness measure (R) defined in
Equation 6.1. One of the potential paths of enhancement that we performed—and which
has been extensively explored in other research areas—was considering the ontology
depth as a variable to the computation of semantic relatedness. The notion of including
ontology depth as a new variable for semantic relatedness computation is gathered under
the concept of the Depth Command Line Information Extraction D-CLIE Algorithm.

8.2.2

D-CLIE Algorithm

Ontological depth is one of many variables considered in several state-of-the-art semantic
relatedness metrics. It is based on the notion that deeper nodes in the taxonomy—
i.e., more specific concepts—have stronger semantic association than higher (generic)
concepts [156]. In light of this, we included a component to our relatedness measure
which considers the relative depth of clusters (denoted as D) (cf., Eq. 8.2 and 8.3).
This component is a relation of the sum of actual depths of a pair of clusters over the
sum of the maximum depths. We refer to the version of our algorithm which considers
ontology depth as a variable for relatedness computation as the Depth Command Line
Information Extraction (D-CLIE ) Algorithm.
|Ck |−1 |Ck |
0

d (Gk ) = d(Gk )·

X X
i=1 j=i+1

D(Ci , Cj )

(8.2)

D(Ci , Cj ) =

depth(Cn )

depth(Ci ) + depth(Cj )
max depth(Ci ) + max depth(Cj )

(8.3)

a function that returns the depth of a cluster as the depth
of the deepest node in the cluster.

max depth(Cn )

a function that returns the maximum depth of a cluster computed as the deepest concept among all branches of the cluster.

The performance results of our system for the D-CLIE Algorithm are depicted in Table
8.2. Notice that overall, the system’s performance is not affected by the inclusion of
a new variable to our semantic relatedness measure—when metrics are compared to
those obtained for the initial version of our algorithm (cf., Table 8.1). We believe that
in the context of our approach, the consideration of ontology depth as a variable for
semantic relatedness computation has no significant impact because of the generalization
feature performed during lexical matching and the subsequent reasoning in the inference
stage. Accordingly, concepts within a branch of the ontology (i.e., taxonomically related
concepts) have already been pruned on this basis. As such, by the time we compute
semantic relatedness, pairs of disjoint candidate concepts on a same taxonomy branch
do not exist, therefore, ontology depth has no actual weight in the final scores. For
this reason, we performed new experiments in which we removed the generalization
and specialization features of our algorithm in order to do taxonomic pruning based
on semantic relatedness measures which take into account depth (D-CLIE* Algorithm).
The main motivation is to determine whether generalization and inference show better
results for taxonomic pruning than a strategy of semantic relatedness computation based
on ontology depth consideration.

8.2.3

D-CLIE * Algorithm

The results of this experiment are shown in Table 8.3. Notice that, though the system’s
performance does not dramatically decrease, it is certainly lower than the performance

Stage 1 (%)

Stage 2 (%)

AP

AR

AF

AP

AR

AF

Juniper

83.7

93.4

88.3

94.0

94.0

94.0

Cisco

85.9

93.1

89.4

90.6

90.6

90.6

Quagga

89.0

86.6

87.3

88.1

87.9

88.0

Overall

85.9

90.9

88.3

90.8

90.8

90.8

Table 8.2: Performance Results OBIE Process: D-CLIE Algorithm.

metrics obtained for the initial CLIE Algorithm (cf., Table 8.1). Accordingly, considering the ontology depth as the absolute criteria for taxonomic pruning of concepts does
not improve the performance of the system. We strongly believe that ontology depth
does not compensate to the same level to the performance of our generalization and reasoning features, basically because our decisions rely on the lexical knowledge obtained
from the CLI in combination with ontological structure and relevant ontological facts,
such as non-taxonomic relations. While ontology depth only takes a decision based on
the taxonomy. In light of all this, we can definitely conclude on the suitability of our
initial design premises as the system achieves the highest performance values for this
scenario.

D-CLIE *
Stage I (%)

Stage II (%)

AP

AR

AF

AP

AR

AF

Juniper

75.4

89.1

81.7

89.2

89.2

89.2

Cisco

80.1

87.4

83.6

86.7

86.7

86.7

Quagga

84.0

81.6

82.8

85.0

84.8

84.9

Overall

79.8

86.0

82.8

86.8

86.8

86.8

Table 8.3: Performance Results OBIE Process: D-CLIE * Algorithm.

8.2.4

Tsatsaronis et al. Relatedness Metric

In an effort to validate the suitability of a CLI feature-dependent metric, we replaced our
own semantic relatedness measure with that proposed by authors in [193]. The main

motivation is to assess the performance of our system when considering a non CLIdependent relatedness measure—still closely aligned to our research goals. Notice that,
all other steps of our Information Extraction Algorithm, namely, data pre-processing,
lexical matching, clustering, inference and decision making remain invariant for this
validation scenario.
Tsatsaronis et al. [193] propose a metric for semantic relatedness computation (cf., Eq.
8.4) in which the weighted path length and actual path depth between concepts in an
ontological graph are considered. While path length is captured under the notion of
compactness (cf., Eq. 8.5), path depth is captured under the concept of semantic path
elaboration (spe) (cf., Eq. 8.6). Similar to our approach, authors consider both taxonomic and non-taxonomic relations, while giving different weights (w) to each type. The
way in which path length and depth is computed certainly differs from our approach, but
most importantly, there is no particular consideration of CLI-dependent features—which
in our case is captured under the notion of the Information Content (IC) component.
Equation 8.4 represents the Relatedness measure proposed by authors as the maximum
product of compactness and spe given by any path between them. Notice that, among
the types of relations described by authors in [193] we restricted types to the following,
hypernym/hyponym (w = 0.61), part meronym/holonym (w = 0.0367) and attribute
(w = 0.00414), with the same weight values considered by authors.

R(c1 , c2 ) = max(compactness(p(c1 , c2 )) · spe(p(c1 , c2 )))

compactness(p(c1 , c2 )) =

l
Y

w(ei )

(8.4)

(8.5)

i

spe(p(c1 , c2 )) =

l
Y
2 · depth(c0i ) · depth(c0i+1 )
i

depth(c0i )

+

depth(c0i+1 )

·

1
depth(T )

(8.6)

The results of executing our IE algorithm with semantic relatedness based on the external
metric proposed by Tsatsaronis et al. are shown in Table 8.4. Notice that overall,
system’s performance drops 9% with respect to our initial proposed CLIE Algorithm—
i.e., from 90.8% to 81.9% AF. This means that, considering CLI-related features in the
computation of semantic relatedness does improve accuracy in semantic instantiation
for the case of CLI environments. It is important to realize that semantic relatedness
computation directly affects Stage I of our algorithm, for which performance drops in

10%, meaning that, the correct identification of CLI concepts decreases and directly
impacts on the decision stage of our algorithm (i.e., Stage II).

Tsatsaronis et al.
Stage I (%)

Stage II (%)

AP

AR

AF

AP

AR

AF

Juniper

73.9

80.2

76.9

81.8

81.8

81.8

Cisco

76.2

79.9

78.0

83.6

83.6

83.6

Quagga

79.3

81.3

80.3

82.6

82.5

82.6

Overall

76.4

80.4

78.3

82.0

81.8

81.9

Table 8.4: Performance Results OBIE Process: Tsatsaronis et al. Relatedness Measure

8.3

Enhancing CLIs with Meta-Data

The information provided in CLI-based environments frequently lacks of verbosity, a
fact which can certainly lead to ambiguity or semantic incompleteness. In light of this,
it seems reasonable to think that by enhancing CLIs with meta-data, configuration
knowledge extraction could be improved. However, current CLIs are not editable and
thus, there are no means to augment the semantics of the help feature. Based on this
motivation, we will briefly describe an use case of the OPENER tool to enable potential
edition of CLIs.

8.3.1
8.3.1.1

OPENER
In a Nutshell

Software Defined Networking (SDN) offers endless opportunities for creative researchers
and entrepreneurs, and confers greater agility to the networking industry to meet the
flexibility and cost reductions that service providers are constantly seeking. This paradigm
shift toward greater openness to the software industry is increasingly attracting researchers and developers, and it is fostering innovations in the networking arena at an

astonishing speed. In spite of this, researchers with the capacity to devise really creative SDN applications lack a non-proprietary environment in which they can easily
manage and experiment with their creations. This is especially the case when the targeted SDN applications have requirements that go beyond the OpenFlow philosophy. In
this context, we introduce OPENER as a tool that offers an open and programmable
environment that covers the entire life-cycle for managing the experimentation with
out-of-the-box SDN applications. OPENER can be installed and used in a standalone
fashion, providing the development, management, and execution environments facilitating the implementation, deployment, and testing of SDN applications beyond what
non-proprietary solutions currently offer. Moreover, OPENER depends neither on specific SDN platforms nor on particular APIs and protocols, which makes it highly flexible
for application developers.

8.3.1.2

The Configurable Helps Use Case

One of the potential use cases of the OPENER platform is developing an SDN-based
application to modify and enhance the CLIs help feature of Quagga Routers—a function which unfortunately is not provided at present by any vendor in the market. A
solution of this nature would provide the functions to augment the semantics of CLIs
help descriptors, and furthermore—in the context of our solution—allow us to analyze
whether such strategy improves our systems performance or not, i.e., improve the ability
to interpret and derive the semantics of CLI environments. If successful, we could derive
information models for the CLI helps, and make recommendations to device vendors for
restructuring and adding the proper semantics to their CLI helps.
To tackle this limitation, we have seized the functionalities provided by OPENER. For
this purpose, first, we made Quagga SDN-enabled, by implementing wrapper functions
able to expose its internal functionalities, independently of OPENER. Then, we developed the SDN Technology-Dependent Abstraction (STDA) to bind the OPENER platform independent features to the particularities of our SDN-enabled Quagga. Finally,
we developed an OPENER application that hooks itself to the core of the CommandLine system, overriding its default internal mechanisms through a callback, which decodes the original CLI helps and commands, and allows their modification. Using this
approach, the system can always revert to legacy mode by removing these wrappers,
leaving Quagga with its original features. This application enables the edition of the
CLIs command help descriptors, and augmenting its semantics through the addition
of meta-information. Figure 8.1 shows this application in action. It is built on top
of the already available command-line user interface, and it enables a set of new CLI
commands for creating, editing, appending, saving and retrieving new descriptions and

meta-information to any existing command. The example shown in Fig. 8.1 illustrates
how the help descriptor for the command “show ip” can be easily modified. Table 8.5
summarizes the CLI functions that have been developed on OPENER to endow the
configuration environment with richer semantics for experimentation.
Note that this use case aims at investigating and experimenting with functions that
are far beyond the OpenFlow philosophy and its capabilities, though the use case is

(a) Default help supplied by a Quagga router for the “show ip” command.

(b) Modifying the help descriptor for the “show ip” command using the new commands devised “help
create” and “help set”.

(c) Example showing how to add Meta-Information (MI) to the “show ip” command using the new
commands “metainfo create” and “metainfo set”.

Figure 8.1: An SDN application on OPENER for endowing routers with configurable
CLI helps.

Command

Description

metainfo/help create

The create command reserves space in memory to
store a string enclosing the customized help description or metadata. It can handle any size of string of
data.

metainfo/help set

The set command allows to set the meta-information
or help description of a given command to the newly
created string data. This command overwrites the
content.

metainfo/help append

The append command allows to append new data to
the help descriptor or meta-info of a given command.

metainfo/help get

The get command retrieves the information for a given
command.

metainfo clear

The clear command removes the metainformation for
a given command.

help restore

The restore command allows to recover the default
help description for a given command.

save metadata

The save command stores the modified help to a file.

load metadata

The load command allows to open the custom help
file to start editing or visualizing its content. This
command is automatically executed when booting the
Quagga daemon.

Table 8.5: New commands on a Quagga’s CLI with OPENER implementation.

still perfectly aligned with the overall SDN paradigm. The central issue is that, rather
than targeting the flows through the router, this use case targets the router itself. This
use case offers a clear example of OPENER’s potential for developing and managing
non-flow based SDN applications.

8.3.2

Results

With support of the developed OPENER application we enhanced Quagga’s CLI by
adding additional meta-data to the help feature. This experiment demonstrates that
the system’s performance improves as additional information is provided to the learning
algorithm in the form of meta-data. It can be seen from Table 8.6, that AF reaches
95.9% for the case of enhanced CLIs which is greater than the best result reported
for our IE Algorithm. Moreover, notice that if we enrich the semantics of the CLI by
adding semantic annotations from the developed ontology (as meta-data), maximum
performance of our system can be achieved. However, this strategy is not feasible in
the short term, neither because this would require standardization efforts toward the

ontological model nor because addition of meta-data is far from being an open feature
in proprietary developments.

CLIE Algorithm
Stage I (%)

Stage II (%)

AP

AR

AF

AP

AR

AF

Quagga

88.0

86.6

87.3

88.1

87.9

88.0

Quagga + Meta-Data

94.2

93.2

93.7

95.2

96.7

95.9

Table 8.6: Performance Results OBIE Process: CLIE Algorithm + Augmented CLIs.

Part IV
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Chapter 9

The Current Internet
In this Chapter we first provide the background on main limitations of the current Internet in the scope of routing and addressing with the aim of motivating the need of an
Identifier/Locator Split Architecture. Afterwards, we describe the fundamentals of the
proposed LISP Redundancy Protocol (LRP) and then introduce three critical scenarios
in which LRP can assist to ensure reachability and reliability.

9.1

Background

The current Internet architecture is organized into Autonomous Systems (ASes). The
ASes interconnections generate a hierarchy between different Internet Service Providers
(ISPs). In this hierarchical network structure, the Internet routing system is largely
based in the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) [194]—a long lived path-vector protocol
which is used to exchange reachability information between ASes. Being a policy-routing
protocol, it provides operators with the freedom to express their enterprise requirements
and policies, allowing the attachment of several attributes for each route or network
prefix. However, it has been largely demonstrated in the literature that the currently
deployed Internet architecture suffers from serious weaknesses, mainly on the terms
of routing scalability that along with the specific problems on the Internet addressing
scheme require the deployment of new solutions. Next, we will provide insights on the
most relevant aspects limiting routing performance on the overall Internet.

9.1.1

Internet Routing Scalability Problems

Recent studies including the Internet Architecture Board (IAB) report [4], reveal that
Internet Routing is facing serious scalability problems, all involving both the size and
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dynamics of the global routing table in the Internet’s Default Free Zone (DFZ). The
global routing table size in the DFZ has been growing at an alarming rate in recent
years [195], until reaching now a total of 36.717 ASes that originate 355.262 IPv4 prefixes
despite several limitations such as lack of IPv4 addresses, strict address allocation and
routing announcement policies. Although IPv6 deployment would remove the problem
of lack of IPv4 addresses, there is a strong concern that the deployment of IPv6 on a
large scale could result in a significant growth of the routing table.
The IAB report [4] identified the following factors as the main reasons behind the rapid
growth of the global routing table in the DFZ:

• Multi-homing.
• Traffic engineering.
• Non-aggregable address allocations.

In [196] authors conclude that address fragmentation, caused by multi-homing and load
balancing is the major reason of BGP table growth.

9.1.2

Dynamics of the BGP Control Plane Information

In [197], a systematic study of highly active prefixes is presented, concluding that a small
fraction of advertised prefixes are responsible for a relevant amount of churn in BGP;
furthermore, they found that some generators of BGP beacons, used for active monitoring of BGP updates, appear as highly active. Despite the big amount of related work,
the dynamics of the BGP control plane information (i.e., the exchanging of updates messages due to the advertisement of new prefixes) remains unknown, but certain evidence
exists of Long Range Dependence [198]. As BGP propagates changes to the best path,
a single router may send multiple updates based on one triggering event, and further,
cause induced updates at other locations; examples of such events are link failures, newly
added networks, prefix deaggregation and policy changes, among others. Moreover, it is
important to notice that, since the routing information is subject to successive filtering
by internal ASes policies, any route view of the network is always partial, determined by
the local point of observation. On the other hand, a relatively small number of ASes are
responsible for a disproportionately large fraction of the update churn that is observed
today. In turn, another problem motivated by the growing of the BGP updates is the
BGP convergence time, since as the larger the topology complexity is the longest the
convergence time, hence motivating the network to take longer to recover from failures.

9.1.3

Multihoming Sites

Another factor related to the growth of the routing table refers to the multi-homing
sites. For a network edge to be reachable by any service provider, the network-edge
address-prefixes should be visible in the global routing tables. Meaning that no service
provider can aggregate these address prefixes within their own address prefix, even if
the network edges have addresses that belong to the provider-assigned address block. In
addition, the network edges are increasingly obtaining provider-independent addresses
from the Regional Internet Registries (RIRs), in order to avoid the renumbering every
time a change of service provider happens. In summary, the topological information
based on prefix-aggregation per provider is badly altered by multihoming, and in turn,
leads to rapid growth of the global routing table.

9.1.4

Semantic Overloading

Another critical problem is the semantic overloading of IP addresses. This is because an
IP address identifies a host (in fact its interface), and also serves to locate the host on
the network. In this addressing scheme when a host changes of network provider, its IP
address changes, therefore changing not only the network providing host access but also
the host identifier. For upper layer applications that have IP addresses hard-coded for
a host, this represents a severe mobility constraint. In short, the semantic overloading
of IP addresses is the main problem when talking about renumbering a network.

9.2

The LISP Redundancy Protocol (LRP)

The LISP Control Plane proposed by authors in [25] aims to overcome the issues of
current mapping systems, namely, ALT, CONS or NERD. The main issue of these
approaches is related to the mapping resolution for a prefixed EID for the first outgoing
packet—most frequently known as the “First Packet Drop Problem”. Furthermore, this
issue also leads to potential increase of network latency. The newly proposed control
plane is based on the notion of retrieving EID-to-RLOC mappings within the Domain
Name System (DNS) Resolution time. A major shortcoming of this solution is that
mappings are replicated in all edge routers within the same AS. Despite the fact that
an approach of such nature ensures improved reachability, unfortunately, it may raise
serious scalability issues as each single router must store mapping information that
rarely needs to use. As the mapping table size increases, the latency to find a mapping
increases as well. This new issue directly affects the memory component within the

router, which is currently a bottleneck in the computer system when compared with
processing capacity.
In an effort to minimize the mapping table size, the latency time, and hence, ensure
the highest possible reachability, we propose the LISP Redundancy Protocol (LRP),
which is inspired by the Cisco’s Hot Standby Routing Protocol (HSRP) [199]. This
architectural approach essentially allows to configure two routers for mapping purposes,
so in case of single-failure, the other can replace it—following a Master-Slave model.
The contribution of LRP is to extend HSRP functionalities by creating different logical
groups. In this scenario, border routers can be members of different groups, and the
“key” difference between LRP and HSRP focuses on the fact that LRP enables a router
to be Slave in a group and Master in another (cf., Fig. 9.1). By implementing this
feature all routers can be in forwarding mode, hence overcoming the limitation present
in [25], namely to avoid the need of replicating the entire mapping on all the border
routers. In case of either a link or border router failure, the last one will interchange his
mapping with the border router that is now responsible of handling the traffic in this
logical group.
In short, the main features offered by the LISP Redundancy Protocol are:
• The xTRs can be clustered into different LRP groups or pairs.
• The Mappings are pushed onto the LRP groups or pairs.

Master LRP
Group 1

Master LRP
Group 2

Slave LRP
Group 1

HSRP Group 1

Slave LRP
Group 2

HSRP Group 2

(a) HSRP Master/Slave Model

Master LRP
Group 1

Master LRP
Group 2
Slave LRP
Group 1

Master LRP
Group 3
Slave LRP
Group 2

...

LRP Group 2
LRP Group 1

LRP Group 3
(b) LRP Master/Slave Model

Figure 9.1: Master/Slave Model HSRP vs. LRP.

• All the xTRs in the group can carry traffic (active rather than standby).
• No need for data-probes when the xTR does not have a mapping.

Next, we consider different scenarios that may originate reachability and/or reliability
problems and require solutions to be managed by the current proposed protocol.

9.2.1

Inter-domain link failure in an Ingress Tunnel Router (ITR)

Next, we will discuss and describe the actions that are executed in order to solve an
inter-domain link failure in the presence of LRP. In step 1 of Figure 9.2, the traffic is
sent to the edge router (ITR1), which is responsible for encapsulating the traffic and send
it through international links to the destination. When the international link fails (step
2) the ITR1 automatically detects this event and in real time forwards all the incoming
traffic to the other ITR belonging to its LRP group (step 3). ITR2 has the correspondent
mapping since it shares the LRP Group with ITR1 and now is in charge of encapsulating
and sending this traffic to its destination (step 4). On the other hand, by means of the
internal routing protocol (running in the AS), the failure of the international link is
notified to update the routing tables and hence the traffic is rerouted (step 5). In time,
the LISP Control Box (LCB) would be responsible for reconfiguring the mapping of the
different ITRs with the purpose of load balancing the outbound traffic (step 6). Finally,
the traffic is rerouted according to internal routing policy (step 7). In short, in this
scenario our border architecture prevents packet loss and in particular the sending of
data-probes.

9.2.2

Ingress Tunnel Router (ITR) failure or unexpected shutdown

In the case that an Ingress Tunnel Router (ITR) fails or is shutdown, gigabits of data
would be lost. To overcome this issue, the LISP Control Plane must converge to the
Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP) running in the AS, in order to send back first gigabits of
data-probes and after successful mapping, send data according to the normal procedure.
The following describes the steps followed by the LRP to prevent any loss of data and
to avoid sending data-probes. In step 1 in Fig. 9.3, the traffic is sent to the edge
router (ITR1), which is responsible for encapsulating the traffic and send it through
the international link to its destination. When ITR1 fails (step 2) the HSRP that
runs between ITR2 and ITR1 converges, and automatically ITR2 assumes the role of
Master of the LRP group and forwards all traffic that arrives (step 3) in real time. The
convergence of HSRP is much faster than any IGP, such as Open Shortest Past First -
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Figure 9.2: LRP: Inter-domain link failure.

OSPF. In turn, the internal routing protocol that is running notifies the failure of ITR1
(step 4) to update the routing tables and hence allowing the traffic to be rerouted. On
the other hand, the LISP Control Box (LCB) would be responsible for reconfiguring the
mapping of the different ITRs to balance the outbound traffic load (step 5). Finally, the
traffic is rerouted according to the IGP (step 6). In short, in this scenario our border
architecture minimizes the packet loss and in particular the sending of data-probes.

9.2.3

Ingress Tunnel Router (ITR) Mapping Miss

In this scenario, an action of Traffic Engineering or an internal failure (step 1 in Figure
9.4) makes the traffic to be rerouted. When the packet reaches a border router (step
2) that has no corresponding mapping, this router makes a broadcast to other LRP
Groups of the packets that are arriving (step 3), and in turn, the LRP Group sends a
Map-Request to the LCB (step 4) that is responsible for handling all mappings within
an AS. A LCB (LISP Control Box) is an entity responsible of all mappings within an AS
which might be a standalone device or run as an instance of a PCE. The LRP Group that
owns the required mapping, sends it via unicast to the LRP Group responsible for these
packages (requester) (step 5), and encapsulates and forwards the traffic. While traffic
is derived from the LRP Group mapping holder (step 6), the LCB sends to the LRP
Group who sent the Map-Request the mapping necessary to encapsulate the packages
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Figure 9.3: ITR Failure.

(step 7). Finally, the LRP Group can now encapsulate packets and, therefore, makes
the package forwarding through the LISP data plane (step 8). In conclusion, in this
scenario our border architecture prevents packet loss and in particular the sending of
data-probes.
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Figure 9.4: ITR has no mapping from EID-to-RLOC.

Chapter 10

The Future Internet
In this Chapter we describe the fundamentals of TARIFA, an approach for next generation networks and finally, introduce a novel addressing scheme for a service-oriented
architecture.
Network communications have rapidly evolved in the past years, this growth has led
to numerous challenges, many of which remain unsolved or in other cases when solved,
have derived in new issues, due mainly to inflexibility of the initial hierarchical layered
model of current Internet architecture. In the past years, emerging of new applications,
services, users growth, mobility requirements, among others, have become issues of high
interest under the scope of many researchers on the Internet area. As a result of these
efforts, research projects such as GENI [26], 4WARD [27], DONA [28], TRILOGY [29], or
PSIRP [30] have been developed in order to discuss novel ideas and present novel network
architectures. TARIFA [31] also figures as an initiative towards developing a clean slate
Future Internet (FI) architecture, where the network paradigm is no longer based on the
interconnection of machines/interfaces but on the interconnection of services/resources,
an approach that seems to meet much better both present and future users requirements.
TARIFA takes as basis a service-oriented paradigm for service provisioning in Future
Internet, where communications can be composed on the fly and dynamically adapted
by exploiting reusable components or services.
A major concern, however, for making possible this shift of paradigm is the addressing
scheme used in the Internet. In the past years, scalable routing and addressing architectures for the current Internet have become target of many research efforts. Concerns
related to the scalability of the routing system and the impending exhaustion of the
IPv4 address space have led to important proposals based on the “locator/identifier
separation” [141].
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Multi-homing and traffic engineering represent two of the main factors contributing
on routing tables exponential growth, due basically to IP addresses semantic overload.
Current Internet combines two functions: location (point of attachment to the network,
where) and identification (who), in other words, current IP addresses have dual semantics, identifiers and locators are under the same numeric space. Several approaches have
been pursuit in order to solve these open technical issues, SHIM6, HIP, LISP are just a
few to name.
Several reports can be found in the literature claiming that the semantic overloading of
IP addresses is hindering the progress toward the deployment of service-centric architectures [4]. In the context of Internet mobility this has serious and well-known scalability
issues, hence avoiding this semantic overloading is a key objective while designing new
addressing schemes. Taking these facts as basis, herein we present a novel addressing
scheme which aims to overcome the addressed issues to yield several advantages, including improved scalability for the routing system, by dealing with the Internet routing
table exponential growth. This scheme has been designed and evaluated as part of the
TARIFA project [31].

10.1

A Service-Centric Internet Architecture: TARIFA

TARIFA [31] aims at defining a clean slate approach to a Future Internet architectural redesign, based on a role-based paradigm consisting of non-divisible, or atomic,
functions. TARIFA architecture is service-oriented, enabling dynamic composition of
services and its adaptation, taking into account context status and its variations. Thus,
services become the fundamental functional components to be composed, taking into
account the specific requirements of each communication and allowing to adapt them
to fulfill context variations. Service-oriented approaches are foreseen to be suitable for
providing seamless communications which allow to deal with heterogeneity and dynamic
conditions of the network.
The TARIFA approach proposes that network maintains context information by means
of distributing it among network nodes. We take advantage of the distributed nature
of this approach in order to achieve a high level of scalability and flexibility. Thus,
context-awareness is enabled by making context information available to nodes in the
Network.
The TARIFA approach is service-oriented, as it allows to discover, combine and dynamically adapt the functional service blocks, according to context variations. Under this
vision, we worked towards the proposal of a new addressing scheme oriented to the real

requirements of a service-centric architecture. Next, we will introduce the main ideas of
our proposal, followed by an analytical validation of the concepts herein introduced.

10.2

A Service-Centric Addressing Scheme

10.2.1

Overview

In the context of the newly proposed Network architecture a new addressing scheme is
proposed in order to suit the needs of reachability and overcome current issues related to
routing and semantic overload of IP addresses. Our proposal relies on the separation of
the space of locators and identifiers, due to the correspondence of this model to a serviceoriented approach, where mobility and service migration have quite high probability.
Under this model, the generation of two clearly separated spaces (naming and location),
allows us to introduce two new important concepts, namely, the TARIFA Identifier
(from now on referred to as TID) which permits the unique identification of services and
resources, regardless its actual location and the TARIFA location (from now on referred
to as TLOC) which indicates the current location of the identified resource or service
over the network. The main features of the proposed addressing scheme as listed as
follow:

10.2.2

Naming Space

As introduced previously, the naming space refers to the space of identification of services and resources available in the network. Under our model, TIDs are fixed length
structures following a given hierarchy, which allows the unique global identification of
services and/or resources. Our addressing scheme, does not assume any kind of restrictions over what can be identified, in other words, tangible (physical, e.g. PC, PDA, etc.)
or intangible (virtual, e.g. files, services or applications) may have their own identifier.
The generic format of a TID is shown in Figure 10.1. From the figure it is possible to
distinguish three fixed size fields, namely:

• Entity, this 64 bit field refers to the root entity instantiating a given service or resource. As in cur-rent citizen identification systems, where each citizen is identified
through a unique number, our approach intends to assign a domain of identification to each citizen, organization, virtual group or enterprise, under which each
entity will identify the set or subset of services and resources of its interest.

96 bits
64 bits

64 bits

32 bits

Entity

Service

Resource

160 bits
Figure 10.1: TID format and size for Service-Centric architecture.

• Service, this 64 bit field allows to address all available services for a given entity,
by this, one entity is capable of addressing a total of 264 services, which is actually
the square of the current internet.
• Resource, this 32 bit field allows to address all available resources for a given entity.

A key feature of the proposed identification scheme is its two-fold purpose, on one side
it serves to uniquely identify services or resources, and on the other side it provides
com-posed identification, meaning that we can identify services related to a concrete
resource (e.g. a printing service dependent of an specific printer).
A TID is a 160 bit fixed length structure. Our proposal pushes towards fixed length
identifiers as it has been proven to be the best alternative for hardware scalability, simplicity and cost-reduction. Current network hardware is especially designed to optimize
forwarding tasks, for which fixed length is critical. On the other hand, transport networks are moving towards optical solutions, in this matter, variable length identifiers
would imply major electronic processing which goes against the all-optical trend.
Determining the fixed size of the proposed TID is an important challenge, as it must
suit the complete space of identifiable objects. Based on the previous idea of providing
a block of identifying space for entities to uniquely name services and resources under
their own space, we must face a new challenge related to the number of entities that our
space of identifiers shall be able to address. The answer boils down to overestimating
the space to be addressed. To this end, we assume that today’s worldwide current
population is around 7 x109, this implies that 33 bits would be required to address the
complete world’s population. According to the United Nations Demographic Forecast
[10] the population for 2300 is estimated to be around 8.97 billion, meaning that 34 bits
would be enough to globe this figure. Taking in consideration that many other entities
(enterprises, organizations, logical groups, governments) could be provided of a block
of identifiers, a gap of 30 extra bits seems to be a suitable number. In this sense, 264
entities are addressable over a TARIFA Network. Then, each entity is able to address
296 objects, semantically differentiated in two fields: service (64 bits) and resource (32

bits). The main advantage of such a type of identification is that it allows automatic
identification clustering, or aggregation. An important aspect to highlight from the
proposed solution, is to make clear that for networks with no infrastructure and sensor
networks composed of low capacity devices, these may internally be managed by the
manufacturer assigned identifier, which would not be visible to the global network, but
managed through an aggregation point ruled under the TARIFA identifying scheme
which is actually visible out of its boundaries. In this sense, both schemes can coexist.
TID’s express the binary or numeric representation of identifiers for services and resources over a TARIFA Network. But what actually seems as important, is to provide users with the capability of consuming already well-known services, and for this,
knowledge on the desired service identifier is required. Since numeric representations
and especially long formats do not provide friendly-human readable identifiers, we propose the existence of friendly names or TARIFA Friendly Name Identifier (TFNI ).
A TFNI will provide users with the capability of reminding identifiers to well-known
services and direct access or request of them. A TFNI will typically be a string-based
identifier, following the same hierarchical structure proposed for TIDs, that is a triplet
entity-service-resource. This means that all services under the same entity will share a
common prefix, by them all being services of the same entity (e.g. companyA.videoServ,
companyA.printServ, etc.). This new concept within the Project faces a new challenge,
this is, there must exist a supporting system capable of solving TFNI into TIDs, this is
the TARIFA Resolution Name System (TRNS) a concern left for future work.

10.2.3

Location Space

The clear separation of the addressing space, allows the generation of a location space,
referred to the position of identified services or resources in the Network. A TARIFA
Locator (TLOC) is a fixed length structure reflecting the position of a resource or service
in a binary/numeric format.
Given the basis of the TARIFA Project [31], this is, a service-oriented approach, locators
do not aim to be only pointers to physical objects, but to physical and virtual entities
as well. This raises a new challenge related to mapping from identifiers to locators
for virtual entities, this issue will be discussed further in the next section. As TIDs,
the proposed TLOCs are globally unique, meaning they have representation over the
entire scope of the Network. Our proposed model, provides flexibility regarding the
location scheme, allowing the coexistence of different representations such as, flat scheme,
hierarchical scheme or those based on geolocation, among many others. A fixed number
of bits (8 bits) is reserved for indicating the location scheme. It is important to highlight
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Figure 10.2: TLOC format and size for Service-Centric architecture.

that a subset of these 8 bits remain available for future options, such as security policies,
QoS, etc. The remaining 88 bits are used for direct representation of the locator for the
underlying scheme.
In order to assure that a geolocation scheme under the proposed model will provide the
precision and resolution required for a feasible addressing scheme, we proved that an 88
bit locator field provides high quality resolution. The total area of the planet’s surface is
around Searth = 510.086 ∗ 109 m2 . For a desired resolution of 1 mm2 (this means being
able to locate objects as small as 1mm2 above the Searth ) 69 bits are needed, this is less
than the 88 bits free for location assignment. With this number of bits a resolution in
the order of nm2 can be achieved, this is far away from a minimum feasible resolution.

10.2.4

ID/LOC Mapping

With the separation of identifiers and locators in two different spaces, a new concern
emerges, this refers to the need of a mechanism able to map identifiers to locators.
Many approaches can be found in the recent literature dealing with such a mapping
system [22][23][200]. The proposed identifier-to-locator mechanism within the context
of a service-oriented network is based on DHTs. For this purpose, all Manager Elements
in a TARIFA-compliant Network are part of a mapping overlay. These nodes form a
Chord ring topology and are responsible of a group of (key, values) pairs, where keys
are identifiers and values are locators. There are two main advantages in mapping to a
DHT-based implementation. One is that this mapping system is fully decentralized. A
second advantage is scalability (as demonstrated in [31]), this scheme experiences sublinear growth with the number of addressable nodes n, namely, log(n). The proposed
mechanism was implemented in the framework of the TARIFA project in the form of a
mapping overlay. An important aspect related to the mapping system in service-oriented
network architectures, is the mapping of TIDs that identify virtual entities, as in current
Internet this is not an issue. As such, we consider two potential lines of work for handling
the previous concern:

• By indirect mapping, which means that by looking up for a virtual entity identifier
in the DHT, the mapping would be done to the physical object’s identifier that
currently contains the identified object, and a recursive lookup would follow up.
• By direct mapping, this means that the DHTs are now capable of relating TLOCs
to virtual identifiers, supporting updates directly in the location of services or
data.

10.2.5

Experiments and Performance Evaluation

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed ad-dressing scheme, we developed
an analytical methodology aimed to estimate the reachability and limitations of the
identification space. According to the United Nations Demographic Forecast [201] the
population 289 years from now (2300) is estimated to be around 8.97 billion, meaning
that for the proposed space of identification a single entity, represented by a person,
would be able to address a total of 1.62E+38 services/resources, or otherwise seen,
there would be 2.87E+29 services per square centimeter, minimizing the possibilities of
exhaustion of the identification space. An even more challenging issue arises while foreseen the scalability of the proposed mapping system, to actually support the increasing
number of services to be published.
This section presents an analytical evaluation of the pro-posed mapping system, in order
to estimate the size and characteristics that define it, as a function of the chord ring
dimension and storage and forwarding rate capabilities of each node. This analysis will
give us a clear estimation and definition of mapping parameters (i.e., number of elements,
storage properties, etc.) that will give support to the complete space of identifiers and
their mappings.
The Chord ring is composed of all the set of nodes within the mapping overlay, and
from now on we will refer to these nodes as Chord Nodes [202]. For simplicity purposes,
some assumptions are made in advance, we will assume that services are reachable only
though one locator (TLOC), although in fact it can be reached through several locators.
The following analysis aims to determine the size of the space of identifiers, as a relation
of the number of elements in the mapping overlay and its properties (i.e., storage and
for-warding rates) in order to evaluate scalability within current available technology, so
as to support scaling according to the expected growth.
The number of mapping entries is represented by the total number of TIDs available
in the system (denoted by TTIDs). According to the proposed scheme, TTIDs may
take a maximum value of 1,4615E+48 (= 2160 ), in the case that the complete space of

identifiers has been assigned. This number is ideally an upper bound that far exceeds the
total space of identification for services over the Network. Due to previous assumptions,
a mapping entry is a pair TID-TLOC with a total length of 32 bytes (see expression
10.1), from now on, we will denote the length of a single entry of the mapping system
as Lentry .

Lentry = 160bits + 96bits = 256bits = 32bytes

(10.1)

Next, we present the analytical expression for the total number of Chord Nodes (denoted
by Tchord nodes ) as a function of the total number of identifiers (TT IDs ) and storage
capacity (Schord node ) of a single node. We assume that mapping entries are uniformly
distributed over the mapping system.

Tchord nodes =

32bytes · TT IDs
Schord nodes

(10.2)

From the previous expression, we can notice that the total space of addressable identifiers
(0 < TT IDs ≤ 2160 ) is a trade-off among the total number of elements conforming
the mapping overlay and the storage capabilities of each of these nodes. It is worth
highlighting that for evaluation simplicity, Chord Nodes are supposed homogeneous,
this means that all Chord Nodes have equal performance and attribute values; for our
consideration all management nodes have the same storage and forwarding capabilities.
Besides nodes storage capacity, forwarding rate is another metric to take into account
for further scalability evaluation. Let’s denote by Rchordnode the number of requests
per second that a Chord Node is able to handle. Chord Nodes requests are represented
by both, update and lookup messages. Update messages aim to introduce new mappings
in the system or update current entries due to mobility, for example. Whilst, lookup
messages aim at requesting the retrieval of a mapping. Mappings are requested by means
of an specific service identifier (TID).
Let Prequests be the percentage of requests per second, and let Prequests . TT IDs be the
total number of mapping requests per second in the system. The values used for Prequests
are taken from conducted estimations made in [HON09] under practical environment
for Internet traffic. Besides, from previous research efforts [202] the average routing path
length for a DHT-based Chord Mapping System is:

havrg routing pathi ≥

1
· log(Tchord nodes )
2

(10.3)

Let’s assume that requests are evenly distributed among all Chord Nodes in the mapping
system. Taking all these assumptions into account, we can express the forwarding rate
of each Chord Node (Rchord node ) as a function of the average routing path length and
total number of requests per chord node, this is:

Rchord nodes >

Prequests · TT IDs
1
· Log(Tchord nodes ) ·
2
Tchordn odes

(10.4)

From the above equation, we can denote the total space of identifiers (TT IDs ) as:

TT IDs >

2 · Rchord node · Tchord nodes
Log(Tchord nodes · Prequests )

(10.5)

The first step into the scalability evaluation is determining the growth of the mapping
space over storage and forwarding rates. By means of current technology, the presented
analysis can be seen as a lower bound for the addressable space of identifiers. It is clear
that technology is pushing towards higher storage capacities and maximum forwarding
rates, in this sense, the addressable space of identifiers will tend to increase with major
node capabilities.
The scalability evaluation is done for two scenarios, according to different forwarding
rates for current technology. For the first scenario of evaluation, as in [22], we assume
the nodes forwarding rate (Rchordnode) to be 108 packets per second. Figure 10.3 is a
three-dimensional representation of the size of the space of identifiers, as a relation of
the percentage of requests into the mapping system and the total number of mapping
elements (Chord Nodes). As shown in Figure 10.3, the addressable space of identifiers
increases for low percentage of mapping requests and high deployment of Chord nodes,
this result is within the expected behavior, as the number of identifiers that our system
can support, is expected to be higher as the incoming requests decrease and there are
more elements with homogeneous capabilities of giving support to the total space of
identifiers. The maximum number of locators (TLOCs) to be addressed over a TARIFA
environment goes up to 3.09 x1026 (=288 , where 88 is the total number of bits designated
for location). As shown in Fig. 10.3, with a structure of mapping elements of barely
3.1% of all addressable locations, a total of 7.74 x 1035 identifiers can be mapped into
the system, which is 21 orders of magnitude greater than the base numbers found in [31]
and 26 orders of magnitude greater than the addressable space reached with IPv4.
For the second scenario of evaluation, we take as reference the forwarding rate (Rchord node )
of Junipers T Series Core Routers, being this 30x1012 packets per second. As in the previous analysis, Fig. 10.4 depicts the growth of the space of identifiers as a relation of

Figure 10.3: Mapping Space Dimension as a function of percentage of requests and
total number of chord nodes in the system for Rchordnode = 10 8 [pps].

the percentage of mapping requests and total number of Chord Nodes. The idea behind
depicting the behavior of the total addressing space for the previous described scenarios,
is to evaluate tendency, aimed to prove scalability within more challenging capacities.
From the plot in Figure 10.4 we can conclude that for a fixed forwarding rate of 30x1012
[pps] even under an scenario with less advantageous conditions, this is, highest percentage of mapping requests to be resolved and lowest number of nodes managing the
mapping system, the space of identifiers is 1010 times the number of persons on earth.
On the other hand, for the same conditions evaluated for the previous scenario, with a
forwarding rate increased to the order of Tera [pps] the addressable space increases in 6
orders of magnitude.
The dimension of the addressed space of identifiers directly affects the storage requirements per Chord Node. Figure 10.5 depicts the storage requirement per chord node
for the first studied scenario (forwarding rate in the order of 108 [pps]), for different
percentage of incoming requests and variations over the total number of elements in the
mapping system. As seen, storage requirements are around the order of terabytes, a
result that is in line with current available technology, meaning that, chronological evolution of storage technology will positively influence the increase in size of the address
space.
The results obtained from the previous analysis can actually be enhanced by means
of two mechanisms: caching and aggregation. Caching would decrease the number of
incoming mapping requests into the system, while aggregation would reduce the storage
space required for keeping mapping entries within Chord Nodes mapping tables. These

Figure 10.4: Mapping Space Dimension as a function of percentage of requests and
total number of chord nodes in the system for Rchordnode = 30.10 12 [pps].

mechanisms are out of scope of the current stage of this analysis, but will be considered
on future work.

Figure 10.5: Storage Space Requirements as a function of the total number of chord
nodes in the system for different incoming requests, for first scenario Rchordnode = 10
8
[pps].
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Chapter 11

Conclusions
This thesis has highlighted relevant semantic issues in the field of networking. Due to its
broad scope, we have focused on two well-known subfields, namely, network configuration management and addressing architectures. Overall, the motivation to analyze the
semantic issues in these areas is that problems date from the earliest days of networking,
and despite numerous efforts from both, academia and industry, they continue in force in
the current Internet—up to the point that, the most primitive technologies are still the
preferred mechanisms in place. Given that, semantic issues in both fields are dissimilar
in nature we have analyzed these problems separately.
Based on the analysis led in the scope of network configuration management, we have
shown that despite the most recent emergence of technologies such as, NETCONF, SDN
supported through OpenFlow and OFCONFIG, as well as the consolidation of Web Services, Command Line Interfaces (CLI) do not only continue to be the leading mechanisms for the configuration of legacy infrastructure, but even more, in the presence of
next-generation technologies they are required as a means to complement configuration
capabilities—whenever heterogeneity or data models hinder the remote configuration of
network devices, this is particularly the case of hybrid SDN networks. Furthermore, as
CLIs are essential resources for the exchange of configuration data with network human
operators and thus, are largely based on natural language text, it seems reasonable to
adapt forms of natural language analysis of the Artificial Intelligence field to enable
semantic abstraction. Based on this, the challenge of enabling semantic interoperability
across heterogeneous environments has been addressed by developing a novel OntologyBased Information Extraction (OBIE) system from the CLI of network devices to ease
the complex task of device configuration. We have shown the potential of Information
Extraction (IE) techniques and other semantic technologies to automatically exploit
the knowledge natively provided by vendors in the form of natural language in their
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CLIs. Furthermore, we have developed an ontology for the network device configuration domain (ONDC) which provides a semantic backbone for the OBIE System herein
developed. The ONDC ontology is further used to (i) guide the IE process from the
CLI and (ii) enhance our assessment by exploiting the ontological structure. We have
also developed an extraction method which relies on shallow NLP tools, lexical matching, clustering techniques, ontology reasoning and relatedness computation to perform
automatic instantiation of CLI commands and variables into their semantic categories.
Based on the performance evaluation we have shown that the use of ontologies in conjunction with other semantic technologies for IE offer a promising path to mitigate the
efforts of network device configuration. We have also concluded on the suitability of
our design decisions for which we achieved a maximum performance of 91% precision
and recall. Moreover, we have motivated the use of our OBIE system in the context of
current multi-layer core infrastructures as a means to support the configuration capabilities of solutions aimed to overcome the isolation between management ecosystems.
For instance, the case of the ONE Adapter, for which we have tested our model and
validated the ability to resolve semantic and syntactic adaptations for a set of use cases
of high impact for network operators, including, IP link provisioning, OSPF routing
protocol setup, MPLS configuration and IP offloading in optical networks.
Finally, we have discussed on the major limitations of the current Internet addressing architecture and analyzed the impact over network performance and other network
functions. Given the fact that current IP address semantic overload largely contributes
to the problems related to mobility, traffic engineering, resilience and multihoming, we
have examined two potential paths of solutions. The first, an evolutionary path achieved
through the adoption of the LISP framework—a paradigm that implements new semantics for IP addresses. The second, a disruptive path wherein a novel addressing scheme
is proposed for a service-centric network architecture. For the first line of research, we
have shown the limitations surrounding one of the most recent proposals for Control
Plane technologies for LISP and proposed the concepts for a new protocol, namely, the
LISP Redundancy Protocol (LRP) aimed to overcome the scalability issues and improve
reachability and reliability for an Autonomous System. For the second line of research,
we proposed a new semantic-based addressing scheme for a service-oriented Future Internet network architecture. We have introduced separate spaces for host identification
and location and conducted an analytic evaluation. Our evaluation results show that
the proposed scheme meets future Internet requirements, including, suitability in highly
demanding addressing scenarios.
In the next chapter, we highlight the author’s view on potential directions for extending
the reach of the work developed in this thesis.

Chapter 12

Future Work
In this chapter we outline remaining open issues derived from the work developed in
this thesis and draw potential future lines of work which might be considered by other
researchers.

12.1

Semantic-Based Network Configuration Management

Overall, future lines of work can still be explored from an algorithmic perspective, which
include, (i) enhancement of the learning algorithm based on historical instantiations, (ii)
enhancement of the IE process from web-based resources; (iii) WordNet verb recognition
support; (iv) weigh of CLI data based on the structural source of the information; and
finally—based on the notion that good suggestions are already produced by our system
but still holding for final verification—(v) integration of a human validation stage in the
final loop to improve the instantiation process to its maximum. Next, we will provide
some further insights on these potential lines of work.
Historical Disambiguation. The hierarchical structure of CLI environments is key
to our learning algorithm. We have exploited the information implicitly embedded in
the CLIs hierarchy by computing semantic relatedness among contiguous levels—within
a configuration statement—in order to increase accuracy of the instantiation process.
However, we believe we can further exploit the semantics of the hierarchy by taking into
account previous instantiation decisions, i.e., considering the decisions made for previous
configuration statements. This would provide an additional scope to the decision maker,
to disambiguate the sense of a term based on previous decisions. Indeed, this comes
at the cost of keeping state, an issue that needs to be further studied. Consider for
instance, the following scenario. If the atomic operation hSet Interface MAC Addressi
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was identified for the command hmaci for the previous configuration statement, with
high probability the haddressi command in the subsequent statement (for the same
level) refers to the atomic operation hSet Interface IP Addressi rather than hSet Interface
MAC Addressi.
Enhance IE from Web-based resources. We suggest the use of the Web as a big
corpus to extract additional information that can improve the instantiation algorithm.
This information can actually be used not only to aid in the process of ontology population, but also to enhance the meta-ontology while new capabilities or technologies
appear, which is actually concerned with the field of ontology learning.
Include WordNet in verb recognition. In the context of our algorithm, the identification of verbs from the CLI is key to determine the category of an action, and thus
discern over the type of operation. In case that a verb does not map to any category
of our meta-ontology, we can rely on a lexical database, such as WordNet, for synonym
lookup and further determine the most similar semantic category.
Weigh CLI Data. As previously stated—in an effort to guide network administrators
through the configuration environment—help descriptors tend to narrow down the semantics of commands and variables to a set of common and shared conceptualizations of
the domain. While commands and variables are typically constrained to single keywords
which are at the same time less expressive and subject to vendors’ custom terminologies.
In such a context, one could think rational to give higher weigh to decisions made over
information extracted from help descriptors rather than commands and variables. Our
current algorithm is indifferent to the source of knowledge.

Moreover, other lines of work related to potential applications of our system can be
further explored, namely, (i) Semantic-Web integration and (ii) extensibility to other
domains.
Semantic-Web Integration. Integrating our application into the Semantic Web would
provide the ability to generate semantic contents of the network device configuration
domain for the Web.
Extensibility to other domains. As successfully applied to the field of networking,
it would be of great interest to prove our systems extensibility to other domains wherein
configuration is also based on Command Line Interfaces.

12.2

Semantic-Based Approaches for Network Addressing

Regarding the proposed LISP Redundancy Protocol (LRP), our network scenario assumes that LRP nodes are all part of a broadcast domain. In current ISPs core networks
this is not always the case, with the introduction of new technologies like MPLS—where
edge routers reach each other using LSP (Label switched Path) across an MPLS core.
In such a network scenario a single broadcast domain does not exist anymore. A similar
problem appears when BGP confederations are introduced. To overcome these challenges, extensions to LRP must be done and configurations in edge routers have to be
carefully taken into account. Furthermore an implementation of the LRP Protocol is
required to obtain measurements on the convergence time in the network, considered as
a primary metric for determining the scalability and efficiency of routing schemes.

Appendix A

European Projects
Some of the contributions of this thesis have been partially used in the context of the
following projects.
European Projects
• FP7 Project ONE [111]: Towards Automated Interactions between the Internet and the Carrier-Grade Network Management Ecosystems. FP7-ICT-2009-5
(2010-2014)
• FP7 Project TEFIS (Opener): TEstbed for Future Internet Services, TEFIS
Project FP7-258142, (2010-2013). As part of the TEFIS Project: OPENER, the
Open and Programmable ENvironment for Experimenting with Routers.

Integrated Research Project (i2cat)
• TARIFA [31]: The Atomic Redesign of the Internet Future Architecture. i2cat
(2010-2011).

A.1

ONE in a Nutshell

Towards Automated Interactions between the Internet and Carrier-Grade
Management Ecosystems

Although IP and transport networks are typically deployed in tandem, their intrinsic
differences have profoundly segmented the way in which operators manage these infrastructures. Most operators have equipment from at least two vendors at each layer.
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Clearly interoperability at the data and control planes is a must when purchasing equipment from different vendors, but when it comes to the management plane, the isolation
is unavoidable, in practice. The lack of commercial solutions capable of providing automated coordinations of management procedures, such as the orchestration of business
practices between layers and vendors, poses considerable challenges and overheads to
operators both in terms of CAPEX and OPEX.
What does “ONE” do?
• Coordination without integration: multi-vendor and multi-layer NMS coordination.
• Semantic Adaptation: vendor-independent configurations not only in the IP
layer but also multi-layer (optical).
• Programmable Network Management: “Manual where needed and automated where allowed.” Smart analytics to create, manage, and redefine network
management procedures via workflows.
• Native Third-Party Support: Path Computation Element (PCE), OpenFlow
interfaces in the optical layer, AAA, etc.
Figure A.1 depicts a general diagram of the functionality of the ONE middle-box in a
multi-layer and multi-vendor scenario.

What does “ONE” not do?
• Yet-another NMS: Lightweight system adapter independent of any NMS.
• Yet-another control plane client: but is control-plane friendly and can “talk”
to any control-plane implementation.
• Yet-another virtualization tool: it offers simple adaptation of semantics of
whatever vendor is deployed.

A.2

TARIFA in a Nutshell

TARIFA [31] aims at defining a clean slate approach to a Future Internet architectural
redesign, based on a role-based paradigm consisting of non-divisible, or atomic, functions. The TARIFA architecture is service-oriented, enabling dynamic composition of
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Figure A.1: Functionality of the ONE middle-box in a Multi-Layer and Multi-Vendor
Scenario.

services and its adaptation, taking into account context status and its variations. Thus,
services become the fundamental functional components to be composed, taking into
account the specific requirements of each communication and allowing to adapt them
to fulfill context variations. Service-oriented approaches are foreseen to be suitable for
providing seamless communications which allow to deal with heterogeneity and dynamic
conditions of the network.
The TARIFA approach proposes that network maintains context information by means
of distributing it among network nodes. We take advantage of the distributed nature
of this approach in order to achieve a high level of scalability and flexibility. Thus,
context-awareness is enabled by making context information available to nodes in the
Network.
The TARIFA approach is service-oriented, as it allows to discover, combine and dynamically adapt the functional service blocks, according to context variations. Under this
vision, we worked towards the proposal of a new addressing scheme oriented to the real
requirements of a service-centric architecture.
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